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Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning

Syn är det främsta sinnet genom vilket vi vet var vi är, vad som finns i närheten och hur vi
rör oss. Motsvarande datorseendeuppgift är den simultana kartläggningen av omgivningen
och lokaliseringen av kameran. Detta går under många namn varav jag använder visuell
odometri, vilket innebär att bilderna är sekventiella och betonar noggrannheten i positione-
ringen och realtidskraven. Detta område har sett avsevärda förbättringar under det senaste
decenniet och visuell odometri används flitigt inom robotik för lokalisering, navigering och
hinderdetektion.

Avhandlingens huvudsakliga syfte är att studera och utvecka visuella odometrisystem och
ger flera bidrag. Det första är ett högpresterande stereo visuellt odometrisystem, som an-
vände geometriskt stödd spårning för att uppnå högsta rank på KITTIs odometri tävling.

Det andra är den ledande trepunktsperspetivlösaren. Lösaren hittar orientering och position
för en kamera givet projektionerna av tre kända 3D-punkter och är en central del av många
visuella odometrisystem. Genom att omformulera det underliggande problemet så undvek vi
det problematiska fjärdegradspolynomet andra lösare lider av. Detta resulterade i avsevärt
högre beräkningsprestanda och numerisk noggrannhet.

Det tredje är ett system som generaliserar stereo visuell odometri till den samtidiga skatt-
ningen av flera oberoende rörliga objekt. Det huvudsakliga bidraget är ett realtidssystem
som tillåter identifiering av rörliga stela objekt och skatting av deras banor i realtid, med
tillämpningar inom robotnavigering i dynamiska miljöer.

Det fjärde är ett förbättrad ramverk för skattning av kontinuerliga positioneringstrajektorier
av splinetyp. Ramverket förenklar integrering av dynamiska modeller, och används för att
visa att visuella odometrisystem baserade på kontinuerliga positioneringstrajectorier är både
praktiska och kan köras i realtid.

Visuella odometripipelinen betraktas både från ett teoretiskt och ett praktiskt perspek-
tiv, och de designade systemen har testats på benchmarks och sensorplattformar. Den här
avhandlingen placerar det publicerade arbetet i ett sammanhang och lyfter fram viktiga
insikter och praktiska observationer.
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Abstract

Vision is the primary means by which we know where we are, what is nearby, and how we
are moving. The corresponding computer-vision task is the simultaneous mapping of the
surroundings and the localization of the camera. This goes by many names of which this
thesis uses Visual Odometry. This name implies the images are sequential and emphasizes
the accuracy of the pose and the real time requirements. This field has seen substantial
improvements over the past decade and visual odometry is used extensively in robotics for
localization, navigation and obstacle detection.

The main purpose of this thesis is the study and advancement of visual odometry systems,
and makes several contributions. The first of which is a high performance stereo visual
odometry system, which through geometrically supported tracking achieved top rank on
the KITTI odometry benchmark.

The second is the state-of-the-art perspective three point solver. Such solvers find the
pose of a camera given the projections of three known 3d points and are a core part of
many visual odometry systems. By reformulating the underlying problem we avoided a
problematic quartic polynomial. As a result we achieved substantially higher computational
performance and numerical accuracy.

The third is a system which generalizes stereo visual odometry to the simultaneous esti-
mation of multiple independently moving objects. The main contribution is a real time
system which allows the identification of generic moving rigid objects and the prediction
of their trajectories in real time, with applications to robotic navigation in in dynamic
environments.

The fourth is an improved spline type continuous pose trajectory estimation framework,
which simplifies the integration of general dynamic models. The framework is used to show
that visual odometry systems based on continuous pose trajectories are both practical and
can operate in real time.

The visual odometry pipeline is considered from both a theoretical and a practical per-
spective. The systems described have been tested both on benchmarks and real vehicles.
This thesis places the published work into context, highlighting key insights and practical
observations.
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Introduction

Vision is the primary means by which we know where we are, what is nearby,
and how things are moving. The corresponding computer-vision task is the
simultaneous mapping of the surroundings and the localization of the camera.
This goes by many names, such as Structure From Motion (SFM) and Visual
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM) each with their own con-
notations. This thesis will use Visual Odometry (VO) which emphasizes that
the system processes sequential images to provide accurate pose trajectories
with low latency.

The field has advanced rapidly in the past decade, from early successes like the
Augmented Reality (AR) system Parallel Tracking And Mapping (PTAM) [1]
to modern systems, eg Paper A and [2]–[7] which target a wide range of AR,
Virtual Reality (VR), autonomous driving, and robotics applications. Pow-
erful structure aware optimization frameworks with automatic differentiation
such as ceres-solver [8] have been designed for the task, further accelerating
development. Datasets and benchmarks such as the 2012 KITTI visual odom-
etry benchmark [9] allowed direct competition and public comparison further
enhancing progress. Visual odometry systems are often modular, with several
different components designed to the solve various challenges. From low level
components, such as the Perspective three Point (P3P) solver of Paper B and
generic tracking, to high level optimization, map refinement, and loop clo-
sure. Numerous fundamentally different approaches still compete, each with
their advantages, providing trade-offs suitable for different tasks, scenes and
sequences. The degree of temporal correlation between images is a key prop-
erty, in particular the frame rate to dynamic, i.e. in relation to the motion
of the camera over the distance to the scene. Essentially, the goal of visual
odometry, is to turn cameras into pose sensors.

Visual Odometry systems, such as the one of Paper A, provides accurate
trajectory estimates for robotic navigation. Such systems can also be used
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1. Introduction

for static obstacle detection, and extended to identify and estimate the tra-
jectories of other moving objects as shown in Paper C. Compared to large
scale offline reconstruction from collections of images, the maps generated are
sufficient for the task, rather than aiming to allow full scene reconstruction.
However, given the pose trajectory for a video, it is straightforward to den-
sify the reconstruction, as shown in Paper E. This allows the estimation of a
dense map to be separated from the estimation of the pose trajectory. Visual
odometry systems use one or more cameras, but can also include other sen-
sors such as Inertial Measurement Units (IMU), and often use motion models
for regularization and prediction, such as in Paper D. Synchronizing and cal-
ibrating the sensor rig in advance increases robustness and reduce latency.
Non-overlapping camera calibration is shown in Paper F, and visual inertial
calibration in Paper D.

1.1 Contributions

This thesis primarily studies and advances the class of visual odometry sys-
tems called point feature visual odometry. Their advantages include accuracy
and computational performance, but the main advantage is versatility. Point
feature visual odometry can be applied to any camera-lens configuration, to
global as well as rolling shutter, use pre-existing maps, or generate their own.
They benefit from geometrical supported tracking, but are not reliant on it to
the same extent as the photometric semi-dense methods are. As a result, they
are particularly well suited to be extended to find and estimate the trajecto-
ries of independently moving rigid objects, and this is the main contribution
of Paper C.

The main contribution of Paper A, beyond the state-of-the-art of the art VO
system, is the bootstrap tracking, which combines the advantages of geomet-
rically supported tracking with the advantages of generic tracking.

The main contribution of Paper B is the state-of-the-art Perspective three
Point solver (P3P) Lambda Twist. The reason for the method’s excellent
performance is the way the dual conic problem is solved, an approach which
could potentially be applied to similar problems.

The main contribution of Paper C is the generalization of VO to real time
simultaneous identification and estimation of moving objects, and to a lesser
extent the public dataset and benchmark used in its evaluation.

The main contribution of Paper D is the method proposed for the integration
of non-linear differential motion models with visual observations.

The visual odometry systems have been tested on real vehicles and bench-
marks.
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1.2. Outline

1.2 Outline

The introductory chapters of this thesis provide the background theory, high-
lights the key contributions, and motivates the reasoning behind system de-
sign choices, with a particular eye toward the kind of practical details or hard
learned lessons required to successfully implement VO systems.

Chapter 2 describes the visual odometry from the perspective of the mea-
surements and loss optimized in Papers A, C, and D, along with common
approximations and optimization strategies.

Chapter 3 discusses the geometric representation of the map and the point
features, and provides an important improvement made to the Lambda Twist
P3P solver since publication.

Chapter 4 discusses pose trajectory representation, and how motion models
are incorporated in the optimization problem.

Chapter 5 introduces the key trade-offs for visual trackers for VO, and provides
a better derivation of the 1D KLT introduced by Paper E.

The thesis concludes with a few thoughts regarding the future of visual odom-
etry, in Chapter 6
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1. Introduction

1.3 Included publications

Part II consists of the publications included in the thesis:

• Paper A: Robust Stereo Visual Odometry from Monocular Techniques

• Paper B: Lambda Twist: An Accurate Fast Robust Perspective Three
Point (P3P) Solver

• Paper C: Independently Moving Object Trajectories from Sequential
Hierarchical Ransac

• Paper D: Practical Pose Trajectory Splines With Explicit Regularization

• Paper E: Good Edgels to Track: Beating the Aperture Problem with
Epipolar Geometry

• Paper F: Robust Accurate Extrinsic Calibration of Static Non-
overlapping Cameras

I am the first author of papers A, B, C and D, and second author of E and F.
The included publications are ordered by first author, then chronologically.
The abstracts and details of my contributions to each publication are provided
below. The included publications all share visual odometry as the primary
topic, and the introduction concludes with my (non-included) publications.
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1.3. Included publications

Paper A: Robust Stereo Visual Odometry from Monocular
Techniques

M. Persson, T. Piccini, M. Felsberg, and R. Mester, “Robust stereo visual
odometry from monocular techniques”, in IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Sympo-
sium 2015, Soul, South Korea, Jun. 2015, pp. 686–691 . The system achieved
top rank on the KITTI VO benchmark.

Abstract

Visual odometry is one of the most active topics in computer vision. The
automotive industry is particularly interested in this field due to the appeal of
achieving a high degree of accuracy with inexpensive sensors such as cameras.
The best results on this task are currently achieved by systems based on a
calibrated stereo camera rig, whereas monocular systems are generally lagging
behind in terms of performance. We hypothesize that this is due to stereo
visual odometry being an inherently easier problem, rather than due to higher
quality of the state of the art stereo based algorithms. Under this hypothe-
sis, techniques developed for monocular visual odometry systems would be, in
general, more refined and robust since they have to deal with an intrinsically
more difficult problem. In this work we present a novel stereo visual odometry
system for automotive applications based on advanced monocular techniques.
We show that the generalization of these techniques to the stereo case result
in a significant improvement of the robustness and accuracy of stereo based
visual odometry. We support our claims by the system results on the well
known KITTI benchmark, achieving the top rank for visual only systems.

Author Contributions

The author designed the system, wrote the software, and did the majority of
the writing.
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1. Introduction

Paper B: Lambda Twist: An Accurate Fast Robust
Perspective Three Point (P3P) Solver

M. Persson and K. Nordberg, “Lambda twist: An accurate fast robust per-
spective three point (P3P) solver”, in The European Conference on Computer
Vision (ECCV), Sep. 2018, pp. 334–349 . Lambda twist remains the state of
the art P3P solver to this day.

P ∶ yi ∼ P (xi)

y1

y2

y3

x1

x2

x3

Abstract

We present Lambda Twist; a novel P3P solver which is accurate, fast and
robust. Current state-of-the-art P3P solvers find all roots to a quartic and
discard geometrically invalid and duplicate solutions in a post-processing step.
Instead of solving a quartic, the proposed P3P solver exploits the underlying
elliptic equations which can be solved by a fast and numerically accurate diag-
onalization. This diagonalization requires a single real root of a cubic which
is then used to find the, up to four, P3P solutions. Unlike the direct quartic
solvers our method never computes geometrically invalid or duplicate solu-
tions. Extensive evaluation on synthetic data shows that the new solver has
better numerical accuracy and is faster compared to the state-of-the-art P3P
implementations. Implementation and benchmark are available on github.

Contributions

The author implemented the solver, the benchmark and did the majority of
the writing. The method was jointly derived by the author and co-author
Klas Nordberg, whom both contributed key insights.
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1.3. Included publications

Paper C: Independently Moving Object Trajectories from
Sequential Hierarchical Ransac

M. Persson and P.-E. Forssén, “Independently moving object trajectories
from sequential hierarchical ransac”, in SCITEPRESS VISAPP 2021: Joint
conference on computer vision, imaging and computer graphics theory and
applications, vol. 5, 2021, pp. 722–731 . Selected for oral presentation, nomi-
nated for best paper.

Abstract

Safe robot navigation in a dynamic environment, requires the trajectories of
each independently moving object (IMO). We present the novel and effective
system Sequential Hierarchical Ransac Estimation (Shire) designed for this
purpose. The system uses a stereo camera stream to find the objects and trajec-
tories in real time. Shire detects moving objects using geometric consistency
and finds their trajectories using bundle adjustment. Relying on geometric
consistency allows the system to handle objects regardless of semantic class,
unlike approaches based on semantic segmentation. Most Visual Odometry
(VO) systems are inherently limited to single motion by the choice of tracker.
This limitation allows for efficient and robust ego-motion estimation in real
time, but precludes tracking the multiple motions sought. Shire instead uses
a generic tracker and achieves accurate VO and IMO estimates using track
analysis. This removes the restriction to a single motion while retaining the
real-time performance required for live navigation. We evaluate the system by
bounding box intersection over union and ID persistence on a public dataset,
collected from an autonomous test vehicle driving in real traffic. We also show
the velocities of estimated IMOs. We investigate variations of the system that
provide trade offs between accuracy, performance and limitations

Contributions

The author designed the system, designed, recorded and annotated the bench-
mark, wrote the software for both, and did the majority of the writing.
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1. Introduction

Paper D: Practical Pose Trajectory Splines With Explicit
Regularization

M. Persson, G. Häger, H. Ovren, and P.-E. Forssén, “Practical pose trajectory
splines with explicit regularization”, in International Conference on 3D Vision
2021, Dec. 2021 . Selected for oral presentation.

Abstract

We investigate spline-based continuous-time pose trajectory estimation using
non-linear explicit motion priors. Current regularization priors either lin-
earize the orientation, rely on the implicit regularization obtained from the
used spline basis function, or use sampling based regularization schemes. The
latter is a special case of a Riemann sum approximation, and we demonstrate
when and why this can fail, and propose a way to avoid these issues. In addi-
tion we provide a number of novel practically useful theoretical contributions,
including requirements on knot spacing for orientation splines, new basis func-
tions for constant velocity extrapolation, and a generalization of the popular
P-Spline penalty to orientation. We analyze the properties of the proposed
approach using synthetic data. We validate our system using the standard
task of visual-inertial calibration, and apply it to stereo visual odometry where
we demonstrate real-time performance on KITTI.

Contributions

The author derived the theory, designed the experiments and VO system,
wrote the software, and did the majority of the writing.
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1.3. Included publications

Paper E: Good Edgels to Track: Beating the Aperture
Problem with Epipolar Geometry

T. Piccini, M. Persson, K. Nordberg, M. Felsberg, and R. Mester, “Good
edgels to track: Beating the aperture problem with epipolar geometry”, in
Computer Vision - ECCV 2014 Workshops, 2014, pp. 652–664, isbn: 978-3-
319-16181-5

Abstract

An open issue in multiple view geometry and structure from motion, applied
to real life scenarios, is the sparsity of the matched key-points and of the
reconstructed point cloud. We present an approach that can significantly im-
prove the density of measured displacement vectors in a sparse matching or
tracking setting, exploiting the partial information of the motion field provided
by linear oriented image patches (edgels). Our approach assumes that the
epipolar geometry of an image pair already has been computed, either in an
earlier feature-based matching step, or by a robustified differential tracker. We
exploit key-points of a lower order, edgels, which cannot provide a unique 2D
matching, but can be employed if a constraint on the motion is already given.
We present a method to extract edgels, which can be effectively tracked given
a known camera motion scenario, and show how a constrained version of the
Lucas-Kanade tracking procedure can efficiently exploit epipolar geometry to
reduce the classical KLT optimization to a 1D search problem. The potential
of the proposed methods is shown by experiments performed on real driving
sequences.

Contributions

The author contributed substantially to the implementation, experiments and
assisted with the writing. The author also derived the optimization iteration,
though a different derivation was presented in the paper. The authors pro-
posed version will be in the thesis Section 5.7.
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1. Introduction

Paper F: Robust Accurate Extrinsic Calibration of Static
Non-overlapping Cameras

A. Robinson, M. Persson, and M. Felsberg, “Robust accurate extrinsic cali-
bration of static non-overlapping cameras”, in CAIP, 2017

Abstract

An increasing number of robots and autonomous vehicles are equipped with
multiple cameras to achieve surround-view sensing. The estimation of their
relative poses, also known as extrinsic parameter calibration, is a challenging
problem, particularly in the non-overlapping case. We present a simple and
novel extrinsic calibration method based on standard components that performs
favorably to existing approaches. We further propose a framework for predict-
ing the performance of different calibration configurations and intuitive error
metrics. This makes selecting a good camera configuration straightforward.
We evaluate on rendered synthetic images and show good results as measured
by angular and absolute pose differences, as well as the reprojection error
distributions.

Contributions

The author proposed to use an additional camera in lieu of more complicated
approaches, and assisted with evaluation, implementation and writing.
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1.3. Included publications

Other publications

Other notable publications to which I have contributed, but which are not
included in this thesis.

• A. Eldesokey, M. Persson, M. Felsberg, and F. Shahbaz Khan,
“Uncertainty-aware cnns for depth completion: Uncertainty from be-
ginning to end”, ICCV 2019 Workshop: Statistical Deep Learning in
Computer Vision, 2019

• A. Eldesokey, M. Felsberg, K. Holmquist, and M. Persson, “Uncertainty-
aware cnns for depth completion: Uncertainty from beginning to end”,
2020 IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recog-
nition (CVPR), pp. 12 011–12 020, 2020

• G. Häger, M. Persson, and M. Felsberg, “Predicting disparity distri-
butions”, in 2021 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Au-
tomation (ICRA), 2021, pp. 4363–4369
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Visual Odometry

Visual odometry (VO) systems estimate the pose trajectory Pθ(t) of a sensor
platform with one or more cameras. Point feature visual odometry systems
estimate the pose trajectory from the image observations of 3D points on the
rigid reference of interest, typically the world. In order to be able to do so,
the observations must be sufficient for the trajectory to be observable, i.e.
constrain the trajectory to an unique optimum.

Unlike structure-from-motion systems in general, visual odometry systems
are expected to process the video stream live, generally cannot store many
images, and should provide low latency pose estimates. Requiring that the
system completes the processing of each new frame before the next one arrives
ensures this, and has been the goal of each system in this thesis. The low
latency poses in particular are important for the target applications, and as
such any time a pose estimate is provided, or a pose trajectory shown, it will
always be the poses available before the next frame. This does not prevent the
use of parallel processes which improves the map or trajectory. However, any
improvements to e.g. a benchmark result, would then only be due to improved
future frame poses estimates.

This chapter introduces point feature visual odometry from the perspective
of the measurement model, and the corresponding loss component, from basic
P3P to the loss minimized in Paper A, C and D.

Map representation is discussed in chapter 3, pose trajectories in chapter 4,
and tracking in chapter 5.
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2. Visual Odometry

2.1 Notation

For any symbol f :

• Lowercase f is a scalar,

• fname is a named type of f

• f is a vector

• fi is the i-th element of the vector f

• F is a matrix or operator

• f(x) is a function or operator on x

• f2(x) is f(x)f(x) if f is a function, or f(f(x)) if f is an operator.

• For any index i, ..., fi,... indexes f by i.

• ⌊f⌋ is f rounded down to the nearest integer.

Reserved names:

• x is a 3d point.

• xa,... is the 3d point of index a.

• xa is a 3d point in coordinate system a.

• Pab is a pose operator such that xa = Pabxb.

• ℘ is a camera projection operator e.g. (2.2)

• y is an image observation

16



2.2. Measurement Model

2.2 Measurement Model

The projection operator ℘ is the function which takes a 3D point x, to image
position i.e. the observations y. A simple example of which is the ideal pinhole
camera model ℘pinhole:

℘pinhole(x) = x
−1
2 (

x0

x1
) (2.1)

where xi is the ith element of x. Notably ℘pinhole(x) applies to both R3

and homogeneous 3D point representations. The projection is also limited to
points which lie in front of the camera, and typically further restricted to a
known Field of View (FOV).

More generally the ℘ accounts for the image sensor and lens, as well as the
transform from the common sensor platform/device to camera coordinates.

A typical form for ℘ used in my work is:

y = ( row

column
) = ℘(xd) = (

frowyd,1 + prow
fcolyd,0 + pcol

) (2.2)

where

yd = yp(1 + k0∣yp∣2 + k1∣yp∣4) (2.3)
yp = ℘pinhole(Pcdxd) (2.4)

The non-linear distortion model i.e. (2.3) is lens specific and can be quite
complex but is continuous and bijective for the camera-lens configurations of
interest. This allows an estimate to be computed of how the image would have
looked without the distortion, essentially computing what the corresponding
pinhole camera picture would have looked like. This reduces measurement
model complexity, and simplify tracking, but requires a trade-off between loss
of information and the resolution of the undistorted image. Undistortion is
practical for low distortion acute angle lenses but should be avoided for wide
angle lenses.

The projection operator parameters θ℘, here {Pcd, frow, fcol, prow, pcol, k0, k1}
in (2.2), can be estimated as part of the VO system. However, they are
commonly estimated in advance, with this separate optimization called cal-
ibration. Calibrating the camera intrinsics means finding the coefficients
of the sensor and lens, while calibrating the extrinsics means finding the
transform Pcd. Extrinsics are generally found by using a calibration object
simultaneously viewed by two cameras. For non-overlapping FOV, this often
requires custom, expensive calibration objects. Paper F instead proposes
to use a standard chessboard pattern which is moved around, and a third
camera.
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2. Visual Odometry

2.3 Perspective Three Point

The pose can be computed analytically from three or more noise free ℘pinhole
observations yi of known 3D points xi, by solving:

yi = ℘pinhole(Pθxi). (2.5)

This is known as the Perspective from N Points (PNP) problem. The minimal
case of which is the Perspective 3 Point (P3P). P3P is a key component in
many VO systems as way to compute an initial pose estimate. The Lambda
Twist P3P solver introduced by Paper B is discussed in chapter 3, and sub-
stantially improves on the earlier P3P solvers.

P3P has multiple solutions in general, but a fourth point allows us to select an
unique correct alternative. We can therefore create a VO system using P3P
and four points with known 3D position as follows: In each image, localize
the 3D points, and compute the pose using the first three correspondences in
P3P, selecting the solution using the fourth point.

P3P assumes pinhole camera measurements, thus, in practice, the observa-
tions must first be converted to their pinhole equivalents. This means the
camera must be calibrated for P3P to be used.

2.4 Measurement Noise

Tracking, i.e. localizing features in an image, is a crucial aspect of any VO
system, and will be discussed further in chapter 5. For now, suffice to say
the results are noisy, and that this noise must be accounted for. A notable
peculiarity of visual odometry is that tracking generally produces a mixture of
inliers which can be used in estimation, and outliers, which must be excluded.
This leads to the coarse, yet widely applicable, model of Gaussian inliers:

y = (y0 +n if inlier
m otherwise) (2.6)

where y0 is the ideal observed position and n is Independent Identically Dis-
tributed (i.i.d) noise ni ∼ N(0, σi) for σi which can be roughly determined
given the tracker, camera-lens configuration and target scene. The track is
randomly an inlier with a frame specific probability p, and of m we can say
little. This models tracking failures, as well as a wide range of common error
sources, including moving objects, reflections and perceptual aliasing.

Unlike inliers, outliers cannot be relied upon to be i.i.d. , in particular with
regards to other outliers. Worse still, they are often internally consistent with
a different motion. As a result, e.g. a moving object covering a significant
part of the image, is difficult to account for using per track robust losses.
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This motivates a two stage approach, outliers which are inconsistent with the
expected motion are discarded, typically by testing their reprojection error
against a threshold. This threshold must be selected to avoid discarding
inliers which contradict the current estimate, and will therefore have a high
false negative rate. Fortunately, the most severe outliers are often easier
to identify, but the remainder should still be accounted for. As a result,
the use of a well chosen robust loss function [19], in addition to identifying
and discarding outliers, is often beneficial. Robust losses are particularly
important if the trajectory is uncertain, e.g. during initialization.

For notational convenience this thesis will use ρ(a − b) = ∑i ρi(ai − bi) which
both removes outliers, and applies the chosen robust loss. If the inliers ele-
ments are not i.i.d. with identical distributions, ρ will also perform the ap-
propriate whitening, and weighting.

2.5 Marker-based Perspective N Point Visual
Odometry (PNP-VO)

The noise model allows us to expand the simple P3P-VO system into a marker-
based, i.e. with known 3D points only, PNP-VO, which accounts for the noise
by minimizing the loss:

L(θ) =∑
i

ρ(yi − ℘θ(Pθxi)) (2.7)

over the trajectory parameters θ, anew with each frame. This non-convex
problem requires a good initialization, i.e. one in the convergence basin of the
global optimum, to eliminate severe outliers, and converge.

There are two common approaches to finding the initialization. The first ap-
proach relies on predicting the pose e.g. using an Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) [1] or the motion model regularization approach used in Paper D. The
second approach is one based on random sampling consensus i.e. a Ransac
variant [20]. Ransac finds a good initialization by randomly sampling many
minimal subsets of the correspondences, and applying the minimal solver to
each. The resulting solutions are scored based on the rest of the correspon-
dences. The top scoring solution is chosen as the initialization and refined
over its inlier set using a standard non-linear optimizer. A full discussion of
Ransac variants is beyond this work, but suffice to say that it benefits from a
good minimal case solver, such as Lambda Twist of Paper B.

Both approaches have their advantages, with the former being more robust
against low observability, while the latter relies less on trajectory predictions
and is often faster. In practice, most systems use both, either combined, or
in different situations, e.g. the prediction based PTAM falling back to the
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Ransac approach, if localization fails [1]. Another example would be Paper A
which uses a coarse motion prediction to eliminate dominant but fast moving
objects and equivalent perceptual aliasing, after which Ransac is applied.

The extent to which a VO system relies on temporal correlation significantly
changes how the system is designed. On one extreme, reconstruction from
a collection of images makes no assumptions, whereas high framerate to dy-
namic video reconstruction can exploit the strong temporal correlations to
significantly improve robustness and accuracy, while reducing computational
costs.

Marker-based PNP-VO works quite well, but is limited by the requirement
that the 3D points are known in advance. Nevertheless it is used in a number
of settings from AR to VR and motion capture to maintenance robots. The
3D points may be specifically placed landmarks, but it is common that the
map is generated using either a collection-of-images structure-from-motion,
or variations of the method outlined in the next section. The advantage of
separating the mapping and localization is that marker-based PNP-VO is
more robust and requires substantially less computational resources.

2.6 Bundle Adjustment Visual Odometry

We can triangulate the position of a point found in two or more images if the
corresponding camera poses are known. Therefore, by identifying new point
features and tracking them the map can be extended into new regions.

This leads us to Bundle Adjustment Visual Odometry (BA-VO): which jointly
minimizes:

L =∑
i,k

ρ(yi,k − ℘(Pθ(tk)xi)) (2.8)

over the trajectory parameters θ and points xi. The optimization problem
is non-linear, and non-convex, and as such, convergence requires a decent
initialization of the poses and points.

When the system is running, the pose of a new frame is initialized in the
same way as for PNP-VO after which the new points are triangulated using
e.g. [21]. In the monocular case, the first two frame poses can be found using
essential-matrix-Ransac [22].

BA-VO provides accurate trajectories in typical environments, but the map
created is usually quite sparse. This can be addressed by strict geometrically
supported tracking as done in Paper E, which is discussed in Chapter 5.
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Track Management

Careful track management, in terms of outlier rejection, and in terms of se-
lecting new points to track, and restricting which tracks are used in the joint
optimization is key to BA-VO.

Long tracks in particular are valuable as they reduce long term drift. There
are many techniques to create longer tracks, from geometrically supported
tracking, to searching for tracks which could be visible but have been lost, to
loop closure. By contrast short tracks may contain insufficient information to
identify and remove outliers, and adding such may be detrimental to the esti-
mation accuracy, even if their impact is limited due to a robust loss. A good
rule of thumb is to avoid adding a track to the joint optimization before the
point has been observed from three poses with a minimum distance between
each and the estimate passes each reprojection error test.

In general we can track far more points than we can use during bundle ad-
justment, and as such, selecting which are the most valuable allow us to
maximize accuracy per compute time. Computing the mutual information is
computationally infeasible, but there are a number of good heuristics: A track
is valuable if it is long, the state well constrained, and its observations are
distant from other track observations. As a result, selecting tracks which are
well spread throughout the image is beneficial [23], and when two tracks end
up too close, one of them can often be discarded. This is important for two
reasons: first, the tracks being well spread through the image improves the
conditioning of the problem. Second tracks which are too close, i.e. the regions
their trackers use overlap, are far more likely to violate the i.i.d. assumption.

Optimization

Bundle adjustment problems have notably sparse Jacobians, and a specific
structure which can be exploited to substantially reduce computational cost.
However, doing so manually is neither required, nor recommended in gen-
eral [24]. Instead a well tested structurally aware optimizer, such as ceres-
solver [25], should be used. Such solvers can both identify and exploit such
structure automatically.

Despite the highly efficient structure aware solvers, optimizing over the entire
map and every observation with every new frame is prohibitively expensive.
Therefore a number of approximations are used to reduce the optimization
cost. Common approaches include selective track inclusion, windowed opti-
mization, Key-framing, and the creation of virtual measurements.

Selective track optimization adds a well chosen subset of the tracks to the
joint optimization and optimizes the rest separately given the fixed trajectory.
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This allows us to maintain far more tracks than can be used in the joint
optimization. These tracks are essentially well initialized spares, available for
when new tracks are needed.

Windowed optimization assumes that only a subset of the states related to
the most recent frames are likely to change, and only includes the observa-
tions which can change these states. Key-framing similarly implies selecting
a subset of frames which are representative of the trajectory, and discarding
the rest.

Virtual Measurements and Information Aggregation

One way to reduce optimization cost is to hold the points constant after the
initial triangulation. This makes each pose independent, and reduces the
problem to what is essentially sequential PNP-VO. This generally produces
accurate relative poses between frames, but is more vulnerable to long term
drift. The downside is that later observations of the point do not improve the
3D point estimate, and the information in them is lost.

One popular approach to capture some of the information lost this way is to
model the state posterior as a simple distribution which can then be updated,
based on the posterior of the latest frame pose estimate, and observation noise.
This approach, often called fusion, or marginalization, is very fast [5] and al-
lows older poses to benefit from improved 3D point estimates. The downside
is that there is no way to remove a measurement which has been fused without
re-estimating the state from scratch, e.g. if the measurement is later deter-
mined to be an outlier. In essence this approach aggregates the information in
a single virtual measurement, typically of the inverse depth. However, there
is little reason to restrict ourselves to a single virtual measurement to capture
this information, and the use of multiple virtual measurements e.g. of repro-
jection type, can reduce the approximation error caused by the distribution
model further.

The measurements themselves represent the information better however,
which combined with the high accuracy of the oldest poses motivates and
the use of two windows. One short for the poses, and one longer for point
states. This approach is used in Paper A to captures more information and
allows updating older states to a greater extent, while keeping the short pose
update window to keep computational time manageable.

Monocular BA-Vo Scale

The projective measurements are invariant to scale, and as a result a monoc-
ular BA-VO loss does not constrain the scale of the map. This means the
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scale of the map cannot be estimated globally, and is subject to local drift,
which poses a challenge for loop closure. This problem can be alleviated to
an extent by strong assumptions on the scene, such as by image-depth esti-
mating deep networks [26]. However, additional sensors that make the scale
observable provide a far better result. The cheap option is an accelerometer,
but the vision centric approach is another camera.

2.7 Multi Camera Visual Odometry

A sensor platform with multiple rigidly connected synchronized cameras im-
prove observability in many ways. For cameras c which observe yi points xi

at time tk the loss becomes:

L = ∑
i,k,c

ρ(yi,k,c − ℘c(Pθ(tk)xi)). (2.9)

When a feature is in simultaneous view of multiple cameras, the known ge-
ometry between the cameras can be exploited in the tracking. Paper E shows
how this can be performed for two cameras with a generic transform between
them. Stereo cameras further assume that the transform is restricted to a
translation along the column axis. This allows further simplifications, and as
a result, synchronized stereo cameras have long been used as effective inverse
depth sensors. Stereo cameras often use acute lenses as this provides better
depth accuracy. The accurate depths lead to good translation estimates for
VO systems, in particular during high speed, but limits how much of the scene
is viewed at once. As a result, VO systems based on an acute angle stereo
camera are vulnerable to rapid rotations. A camera with a wide angle lens
behave in the opposite way, covering large parts of the scene, but doing so at
what amounts to a lower resolution per part. VO systems using wide angle
lenses generally robust rotation estimates, but the lower effective resolution
limits the translation accuracy. In other words wider FOV is key to deal-
ing with rapid rotations, while higher resolution and overlap helps with high
speed. One approach would be to use many stereo camera pairs to achieve
the combined benefits of both. Unfortunately this is both computationally
costly and expensive.

2.8 Bootstrap Stereo Visual Odometry

The Bootstrap Stereo Visual Odometry of Paper A achieved top rank in the
KITTI Odometry Benchmark [9]. The system minimizes the loss (2.9) over
a window of the discrete pose trajectory P [tk] chosen to provide real time
performance. To the avid reader of VO, and V-SLAM literature, this system
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may sound quite similar to ORB-SLAM or SOFT [2], [3], but it precedes both.
There are many parts which contribute to the systems success, but the main
contribution is the bootstrap tracker, and this is the component which has
been reused the most elsewhere.

The main challenge was the that the KITTI sequences had a significantly
lower frame rate to dynamic than VO systems were designed for at the time,
necessitating a new tracking approach.

Bootstrap Tracking

Bootstrap tracking starts with no, or a very coarse prediction of the new
frames pose, and therefore similarly coarse position predictions. This is used
to produce tentative correspondences, which are strictly filtered on appear-
ance in various ways, but not on reprojection error. These tentative corre-
spondences are then used in a framework robust to outliers, e.g. Ransac, to
find a better pose prediction. The improved prediction is then used to per-
form guided tracking, the pose re-estimated, and the resulting tracks strictly
filtered based on reprojection error, but less so on appearance.

The first step provides a robust way to estimate the pose of a new frame
quickly. The second step substantially increases the effective inlier ratio for
our tracks, which results in longer tracks, and lower drift.

Bootstrap tracking essentially combines the benefits of unguided tracking,
with the high inlier rate, and long tracks of guided tracking, while avoiding the
greater downsides of both. The bootstrap tracking by BRIEF [27] descriptor
matching suited the frame rate to dynamic of the sequences well, and achieved
better results than contemporary tracking by matching and the generative
predictive based VO systems.

Optimization Strategy

The system optimizes the poses over a short window chosen to fit computa-
tional budget. However, unlike many other systems, including the at the time
reigning champion Multi Frame Feature Integration (MFI) [28] system, does
not fuse older measurements into a point estimate. Instead older, i.e. out-
side the window, measurements are kept, and the point state estimated over
the latest pose estimates, which are held constant together with new variable
poses. The reasoning is simple, the poses are highly accurate, but the point
estimates are not, and the non-linear observations ensure that any simple pos-
terior model will lose information which is available in the measurements. For
low frame rate to dynamics sequences such as KITTI, this approach improves
information propagation at a relatively low cost.
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Weakness

The main weakness of the original system is the simplistic motion model, and
how it was only used for prediction, rather than incorporated with the repro-
jection errors. It was sufficient at the time, but generalized poorly and was
discarded in later versions. The question of how to integrate motion models
motivated the investigation into pose trajectory splines, and was addressed
by Paper D.

The absence of loop closure in the benchmark version system is intentional,
as the trajectory improvements would not be reflective of the low latency pose
accuracy. In retrospect this may not have been a strategic choice, as most
later systems do use such. In particular as the benchmarks marker for loop
closure is largely ignored.

Further Development

The system has since been expanded in many ways, notably to multiple cam-
eras, with and without overlap. This including the multi-camera systems,
Ladybug, Occam Omni and the Hilti VO sensor platform [29]. The system
has been adapted for, and applied to, several Daimler and Scania experimental
vehicles.

2.9 Sequential Hierarchical Ransac (Shire)

Visual odometry estimates the trajectory of a camera in relation to an ob-
served rigid object. This object however, does not need to be the world. The
Shire system performs identifies and estimates the trajectory of each rigidly
moving object in view, including ego-motion.

Using Stereo BA-VO we can estimate the camera pose trajectory, and thus
the position and world velocity for each observed track. Unfortunately, doing
so for each track individually leads to a low signal to noise ratio [30], prevents
the use of geometrically supported tracking, and limits our ability to identify
outliers.

If we can identify which tracks lie on each object, we can estimate them jointly
as before. The key idea of Paper C is to do so by first finding the pose of each
previously observed object using PNP-Ransac, and assigning all tracks which
can be unambiguously assigned to the known rigid objects. After which, PNP-
Ransac is used to search for groups of tracks consistent with an additional rigid
moving object within the tracks that are unambiguous outliers to the known
objects. The system relies heavily on the tracker inlier noise level being known
and applying to both the rigid world and any moving object.
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Figure 2.1: Sequential Hierarchical Ransac (Shire) results. The world tracks
are in red. The identified independently moving objects are shown with
bounding box and their associated tracks. This is the result for the purely
geometric variant, i.e. no deep learning used.

Sample Shire results are shown in Figure 2.1, the shire world speed estimates
for the vehicles closely match what is expected, e.g. the blue car is matching
speed with our vehicle. This holds even for more difficult cases such as the one
shown in Figure 2.2. The speed of this car is not known, though it is driving
on a 50km/h road. Shire estimates the speed of this car upon detection in this
frame as 53km/h, 10 frames later as it leaves view shire estimates its speed
as 52km/h.

PNP-Ransac

The PNP-Ransac is, in other words, key to identifying new moving objects
in the scene. However, as each object is found and its inliers and ambigu-
ous tracks are removed from consideration, the ratio of tracking failure, to
potentially moving objects rises. This in turn causes an exponential rise in
the minimum required number of samples drawn and solved with the minimal
solver, and is part of what motivated the improved P3P solver of Paper B.

A lower bound for the minimum number of P3P calls can be found as ln(f)
ln(1−qp3)

where f is the acceptable failure rate, q is the solver success rate and p is the
inlier probability. This is a modification of the standard minimum sampling
count for Ransac [20] which accounts for inlier noise using q.

The linear improvement to the P3P speed that the Lambda Twist solver pro-
vides, cannot overcome the exponential increase in required samples. Instead
the primary advantage comes from the increased accuracy for nearly degener-
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Figure 2.2: The car, green, is successfully identified in this frame, using points
estimated from disparity in the previous frame. World tracks are shown in
red. Small and distant objects provide a challenge to PNP-Ransac, both in
terms of low signal to noise, and because the points are more likely to be in
a near numerically degenerate configuration.

ate cases. P3P becomes degenerate if the points lie to close together relative
to the distance to the camera. This is rarely a problem when searching for an
object which covers most of the screen, but the moving objects we are looking
for may be small and distant, as shown in Figure 2.2. In such cases the prob-
ability of numerically nearing degeneracy increases. The speed improvement
the new solver provides would thus be primarily due to a higher q.

Further investigations revealed that the source of the issues the Shire system
experienced was primarily not due to poor initialization, but rather due to a
mix of poor camera calibration and faulty undistortion software. In the end,
the Lambda Twist P3P made for a minor if noticeable improvement. This
however highlights the importance of thorough camera calibration as a poor
undistortion may not be visible, and may only lead to minor increases in drift
in a VO systems operating on the entire image.
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3Geometry

This chapter discusses the 3D map representation, and improvements made
to the Lambda Twist P3P solver of Paper B since its publication.

3.1 The Map Representation

A visual odometry map can be represented in many different ways, with 3D-
landmark set and inverse depth images being the most common.

The 3D-landmark approach, assumes there are e.g. 3D point landmarks, the
position of which can be identified in an image and localized when imaged
from nearby poses. The resulting maps are accurate, but sparse. This ap-
proach is flexible, fast, and well suited to minimize drift [3] and used in Pa-
pers A, C and D.

The inverse depth image approach estimates a pixel-wise inverse depth image
for well chosen frames. This results in maps which are denser than those of the
3D-landmark approach. In order to limit computational cost, this approach is
usually paired with prediction reliant geometrically supported tracking, Key-
framing, and measurement fusion. Inverse depth methods excel in high frame
rate to dynamic sequences [5], [7] and feature sparse scenes, but struggles with
low frame rate to dynamic sequences. Inverse depth is used because it better
models the relevant depth range and fits the measurement noise.

The inverse depth image approach can be viewed as the image coordinates
implicitly encoding the 3D ray, i.e. as a coarse approximation of the point
landmark approach with fixed rays. However, if the depth image approach is
instead viewed as representing the depth distribution of the cone extending
from the camera center through the pixel, the advantages of the model be-
comes clearer. Rather than using fixed rays, we are estimating 3D surfaces
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3. Geometry

represented by a distribution. This distribution needs not be uni-modal and
this can be accounted for in the loss [18].

3D Point Representation

3D points can be represented as R3 vectors as in Paper A, or inverse depth with
a fixed bearing defined by the pixel grid. The latter representation has much
in common with a homogeneous point represented by a R4 parameter vector,
which is used in Paper C and D. For numerical reasons it is wise to keep
the homogeneous points at unit length. The homogeneous parametrization
has several advantages, including the ability to represent points which lie at
infinity using floating point arithmetic.

The R4 representation allows a point to be smoothly moved from in front of
a camera, to behind one, by passing through infinity. This is an advantage in
some cases (see Section 5.6), and is otherwise dealt with using a combination
of a penalty and existing track management.

In principle, the normalised homogeneous representation is the most expen-
sive to compute. In practice, the computational cost difference between the
representations is minor. This is partially because structure aware optimizers
separate the computations for the poses and points and the latter become
comparably inexpensive.

In practice, the homogeneous point representation is well suited to sparse
point feature odometry.

3.2 Lambda Twist P3P

Given three pinhole observations yi of known 3D points xi ∈ R3, P3P finds
all poses P that satisfy:

yi = ℘pinhole(Pxi), (3.1)
(Pxi)2 > 0. (3.2)

The P3P solver of Paper B, Lambda Twist remains the state-of-the-art, and
is the default P3P solver for the Open Multiview Geometry Library (Open-
MVG) [31]. A great thing about a widely used solver, is that any bugs in the
implementation and rare numeric cases, will be found. Since publication, the
author has improved the algorithm to address a missing special case. This
improvement reduces the number of numeric failures by 90% and removed all
incorrect solutions previously output by Lambda Twist in the benchmark, as
shown in Table 3.1. The derivation of the alteration is presented here.
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P ∶ yi ∼ P (xi)

y1

y2

y3

x1

x2

x3

Figure 3.1: The pinhole image projections y lie along the line between the
camera center and the 3D points x.

Improved Lambda Twist

The derivation begins as before, and has a single point of departure, before
converging again.

The homogeneous visual observations yi, ∣yi∣ = 1, are unknown, positive scale
factors λi away from the 3D points in the camera coordinate system xc =
Pxw =Rxw + t, as shown in Figure 3.1:

yi = ℘pinhole(Pxi) Ô⇒ (3.3)
λiyi =Rxi + t, i ∈ {1,2,3}. (3.4)

From which the pose can be eliminated using:

λiyi − λjyj =R(xi −xj) Ô⇒ (3.5)
∣λiyi − λjyj ∣2 = ∣xi −xj ∣2. (3.6)

Each combination of i, j, i ≠ j, gives us a linearly independent quadratic poly-
nomial in the three unknown λi:

λ2
i + λ2

j − 2bijλiλj = aij , (3.7)

where aij = ∣xi −xj ∣2 and bij = yT
i yj or equivalently as:

λ⊺M12λ = a12, λ⊺M13λ = a13, λ⊺M23λ = a23, (3.8)

where

M12 =
⎛
⎜
⎝

1 −b12 0

−b12 1 0

0 0 0

⎞
⎟
⎠
, M13 =

⎛
⎜
⎝

1 0 −b13
0 0 0

−b13 0 1

⎞
⎟
⎠
, M23 =

⎛
⎜
⎝

0 0 0

0 1 −b23
0 −b23 1

⎞
⎟
⎠
.

This gives us the homogeneous quadratic polynomials λ⊺Diλ = 0 for matrices:

D1 =M12a23 −M23a12,D2 =M13a23 −M23a13. (3.9)
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A well chosen linear combination of Di allows us to find a linear constraint
on λ by finding γ such that:

det(D0) = det(D1 + γD2) = 0, (3.10)

which requires one real root to a cubic polynomial in γ.

Since the determinant of D0 is 0, it will have a zero eigenvalue and the eigen-
value decomposition:

S = ETD0E =
⎛
⎜
⎝

σ1 0 0

0 −σ2 0

0 0 0

⎞
⎟
⎠
, (3.11)

using E =
⎛
⎜
⎝

e1
e2
e3

⎞
⎟
⎠

such that:

σ1 > 0, (3.12)
σ2 ≥ 0, (3.13)

∣σ1∣ ≥ ∣σ2∣. (3.14)

Using p = Eλ with p1 = sp2 in pTSp = 0 gives us s = ±
√
−σ2

σ1
, with each s

corresponding to different possible P3P solutions.

Given either s, we have one linear equation:

p1 − sp2 = (e1 − se2)λ =w(s)Tλ = 0 (3.15)

for λ, i.e. ∑iwiλi = 0, and one variable can be eliminated.

In Paper B, we eliminate λ1 with:

λ1 =
w2

w1
λ2 +

w3

w1
λ3. (3.16)

However, this did not account for the case that w1 is 0. We note that ∣w∣2 =
(e1 − se2)2 = ∣e1∣2 + s2∣e2∣2 = 1 + s2 > 1 for non-degenerate D0. Therefore, if
w1 = w2 = 0 then w3 > 1 and w3λ3 = 0, would imply λ3 = 0. This implies
that one of w1,w2 is not numerically close to zero. Thus, if ∣w2∣ < ∣w1∣, the
algorithm remains as before. Otherwise, we change the next step, where λ is
identified as follows:

Let λ3 = τλ1 and solve:

⎛
⎜
⎝

w2

−(w1 +w3τ)
w2w3τ

⎞
⎟
⎠

⊺

D1

⎛
⎜
⎝

w2

−(w1 +w3τ)
w2w3τ

⎞
⎟
⎠
= 0 (3.17)
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for τ . Then using v = (1 0 τ)T for each τ > 0 we get:

λTM13λ = a13 Ô⇒ (3.18)

λ1 =
√

a13
vTM13v

, (3.19)

λ2 = (
w1

w2
+ w3

w2
τ)λ1, (3.20)

λ3 = τλ1. (3.21)

Given λ, the rotation and translation are computed as per Paper B.

3.3 Improved Lambda Twist Results

The improved results are shown in Table 3.1. Notably, all 16 incorrect solu-
tions have been eliminated. The remaining four instances of missing solutions
are resolved if the precision is increased from float64 to float128, indicating
that they are numerically near degenerate.

Method Improved Lambda Twist Ke Kneip
GT Found 9999991 9999944 9997237 9990804
Solution found 9999996 9999950 9999663 9999228
No solution 4 50 337 772
Errors 0 16 795145 7325529

Table 3.1: Lambda Twist P3P benchmark results. ”Improved” is the improved
variant, ”Lambda Twist” is the original, and ”Ke” and ”Kneip” are their
respective solvers [32], [33]. The number of missing solutions has decreased
from 50 to 4, and incorrect solutions have dropped from 16 to 0.

Errata

Two typos have been found since the publication of Paper B. These have been
corrected in the appended version. The reference implementation was correct
from the start in both cases.

• Equation (3) in the ECCV derivation lacks a 2, and has been fixed.

• The eigenvectors are ordered to ensure ∣σ2∣ ≤ ∣σ1∣, rather than the oppo-
site.
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4
Pose Trajectories

So far we have assumed that Pθ(t) can represent the relevant trajectories using
the parameters θ, which we can optimize over. Ideally, the pose trajectory
should be continuous, generic, and computationally efficient. The trajectory
representation should allow for both visual measurements and measurements
from common auxiliary sensors such as Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) to
be used. Further, we want to use motion models and predict the trajectory,
and the representation should support this.

Pose trajectory B-splines are a good fit for this. In Paper D, several open
questions regarding their design and application are addressed.

This chapter begins by introducing spline based trajectories, how they are
regularized, and how to select their hyper-parameters. This is followed by a
discussion of frame-wise discrete pose trajectories, such as used in Papers A
and C. Frame-wise discrete pose trajectories can be viewed as zeroth or first
degree pose trajectory splines with variable knot distances, but often are not.

4.1 Spline Based Pose Trajectories

There are numerous ways to express a continuous pose trajectory, but the
combination of a R3 B-spline and a unit quaternion, i.e. versor B-spline [34],
is convenient and flexible. For a comprehensive introduction to basis splines
and versor splines in general, see [34]–[36].
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4.2 Uniform Basis Splines (B-splines)

We will describe basis splines with knots ti as i, for i ∈ Z, as the generalizations
are trivial and verbose.

Uniform RN B-splines of degree n with control points ai are defined:

sn(t) =∑
i

aibn(t − i), (4.1)

where bn(t) is defined according to:

b0(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

1 if t ∈ [0,1)
0 elsewhere,

(4.2)

b1(t) = (b0 ⊛ b0), (4.3)
bn(t) = (bn−1 ⊛ b0)(t), (4.4)

where (f ⊛ g)(t) = ∫R f(τ)g(t − τ)dτ is convolution. We will refer to (4.2) as
the local form, and it is equivalent to the cumulative form:

sn(t) =∑aibn(t − i) =∑∆aicn(t − i), (4.5)

where ∆ai = ai − ai−1 and

cn(t) = ∫
t

−∞
bn−1(t)dt. ⇐⇒ (4.6)

cn(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

∑n−1
i=0 bn(t−i) if t < n

1 otherwise.
(4.7)

Both forms can be efficiently computed for t ∈ [i, i + 1). Using the adaptive
start index f = ⌊t⌋ − n − 1, we obtain:

sn(t) = af +
⌊t⌋

∑
i=f+1

∆aicn(t − i) . (4.8)

That the spline is locally defined using only a few parameters is called local
control. This provides significant computational advantages during trajectory
optimization.

Uniform basis splines have n−1 continuous derivatives. Their n-th and latter
derivatives are zero everywhere except for the knots.
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The Versor Spline

The Kim, Kim and Shin (KKS) unit quaternion [34], i.e. versor spline, is a
generalization of (4.5). The control points ki are versors and the operations
are replaced by their rotation equivalents, i.e. addition with quaternion mul-
tiplication and control point weighting by exponentiation. The ∆ operator
for unit quaternions thus becomes ∆ki = k∗i−1ki. Using wi = ∆ki for brevity
the KKS is defined as:

qn(t) = kF

∞
∏
i=F

w
cn(t−i)
i (4.9)

and computed efficiently as:

qn(t) = kf

⌊t⌋

∏
i=f+1

w
cn(t−i)
i (4.10)

for f = ⌊t⌋ − n − 1, as in (4.8), and similarly has local control. In practice,
the expression is computed recursively, which also benefits the computation
of the derivatives.

For a versor in scalar-vector form, q = (r,v), we define the scalar exponent
power and logarithm as:

qα = (
cos(θα)
sin(θα) v

∣v∣
) , (4.11)

log(q) = (
0

θ v
∣v∣
) , (4.12)

where

θ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

atan2(∣v∣, r) r ≥ 0
atan2(−∣v∣,−r) otherwise,

(4.13)

which selects the shortest path between control points.

Versor splines have n − 1 continuous derivatives. The n-th and latter deriva-
tives are only discontinuous in the knots, but unlike real splines are non-zero
between the knots.
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4. Pose Trajectories

Versor Spline Representative Power

The path ambiguity resolved by Eqn (4.13) limits the versor derivative, as
the maximum distance becomes limited to a single revolution per knot. This
leads to the constraint shown in Paper D: ∆ti: ∣ω(t)∣ ≤ π∆t−1i . Thus, for a
spline to be able to express ω(t), its knot distance must satisfy:

∆ti ≤ π∣ω(t)∣−1. (4.14)

This is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the spline to be able to
express a certain ω(t). Similar constraints can be derived for the continuous
higher derivatives.

B-Spline Derivatives

The non-continuous derivatives of the B-spline basis functions are often not
properly defined in literature. This has led to the widespread misconception
that they are not defined and, as a result, underutilized. However, as presented
in Paper-D:

∂

∂t
b0(t) = δ(t) − δ(t − 1), (4.15)

where

∫
b

a
δ(t − i)f(t)dt = f(i) if i ∈ [a, b], (4.16)

which, combined with standard convolution theorems such as ∂
∂t
(a(t)⊛b(t)) =

(a(t)⊛ ∂
∂t
b(t)), gives the derivative:

∂

∂t
∑
i

aibn(t − i) =∑
i

∆aibn−1(t − i). (4.17)

The well defined derivative has two practical implications, which apply to two
common cases.

The first is that measurements of derivatives higher than the spline degree
can be included in the cost using a well chosen observer, though care needs
to be taken to avoid a loss of local control.

The second is that a common regularizer class can be substantially simplified.
For instance, given a second degree spline s(t) with white Gaussian accelera-
tions, the regularizing cost can be derived using partial integration and (4.15)
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and (4.17):

∫
v
s̈2dt =[ṡs̈]v − ∫

v
ṡs(3)dt = (4.18)

[ṡs̈]v − ∫
v
ṡ∑∆2aiḃ0(t − i)dt = (4.19)

[ṡs̈]v −∑
i∈v

ṡ(i)∆3ai = (4.20)

[ṡs̈]v −∑
i∈v

∆ai−1∆
3ai , (4.21)

where dots, e.g. ṡ, are used for time derivatives.

This approach is remarkably simple compared to alternative derivations which
do not utilize the derivative (4.15). For instance, consider the one presented
in, e.g. Furgale et al. [37] 2015, which, despite compact notation, is several
pages long.

4.3 B-Spline Integrals

The supplementary material of Paper D presents a simpler way to integrate
B-splines, which is repeated here. This is useful in many cases, including the
approach taken in (4.18).

As the integral of a B-spline is a B-spline of one degree higher, we obtain:

∫ ∑aibn(t − i)dt =∑µibn+1(t − i) =∑∆µicn+1(t − i), (4.22)

and using (4.6)

∫ ∑aibn(t − i)dt =∑aicn+1(t − i), (4.23)

we get:

∑aicn+1(t − i) =∑∆µicn+1(t − i). (4.24)

Thus, we have:

ai =∆µi Ô⇒ (4.25)
µi = ai +µi−1. (4.26)

The integration constant K is baked into µi and defined by the extrapolation
model. For standard B-splines, µi<F = 0, which leads to:

µi = ∑
k∈[F,i]

ak. (4.27)

This approach can be applied to compute any order integral.
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(a) Extrapolation basis functions (b) Scalar example

Figure 4.1: Extrapolating splines

4.4 B-Spline Endpoints and Extrapolation

In principle, the control points are assumed to exist, extending to infinity. In
practice, a finite range is used, with missing values assumed to be, e.g. zero.
This can result in severe boundary effects. Paper D presents a new class of
extrapolating basis splines, which alleviate this problem. The spline has finite
control points ai, i ∈ [B,E] yet defines the spline on R. The scalar case is
shown in Figure 4.1b, but the method generalizes to Rn and versor splines.

The new extrapolation functions of degree n shown in Figure 4.1a are:

dn(t) = ∫ cn−1(t)dt and (4.28)

rn(t) = 1 − dn(n+1−t), (4.29)

and the new basis spline is:

sn(t) =aB +∆aB+1rn(t −B)+

+
E−1
∑

i=B+2
∆aicn(t − i) +∆aEdn(t −E) . (4.30)

We then replace linear space operations in (4.30) with corresponding quater-
nion operations to obtain:

qn(t) = kBw
rn(t−B)
B+1 [

E

∏
i=B+2

w
cn(t−i)
i ]wdn(t−E)

E . (4.31)

This spline is parameterized by its control points {ki}EB , with the end-pairs
(wB+1,wE) defining extrapolating angular velocities. Similar to the RN case,
this smoothly converges to a constant angular velocity and maintains the
continuity properties. The solution is convenient to use in practice as only
the control point lookup and basis must be modified.
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4.5. Motion Models

4.5 Motion Models

Motion models are ubiquitous in robotics, and they serve two important pur-
poses. The first is that they incorporate prior information regarding the ex-
pected trajectory. The second is that they improve observability, i.e. aiming
to ensure the optimal point estimate will be unique.

This can be viewed as incorporating prior information in a maximum likeli-
hood framework: Maximum likelihood fitting of a spline s(t,Θ) implies min-
imizing a loss over the observations yl made at times tl:

Lobs =∑
l

ρ(yl −h(s(tl,Θ))) , (4.32)

where ρ is the negative log of the error probability density and h is a measure-
ment function. For e.g. the assumption of Gaussian errors, we have ρ(ϵ) = ∣ϵ∣2.
Given an independent prior Lreg with a prior weight λ we get:

L = Lobs + λLreg(Θ) . (4.33)

the minimum of which is a maximum a posteriori point estimate. In principle
the full posterior can be computed as well. However, the non-linear nature
of rotations and visual observations make it multi-modal and non-trivial in
general. This makes computing the full posterior intractable in practice.

Equivalently we can view Lreg as arising from an observation by a virtual
sensor. In principle the two views are equivalent, but where the maximum
likelihood estimation frameworks distinguish between measurements, state
prior, and loss regularizers, the latter simply considers all as measurements.
Further, as a state can only have one prior, it is common for state priors to be
approximated using a single virtual measurement. However, if the state prior
is approximated, then additional information can be available which could be
described using additional virtual measurements. That is, calling one virtual
measurement ”the state prior” has self limiting connotations, which the virtual
measurement perspective avoids. Similarly, the latter needs not describe the
prior explicitly, but may simply be observations of it e.g. projections of a 3D
point from a few poses, rather than a 3D Gaussian.

Differential Motion Models

Probabilistic differential motion models are a powerful and practical class
of motion models. They are able to express constraints which arise from
kinematics, as well as intuitive notions such as smoothness. Simple derivative
regularizers correspond to smooth functions e.g.

L(Θ) = ∫ ∥
∂ms(t,Θ)

∂tm
∥
2

dt . (4.34)
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This can be interpreted as an expectation that the chosen derivative is i.i.d.
Gaussian with zero mean, and has an analytic primitive which can be effi-
ciently computed and optimized over.

Similarly it is common to regularize orientation using derivatives of the an-
gular velocity ω(t)

L(Θ) = ∫ ∣
∂mω(t)
∂tm

∣2dt . (4.35)

with a similar interpretation as (4.34), but lacks an analytical primitive for
degrees above 1.

More advanced motion models are derived from application specific kinematics
and rarely have analytic primitives.

Generalized P-spline Penalty

P-Spline penalties are fast and practical when little is known about the signal
except that it is smooth. The P-spline regularizer [38]:

Lm
P (Θ) =∑

i

(∆mai)2 (4.36)

is generalized to orientation p-splines in Paper D using the versor ∆:

Lm
P (Θ) =∑

i

∣∆mai∣2geodesic. (4.37)

Integral Cost Approximation

In order to optimize over cost terms which are integrals, we must be able to
either analytically evaluate them, or approximate. It is intuitive to approxi-
mate integrals of smooth integrands using Riemann sums, but the sampling
rate needs to be kept low to minimize computational cost.

The key observation we make in Paper D is that the integral costs overde-
termine a subspace of spline parameters, and that the sample approximation
should do likewise. Unless this condition is met, the optimizer may to over-
fit to the samples to perfectly satisfy the regularizer. The minimum which
avoids this depends on the integrand, and litte can be said of general non-
linear costs. However, for a wide range of integrands, an upper lower bound
for the minimum required can be found. In practice, if the spline is sufficient
to describe the dynamic of the model within some acceptable tolerance, this
bound is also sufficient within a similar tolerance.

The simple case of K = ∫I(s(t) − o(t))2dt where s is a spline, and o is some
function, is illustrative. In order for the estimate s(t) to be determined by K,
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n+1 samples per knot are sufficient, and n+2 samples per knot overdetermines
it similar to the integral. In particular, if o(t) is some function which can be
expressed by the spline s(t) with reasonable accuracy the approximation will
be good. If not, the spline cannot express the observations, which indicates
a bigger problem, and there are no guarantees that a higher sample rate will
improve the estimate. This leads to the general rule that an evenly sampled
n+ 2 observations is widely sufficient, including e.g. linear differential models
and many common non-linear ones. In practice, using n+ 2 samples per knot
is quite cheap, and reducing the number further requires both careful analysis,
and border management, as well as accounting for the now potentially uneven
approximation error. Paper D shows that this approximation works quite well,
and is feasible to use as a regularizer for real time spline trajectory based visual
odometry.

In practice, it is also worth remembering that the optimization can have local
minima and there is a particular case that most users will likely run into. If a
trajectory which contains a full loop is being estimated from an initialization
in e.g. identity, then most motion models combined with most losses is likely
to lead to a local minima where there is a sharp twist between the two halves
of the trajectory near its center. This can be addressed by incrementally
growing the loss to include more observations. In practice, a good rule of
thumb is to not initialize smooth trajectories with initialization that is off by
more than π

2
to avoid this problem.

Pose Prediction

In principle the pose trajectory can be predicted by extending the motion
model smoothness penalty beyond the last measurement. This approach is
used in the pose trajectory spline VO system of Paper D, and the predictions
were good enough to provide the initialization for the next frame assuming a
robust loss was used, with an increased threshold. Overall the pose predic-
tions were sufficient one frame ahead, but quickly diverged. This highlights
the downside of the point estimate approach, as without the distributions it
is difficult to determine to what extent a prediction should be trusted. Never-
theless, the success of the point estimate approach taken in Paper D indicates
that this is a topic worth further study.

4.6 Representation Power

The trajectories which can be expressed by the spline form a subspace to the
space of pose trajectories. This can be used as a form of spline regulariza-
tion, but lacks intuitive interpretation. Therefore it is appealing to minimize
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such errors, and instead use target specific and intuitive motion models. The
possible trajectories expressed by the pose trajectory spline depends on the
degree and knot distance. The question then becomes how to select these?

Selecting Spline Degree

Spline degree is typically selected by the properties of the lowest derivative
used in the motion model or the measurements.

As an example, acceleration observations with i.i.d. Gaussian noise can be
expressed in the cost directly if the spline s(t) is of degree ≥ 2:

∑
m

(s̈(t) − a[tm])2 (4.38)

the advantage of this approach is that it is simple. Further, if a spline pn−2(t)
can express a(t) the observations can be expressed save for noise. The rule of
thumb, would then be to increase the degree by one or two, as this allows for
a higher knot distance while maintaining an acceptable error. This approach
is ad hoc, but intuitive and common.

However, it should be noted that it is not necessary for the spline to be of
degree ≥ 2 for it to use acceleration measurements, only simpler. Another
approach is to reconstruct a(t) from a[tm] and instead minimize:

∫ (s̈(t) − a(t))2dt (4.39)

which generally works for all degrees, optionally using an observer according to
the reconstruction. This approach has significant computational advantages if
the measurements are dense compared to the knots, as they generally are for
e.g. IMU. The downside is that this requires a reconstruction of reasonable
accuracy, and the approximation error may need to be accounted for [39].
This approach has significant potential upsides and is an interesting avenue
of future research.

Selecting Knot Distance

For an uniform spline of degree n with knot distance k = 1, the pose at time
t is determined by n + 1 knots. This implies that if we use a knot distance of

k = minm∆tm
n + 1

(4.40)

where tm are the measurement times, the spline can exactly fit any sequence
of poses, though a motion model is required to make it observable. However,
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Figure 4.2: Maximum angle error as a function of knot distance. Also shown
is the upper bound for the knot distance indicated by Eqn (4.14), using a
lower bound for ω(t).

the key assumption of visual odometry is that the images are sequential, and
generally have a significant overlap.

The maximum angle error for fifth degree angle estimates of the KITTI se-
quence trajectories for different knot distances are shown in Figure 4.2. The
VO experiment of paper D shows that the trajectory can be recreated with
sufficient accuracy for VO using 3 frames per knot i.e. with 21 times the
lower bound. This is useful, because bundle adjustment asymptotically scales
O(N3) where N is the number of poses, or control points. Implying that
optimizing over the pose trajectory spline can be faster than optimizing over
the corresponding frame-wise poses.

Non Uniform Knot Distances

One may ask why not use non-uniform knot distances?

There are many reasons not to. A spline expressed by non-uniform knot
distances still has an upper bound for the minimum required knot distance
with acceptable approximation error which works everywhere. Therefore the
advantage would be computational, but optimizing over the knot distances
breaks local control, and makes for a very challenging and likely np-complete
problem. Greedy heuristics can be employed, such as the one used by Oth et
al [40] though it is used for offline batch estimation for good reason.

Explicit Subspace Parametrization and Filter Type
Optimizers

The trajectory is generally restricted to a subspace which can be exploited to
reduce computational complexity, regularize estimates, and improve conver-
gence basins. The most direct way to do so is through the use of subspace
basis parametrization, and pose trajectory splines are one such, though more
restrictive ones can be used.
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Filter type optimizers implicitly do so within the optimizer, and as a result
are robust against the otherwise severe approximation errors of commonly
used trajectories. This can lead to confusion as what is written as an explicit
subspace basis parametrization in filter literature, e.g. rotation is only around
some known fixed axis, with a single parameter state v, does not correspond
to an explicit subspace basis for non-filter type optimizers. Instead this trans-
lates to optimization over a general rotation, with a probabilistic penalty on
rotation not around this axis.

B-spline pose trajectory representation can be chosen such that the approx-
imation is comparably mild. The spline approximation error can be also be
accounted for e.g. IMU [41] in some cases. However, accounting for repre-
sentation approximations in generic ways is difficult and its effects are often
unintuitive. In practice it is often simpler to select the representation such
that the effect is negligible, and add explicit state models instead.

4.7 Frame-Wise Discrete Pose Trajectories

Frame-wise discrete pose trajectories which consist of a separate pose for each
frame, are perhaps the most common trajectory representation, and the one
used in Papers A, C, E and F. The approach is flexible, and simple to use if
poses alone are required. Such trajectories can be viewed as first or zeroth
order pose trajectory splines with variable knot distances, but typically are
not. Without the inherently specified trajectory derivatives, motion model
smoothing is often absent or ad-hoc. Similarly IMU measurements are typi-
cally only used to predict, or fused into a virtual state measurement of a single
pose. This is computationally efficient, but severely limits the ability to prop-
erly propagate new information. Nevertheless this approach remains popular
with global shutter only visual odometry. The comparably poor optimiza-
tion complexity for high frame-rate to dynamic sequences is often addressed
through Key-framing and measurement fusion [1], [5], [7].
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Tracking

Visual trackers find where something is in an image, typically given its position
in another image, and visual tracking is a broad topic in its own right. In visual
odometry, we are primarily interested in tracking image features that are
associated with a simple geometric generator, such as a 3D point. The tracker
should be able to identify and track hundreds or thousands of features quickly,
and it is important that tracking errors are independent and uncorrelated. A
moderate failure rate is acceptable however, and ideally such failures should
be identified by the tracker. Multiple possible correspondences can also be
used by some visual odometry systems.

This chapter introduces point and line features, feature description, common
matching approaches and their trade-offs. The chapter concludes with the au-
thors alternate Good Edgels To Track (GETT) tracking iteration derivation.

5.1 Feature Types

Trackable image features can be broadly classified into two categories, those
which can be uniquely localized by local appearance alone, and those for
which additional information is required. The archetypal image appearances
of which are points and lines respectively. In practice image features lie some-
where in between, and the distinction instead depends on how we attempt to
track them.

Point features are simple to work with in many ways, as we can make fewer
assumptions and do not need accurate pose predictions or joint optimization
over trajectory and correspondence. This in turn allows us to track point
features separately from the estimation of other states of interest, as a result
they are key to otherwise ill posed tasks such as camera calibration. Line
features are far more common, but require good state estimates to be tracked,
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typically including the target frame pose. As a result they are more difficult
to use, but make VO systems far more robust.

Point features can be identified using point detectors such as FAST [42] and
line or edgel detectors such as gradient magnitude or GETT [14]. The detec-
tors provide scores which attempt to rank how likely tracking is to succeed,
and serve as a way to reduce the number of potential tracks down to something
more manageable. An often crucial step, in particular for sparse tracking, is
adaptive-non-maxima-suppression [23]. This ensures features are well spread
in the image. The reason is twofold, adjacent tracks are likely to have cor-
related tracking errors, and distant tracks are more likely to result in a well
conditioned optimization problem.

5.2 Feature Description and Matching

The patch around the feature is then used to create a description of their
appearance which can be matched. Selecting a description and matching
metric has trade-offs between computational performance, invariances, and
distinctiveness i.e. likelihood that a match will be unique. Sub-pixel precision
is also valuable, in particular point estimates, though generally not required
for accurate pose reconstructions.

For descriptors which form a smooth error surface, the matching can be a non-
linear minimization of appearance descriptor differences over the offset, such
as in the KLT [43]. This approach is often fast, provides sub-pixel precision
and the final error gradient can be used to weigh the reprojection costs. The
downside is the convergence to local minima.

Exhaustive search solves the issue of local minima issue and provides valuable,
if costly to use, information on the wider error surface. A good example would
be stereo disparity [44]. The downside is that it is computationally expensive,
though geometrically supported tracking can alleviate this.

Another approach which might be called tracking by matching works by iden-
tifying probable locations, such as the detected corners in another image,
computing the descriptor for each and matching these using some metric [27].

For generic tracking, appearance descriptors should be invariant against the
expected appearance changes, and distinct, in particular from nearby patches
with which it may be confused. This indicates that the best generic ap-
proaches would be those that learn the expected appearance changes from
large datasets, and adapts to the specific images. This turns out to be the
case as they dominate generic tracking [45], though they do so at significant
computational cost.
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5.3 Image Pyramids

Image pyramids are often employed and serve many purposes. In cases of
e.g. motion blur, higher levels of the pyramid may remain crisp, allowing
the tracker a graceful decline in performance. Tracking on higher levels also
provide correspondence predictions for the lower levels. This can be used
to improve performance by narrowing the search, at the cost of fine detail
with large motions. This works well in practice for visual odometry, as the
relatively few features which cannot be tracked this way are simply lost.

5.4 Geometrically Supported Tracking

There are many different sources of appearance changes, but an important
one is the movement of the camera. This means that if the camera pose can
be predicted, we only require invariance up to the effects of the prediction
error. Prediction of where to search for the feature also substantially reduces
both tracking cost, and the level of distinctiveness required of the appearance
descriptor.

A good example of geometrically supported predictive tracking is the guided
KLT of PTAM [1] which predicts position, as well as the patch warp due to
pose and the effects of the lens. A slightly less prediction reliant variant is
the bootstrap tracking of Paper A, and the tracker of Paper E is a strictly
geometrically supported tracker.

Some visual odometry systems take geometrically tracking further, replacing
the point observations with an appearance difference in the optimization of
the loss [7], [46]. This approach can be remarkably robust to homogeneous
scenes, but can be quite costly. This motivates the use of computationally
efficient descriptors, such as single pixel intensity, local image gradients, or
small patch based binary descriptors, often used in image pyramids to reduce
search space. The optimization cost is further cut down through the use
of key-frames and fusion of pixel-wise inverse depths. The downside is that
the limited perspective invariances such descriptors provide and reliance on
prediction generally limit such systems to comparably high frame rate to
dynamic scenes.

5.5 Tracking in Practice

The accuracy and robustness of the VO systems are limited by the accuracy
and density of the tracking, and therefore crucial to VO design and should be
selected based on the target system and expected scenes. The BRIEF-based
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tracking by matching, was state-of-the-art at the time of Paper A, and remains
fast, but is outperformed in terms of accuracy and robustness by more recent
trackers e.g. ECO [45].

In practice, the BRIEF-based tracking by matching and KLT tracking, worked
well enough for the targeted datasets and sensor platforms, requiring minimal
tuning for videos from new scenes or new cameras. These trackers also operate
at very high frame rates which simplifies experimentation. This has allowed
my research to focus on other parts of the VO pipeline.

5.6 Symmetric Noise Induced Bias

A practical model for tracker noise, is that if it succeeds, the noise is symmetric
and i.i.d. However, if tracking fails, the distribution is unknown, but likely to
be independent of other non-adjacent tracks.

Symmetric e.g. i.i.d. Gaussian noise tracker observations, is an approximation
which works well in many cases. However, the model has a side effect which
should be accounted for. The probability that the noise makes the observation
indicate that the point is behind the camera increases with distance, reaching
50% for points at infinity. The visual odometry system can account for this
in a number of ways. However if such points are simply eliminated as outliers
before optimization, the VO estimate would become biased.
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5.7 Good Edgels To Track - Proper Derivation

Paper E presents a different derivation from the one proposed by the author of
this thesis. Both derivations arrive at the same iteration, and the derivation
of the author is presented here as it is clearer.

Similar to the stereo case, the Good edgels to track 1D KLT assumes that we
have calibrated cameras without lens distortion, and a known pose between
two images PI,J st xI = PI,J(xJ) = RxJ + t. Any point x observed q in
one image will therefore lie along a line eh = Fqh in the other, where F is
the fundamental matrix and eh the dual homogeneous coordinates of the line.
The line can equivalently be described as:

p0 + µ(
e2
−e1
) = p0 + µe, µ ∈ R (5.1)

where p0h ∼KRK−1qh is a point on the line.

Similar to the classic KLT we iteratively minimize the photometric loss

min
αk

∑
w∈W
(I(pk +w + αke)) − J(q +w))2 (5.2)

where q is the point in the original image J , and pk the offset in the second
image I. We do this using the approximation:

I(pk + αe) ≈ I(pk) + αke
T∇I(pk). (5.3)

optimizing over the scalar αk:

L ≈ ∑
w∈W
(I(pk +w) − J(p0 +w) + αke

T∇I(pk +w))2 (5.4)

= ∑
w∈W
(a(w) + αb(w))2 (5.5)

L′ = 2∑
w

b(w)a(w) + αb(w)2 = 0 (5.6)

αk = −
∑w a(w)b(w)
∑w b(w)2

(5.7)

pk+1 = pk + αke (5.8)

Note that the denominator: ∑w b(w)2 is the GETT cornerness score, which is
likely non-zero as the tracked features are chosen by it, and the two patches
must overlap significantly for KLT type optimization to be likely to converge.
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Concluding Remarks

The introductory chapters present the published parts of my research on visual
odometry along with key insights and practical observations. This chapter
concludes the thesis with a few reflections and predictions regarding the future
of visual odometry.

My PhD began with what in many ways seems like it should have been the
end of the journey. The visual odometry system of Paper A achieving top
rank on the key KITTI VO benchmark. The bootstrap VO system raised
a number of questions and taught me much of how VO systems can be not
just conceptualized, but implemented in code. Rather than chase benchmark
rankings, the latter research was often driven by practical applications, and
curiosity. I am grateful to have worked in this field as it transitioned from
research to widespread industrial application, and it has been a remarkable
journey.

Today spline based pose trajectories, in particular of degrees above one, are
uncommon, and I believe underutilized. Long term I believe they will dom-
inate, as at their core they are more expressive, simpler to work with, and
are already real time. The computational cost of the relatively density of
inertial measurements is often cited as a reason that they are avoided, but
this assumes that the inertial measurements are not used to reconstruct the
inertial signal, e.g. using the latest trajectory estimate before optimization,
which corresponds to a very cheap cost. Notably this is the approximation
used in current fusion type frameworks, except at a slight increase to the cost,
the latest trajectory, rather than the trajectory at the time of the measure-
ment, can be used. Further, hardware improvements have already made the
spline based pose trajectory systems faster than the discrete pose trajectories
were when PTAM used them in 2007. Therefore, I believe they are more
likely held back by the needless complexity of overly generic formulations of
their descriptions in literature, and unanswered design questions. These in-
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cluded how motion models should be integrated, and how a trajectories can
be characterized, and predicted. Paper D answered several questions and
takes a concrete step with regards to general motion model costs and char-
acterization. Extending the angular velocity knot distance constraint to the
corresponding derivatives would go a long way towards further characterizing
the pose trajectories the splines can express. Numerous questions remain,
but I see significant potential for further use in VO beyond current rolling
shutter, and visual inertial batch fusion systems. Long term, I believe that
the field will move towards less approximate, more expressive representations,
and KKS type pose trajectories are a significant step in this direction.

The development of deep learning changed the field of computer-vision to its
core, and it has been successfully applied to tracking, optical flow, stereo, and
image retrieval. Nevertheless, visual odometry remains one of the few areas
where classical methods still dominate, using deep learning as components,
rather than applying it end to end. I expect this will continue to be the case
for a long time. I expect the current accuracy issues of deep learning based
VO will be overcome fairly quickly, but the real time, low latency, low power
requirements of VO will require extraordinary advances to overcome. Today,
the time it takes for a simple VO system to produce a pose, including tracking,
is better compared to the time it takes to upload an image to a GPU, than
it is to the computational cost of any subsequent network. Thus instead of
end-to-end deep learning ”solving” visual odometry as it has so many other
areas, I expect deep learning components will become part of visual odometry
systems. Though the line will no doubt be blurred by deep networks with
internal optimizers.

The field has moved fast in the past decade, and I expect it will continue to do
so. Out of the systems and contributions in the thesis, I expect that Lambda
Twist will last the longest. To systematically outperform Lambda Twist will
be difficult, and I believe that any method which numerically outperforms
it will by necessity take the same approach we did, making such systems
decedents, rather than replacements. There are however, still improvements
to be made, and interesting questions to answer. Notably including points at
infinity, how the solutions are characterized, and numerics. The approach we
took to solving the intersection is powerful, and there could be many other
minimal problems to which it applies. Perhaps Lambda Twist could be the
last major advance in P3P, then again it had been solved for centuries when
I started, and there where plenty of interesting things left to explore. One
thing I am sure of, I greatly enjoyed working on the problem and whomever
advances the problem next will too.
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Robust Stereo Visual Odometry from Monocular Techniques

Mikael Persson1, Tommaso Piccini1, Michael Felsberg 1, Rudolf Mester 1,2

Abstract— Visual odometry is one of the most active topics
in computer vision. The automotive industry is particularly
interested in this field due to the appeal of achieving a high
degree of accuracy with inexpensive sensors such as cameras.
The best results on this task are currently achieved by systems
based on a calibrated stereo camera rig, whereas monocular
systems are generally lagging behind in terms of performance.
We hypothesise that this is due to stereo visual odometry
being an inherently easier problem, rather than than due to
higher quality of the state of the art stereo based algorithms.
Under this hypothesis, techniques developed for monocular
visual odometry systems would be, in general, more refined
and robust since they have to deal with an intrinsically more
difficult problem.

In this work we present a novel stereo visual odometry system
for automotive applications based on advanced monocular
techniques. We show that the generalization of these techniques
to the stereo case result in a significant improvement of the
robustness and accuracy of stereo based visual odometry. We
support our claims by the system results on the well known
KITTI benchmark, achieving the top rank for visual only
systems∗.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main distinction we make when discussing visual
odometry systems is that between stereo and monocular
systems. Due to the difficulties imposed by a single camera
setting, monocular visual odometry systems are still hard
pressed to compete with stereo systems despite significant
improvements in the last few years.

Monocular challenges such as scale estimation: Whether
through ground-plane estimation or object recognition is a
tough task with inherent uncertainties, requiring long tracks
and long optimization windows which can propagate the
scale information through the translations over longer time
spans. Moving objects present a different challenge by caus-
ing outliers which cannot always be identified immediately
and necessitate careful maintenance of tracks. Similarly
noisy measurements and poor pose estimates further require a
robustification of the triangulation and estimation processes.
Finally since monocular systems must rely only on the
quality of its existing tracks, the initialization of a monocular
system must be performed with great care.

Stereo systems by comparison, have a fixed known base-
line that can be easily exploited to recover a global metric
scale. Though in rare cases using only local data may leave
the system vulnerable to distant scenes. Moving objects are,
in general, easier to identify for the same reason but suffer

1Computer Vision Laboratory, Linköping University, Sweden,
name.lastname@liu.se

2Visual Sensorics & Inf. Proc. Lab (VSI), C.S.Dept., Frankfurt Uni-
versity, Germany
∗At the time of submission 2015-01-30

from a similar problem. Noisy tracks cause less problems
since they can be readily triangulated at every new couple
of frames for verification and new tracks can be added
with estimated depth from a single stereo pair. Furthermore,
redundancy in the visual information due to the overlapping
field of view helps stabilize tracks observed in both images.
In essence the problems monocular systems face in every
frame for every track are reduced to rare occurrences for the
stereo system.

The hypothesis motivating the design of our system is that
the methods used in monocular visual odometry are more
robust by necessity and would perform well if generalized to
the stereo case. In particular we use motion model predicted
tracking by matching not dissimilar to the scheme proposed
by Song et al [1], delayed outlier identification [2], long
optimization windows and robust iterative triangulation.

This work describes the building blocks of our system
as well as the general outline. We present a novel way of
combining and tuning state of the art components to obtain
a new stereo visual odometry system that outperforms the
state of the art. Since our target is visual odometry for
automotive applications, the many driving sequences in the
KITTI odometry benchmark [3] serve as a strong indicator
of practical performance.

II. RELATED WORK

Visual odometry is undoubtedly one of the most active
topics in computer vision in the last years. Since the sem-
inal work of Moravec [7] more and more research groups
became interested in the topic of self-localization of a system
relying solely or mainly on visual data. Real time monocular
SLAM using commodity components was first achieved by
Davison et al with MonoSLAM [8] and the filtering approach
dominated the field for four years. But it was PTAM [9] by
Klein et al, a bundle adjustment based system, which finally
broke the barrier to direct augmented reality applications and
piqued the interest of the public in 2007. These two works
are still considered among the most important in the field
because they showed what was possible to do by relying just
on inexpensive cameras for self-localization and mapping.
The obvious applications of successful systems attracted the
attention of military contractors and many leading industries,
especially in the automotive field. This, in turn, sparked an
explosion of high quality works on the topic in the last few
years. An extensive literature review on the topic is beyond
the scope of this paper and we will focus exclusively on
a brief overview the most relevant works for automotive
applications that are of specific interest for this paper. The



interested reader can, however, find more complete reviews
of the topic in review papers such as [10].

Visual odometry is an extremely complex and difficult
problem. Numerous approaches have been proposed and
virtually uncountable variants and assumptions have been
tried to make the problem easier to treat. We like to cluster
the existing systems using four different aspects:

• Feature-based versus direct systems
• Global (loop-closing) versus local systems
• Filter based versus bundle adjustment based systems
• Monocular versus stereo systems

Feature based systems extract keypoints and track or
match them in subsequent frames. These matches are then
used to compute the egomotion by the means of essential
matrix estimation [11], PNP [4], [1] or the trifocal tensor
[12]. Direct methods on the other hand operate on the
whole images thus producing a dense or semi-dense motion
field [13], [14], [15], [16].

Global systems keep track of the complete map built over
time so that at any time instant it is possible to identify
a previously visited location, thus allowing to correct the
current estimate of the trajectory [9], [14]. As argued by
Song et al. this is in general not practical for automotive
applications [1]. Alternative approaches keeping track solely
of recent map information have become more popular in
recent years [1], [4], [5], [5], [17].

Many approaches make use of some form of filter to obtain
a smooth trajectory for the visual odometry and to reduce
the negative effect of noisy measurements [12], [18], [19].
This approach simplifies the fusion of ancillary sensors such
as IMUs, but complicates the process to revert associations
retroactively [20], [21], [22], [23]. The main alternative to
this approach is to instead rely on a bundle adjustment step
to refine the map and camera poses by minimizing the total
reprojection error [24], [4], [11], [5].

Monocular approaches make use solely of the information
provided by a single moving camera, thus information on the
scene and the motion can only be recovered up to a global
scaling factor without assumptions on the scene [1], [25].
Stereo systems, on the other hand, can rely on the known
transformation between the two cameras to extract the metric
scale and on the redundancy of the visual data to improve
stability and robustness [4], [25], [17], [12], [5], [13].

Comparison between different methods has been made
easier recently thanks to a number of free datasets that have
been made available [3], [26], [27], [28]. The KITTI dataset
in particular is currently the most popular one, partly thanks
to the benchmark test made available by the authors [3].
The top performing visual-only systems to date are all stereo
based papers [4], [17], [13], [5]. An exception to this rule
is given by the work of Song et al. which is among the
best scoring systems despite relying on monocular data [1].
This system is a feature based, local method using bundle-
adjustment. The system we propose has many affinities
with this work, but also exploits the advantages given by
a calibrated stereo setup.

III. VISUAL ODOMETRY

This section outlines our visual odometry system and its
components. We denote the chain of measurements in a
sequence of images and the associated 3D point as a ’track’.

The system processes the stereo sequence as follows:

Algorithm 1 Main Loop
1: for each stereo pair do
2: Features = Extract Features(FAST,BRIEF)
3: Track and estimate pose
4: Local bundle adjustment
5: Add new tracks

Initialization of the system differs only in that the motion
model is not applied during the first four stereo-pairs of
tracking.

A. Feature extraction

A scale pyramid is built for each image in the stereo
pair. For each level of the pyramid the FAST [29] corners
are extracted and subjected to a corner response, Adaptive
Non-Maxima Suppression (ANMS) filter with a fixed radius
of five. The pyramid consists of the full size image and a
2/3 subsampling. BRIEF descriptors are computed for each
FAST corner at the corresponding level [30].

The ANMS filter both reduces the computational cost and
improves estimation by improving the spatial distribution
of the tracks [31]. The BRIEF descriptor was chosen due
to a small advantage in training set accuracy over the
FREAK [32] and ORB [33] descriptors.

B. Tracking

The latest BRIEF descriptor of every recently measured
track is searched after in a large window (radius 25 pixels)
around its predicted position in the new left image by BRIEF
descriptor matching. The track position is predicted using the
pose estimate from the motion model and the estimated 3D
position of the corresponding point.

Since descriptor matching often results in several potential
candidates, we use a two step approach. First, the minimum
Hamming distance 2D − 3D correspondences are used to
estimate the pose via RANSAC-PNP. Second, the estimated
pose is used to guide the matching, selecting the best
candidate taking both appearance and re-projection error,
thresholded to 3 pixels, into account. Tracks found in the left
image are matched into the right in the same way with the
same criteria, however we do not require that a right image
match is found. Finally every inlier is matched to the right
image using descriptor matching, the measurement added to
the track if it passes a test on the re-projection error given
the known stereo configuration.

If fewer than fifty tracks are found, the result is considered
untrustworthy and the system uses the motion model to
predict the pose of the current frame and reinitializes.



C. Track Replenishment

We choose to keep ≈ 500 tracks at all times, adding
new tracks as needed by the following method. The FAST
corners of the left image are ANMS filtered with a fixed
radius of 18 pixels removing every corner too close to
an existing track or another corner with a higher response
strength. The descriptors of the remaining features are then
matched to the right image, triangulated and filtered by their
re-projection error. Matches are added as candidate tracks.
Candidate tracks are searched after in the next stereo pair
images and added as proper tracks if they are found and
pass the re-projection test and no more than 1000 tracks are
already present. Excess tracks shorter than four stereo-pairs
are discarded.

D. Pose prediction

We use a constant acceleration model in world coordinates
to predict the pose with the added constraint that the car is
driving forward i.e. along the optical axis of the camera.
Let:
• The position at time t: pt
• The velocity at time t: vt
• The acceleration at time t: at
• The velocity in the camera coordinates at time t: vc,t
• A noise component nx,t ∼ N(0,σ2)

Model:

pt+1 = pt + vtδ + a
t2δ
2
+ np,t (1)

vt+1 = vt + a ∗ tδ + nv,t (2)
at+1 = at + na,t (3)

(1, 1, 0)vc,t = nvc,t (4)

The predictive states i.e. vt,at are found by minimizing∑
(n2p,t+n

2
v,t+n

2
a,t+n

2
vc,t) over a window of twenty vehicle

poses.

E. RANSAC-PNP

We use the P3P of Kneip et al [36] wrapped in the
MLESAC [37] loop followed by optimization of the re-
projection errors of the inlier set using the Ceres Solver.
We perform [250− 1000] RANSAC iterations depending on
data.

F. Local Bundle adjustment

The total track re-projection errors are minimized by the
Ceres Solver [34] over a local window over the track 3D
positions and the vehicle poses. The cost contains every
measurement of every recently measured track with an
average re-projection error below 3 pixels.

Every track failing this test is re-triangulated indepen-
dently, iteratively removing the worst measurement until the
average re-projection error reaches the threshold. We found
experimentally that this reduces the total computational cost
compared to the use of robust cost functions.

The vehicle poses outside the optimization window which
enter the cost are set constant approximating the proper
transfer of the information.

• Let xi be a 3D point feature.
• Let ℘ : ℘(xi) = 1

xi2

(
xi0

xi1

)
• Let Pc transform from vehicle to camera c coordinates.
• Let Pt transform from world to vehicle at time t.
• Let ycti be a pinhole normalized measurement of xi by

camera c at time t.
We minimize an equivalent to:∑

(ycti − ℘(PcPtxi))2∀c,t,i ∈ window (5)

The rotations are parametrized as unit-quaternions. Nor-
malization is maintained by backprojection to the unit sphere.

G. Robust Triangulation

New tracks or tracks which may have been corrupted by
outliers need to be triangulated before becoming part of the
BA optimization cost function. In the former case to ensure
a good initalization and in the latter to improve convergence
speed.

A track is triangulated by minimizing
∑

(yct − ℘(xct))2
where xct = PcPtx The optimization is initialized by the
midway method applied to the two measurements taken the
furthest apart, a track which is found behind either camera
is moved in front of both. We use iterative minimization
of the re-projection error due to its superior accuracy and
performance over polynomial methods [35].

IV. EXPERIMENTS

For our tests, we use the publicly available KITTI dataset.
This dataset provides ground truth egomotion for the 11
training sequences, furthermore a benchmark is available
to test methods on a separate set of test sequences. This
benchmark is used to test the methods for the KITTI
odometry challenge. The average change in pose per meter
is used as error metric. The distribution of the per frame
error is computed using the training data ground truth.Since
automotive applications require low latency the errors are
computed on the estimates directly after the tracking step
for each stereo-pair frame.

Our method is currently the top ranked stereo system in
the KITTI odometry benchmark † under the name cv4xv1-sc.

A. Benchmark Results

In this section we present some sample results our system
achieved on the KITTI benchmark test sequences.

Figures 1 and 2 show the path reconstructed from our
visual odometry system compared with the ground truth data
on two test sequences of the KITTI benchmark.

Further test results are available on the KITTI odometry
website.

Figures: 3 and 4 Show that our method(CV4X) outper-
forms the state of the art visual odometry systems. Including
the previously top ranked MFI [4], TLBBA [5] and 2FOCC
aswell as MLM-SFM [1] and even DEMO [6] a monocular
system supported by a high end laser depth sensor. The

†http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_odometry.php (accessed on 30
Jan 2015)
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results show a slight improvement on the rotation estimate
and a significant improvement on the translation estimate.
Figures 1 and 2 show the trajectory of the vehicle as
estimated by our system.

B. Results on the training data

We also provide some results our method achieved on
the training set of the KITTI benchmark. Ground truth is
provided for these sequences, we therefore evaluated our
method on them using the same metrics used for the test
set by the KITTI benchmark.

Figures 5 and 6 respectively show the rotation and transla-
tion error plots for all the 11 sequences in the KITTI training
set.

In figures 7 and 8, we show the distribution of the
errors in the training sequences, for rotation and translation
respectively.

Its worth noting that the systems recovery method is not
tested as no tracking failure occurs in any of the KITTI
sequences.
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C. Time Performance

Similar to the elegant two thread PTAM system, our sys-
tem parallelizes tracking and mapping. We also use OpenMP
and cuda for further parallelization subtasks.

The bundle adjustment iterates for up to 90 ms and the
tracking takes on average 140 ms. We believe that further
CUDA paralellization should allow the system to run in the
full 10 fps of the KITTI dataset video source. We performed
the experiments on a 4Ghz core I7x4 and a GTX 770
graphics card.

V. ANALYSIS

The analysis of the results shows that the translation errors
vary significantly among the sequences in the training set.
In particular for sequence 01, a highway scene with largely
distant image areas driving at high speed, the translation
estimates are poor. This is most likely caused by the very
long distances of the majority of feature points from the
cameras. This sequence also has severe perceptual aliasing
during a few frames, which cause failures if the motion
model tracking constraint is disabled, indicating that the
motion prediction improves robustness.

The translation error distribution graphs show a signifi-
cantly higher noise than the long term drift, this indicates
that an error in one frame will be compensated for by
opposed error in the next. Further the error is also reduced
by the BA optimization. Figure 9 also shows that the error
is proportional to speed as expected.

It is also interesting that the error distributions show
how the system is able to recover from large PNP errors,
up to 2 degrees or nearly 30% presumably surrounded by
frames with opposed errors. This may also explain the rather
counterintuitive observation that the system is less accurate
and robust with a small re-projection threshold such as 1
pixel rather than 3 when evaluated on the training sequences.
Though the errors do not cause a tracking failure, they are
the main cause of the odd behaviour of the KITTI rotation



error for training sequence 00. The error occurs during rapid
rotations which cause the loss of all longer older tracks.

Additionally, our results also show that, though there is
a great deal of work aimed at achieving sub-pixel tracking
accuracy, this is not necessary for visual odometry when the
poses are constrained by hundreds of tracks.

The motion model provides predictions of sufficient qual-
ity for its purpose, given the smoothness of the trajectory
of a car. Direct inclusion of the motion model in the main
cost function, as is common in filtering approaches, holds
the promise of further accuracy improvements.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a stereo visual odometry system which
incorporates several techniques developed for monocular
systems and show that it achieves state of the art performace
on the KITTI odometry benchmark, outperforming all other
published, KITTI ranked, stereo odometry methods.
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Lambda Twist: An Accurate Fast Robust
Perspective Three Point (P3P) Solver
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Abstract. We present Lambda Twist; a novel P3P solver which is accurate, fast
and robust. Current state-of-the-art P3P solvers find all roots to a quartic and dis-
card geometrically invalid and duplicate solutions in a post-processing step. In-
stead of solving a quartic, the proposed P3P solver exploits the underlying elliptic
equations which can be solved by a fast and numerically accurate diagonalization.
This diagonalization requires a single real root of a cubic which is then used to
find the, up to four, P3P solutions. Unlike the direct quartic solvers our method
never computes geometrically invalid or duplicate solutions.
Extensive evaluation on synthetic data shows that the new solver has better nu-
merical accuracy and is faster compared to the state-of-the-art P3P implementa-
tions. Implementation and benchmark are available on github.

Keywords: P3P, PnP, Visual Odometry, Camera Geometry

1 Introduction

Pose estimation from projective observations of known model points, also known as the
Perspective n-point Problem (PnP), is extensively used in geometric computer vision
systems. In particular, finding the camera pose (orientation and position) from obser-
vations of n 3D points in relation to a world coordinate system is often the first step
in visual odometry and augmented reality systems[1,2]. It is also an important part in
structure from motion and reconstruction of unordered images [3]. The minimal PnP
case with a finite number of solutions requires three (n = 3) observations in a nonde-
generate configuration and is known as the P3P problem (Figure 1).

We are concerned with the latency and accuracy critical scenarios of odometry on
low power hardware and AR/VR. Since both latency and localization errors indepen-
dently not only break immersion, but also cause nausea, accurate solutions and minimal
latency are crucial. As an example application, vision based localization for AR/VR
places a few markers/beacons on a target, which are then found using a high speed
camera. Ideally we would then solve the pose directly on chip without sending the
full image stream elsewhere, mandating minimal cost. Further, because the markers are
placed on a small area and the camera is of relatively low resolution, the markers are
close to each other, meaning numerical issues due to near degenerate cases are com-
mon and the algorithm must be robust. The experiments will show that we have made
substantial progress on both speed and accuracy compared to state-of-the-art.
? name.surname@liu.se
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Surveying the literature we find that P3P solvers are either direct or triangulating.
Triangulating methods first triangulate the points in the camera coordinate system using
a pose invariant, leaving only distances as unknowns and then solve for the pose. In this
case the rotation is solved for as either a quaternion or R ∈ SO(3) depending on end
user preference. This allows the geometric feasibility constraints, i.e. each point must
lie in front of the camera, to limit the solutions prior to computing the pose. In contrast,
direct methods parametrize the pose in the input coefficients using a projective invariant.
Therefore, they have to apply the feasibility constraint after the solutions are found, as
a post processing step.

To our knowledge, all direct methods, including state-of-the-art [4,5], are based on
finding the four roots of a quartic. This requires complex arithmetics and root polish-
ing to achieve high numerical accuracy. In contrast, triangulating methods can find all
P3P solutions by diagonalizing a three by three matrix. Further, the methods by Kneip
and Ke output R ∈ SO(3), which if unit quaternion representation is desired requires
careful conversion. Thus, triangulating methods have a potential advantage in terms
of numerical complexity and accuracy. This motivates us to revisit the P3P problem.
To this end we derive a novel triangulating P3P solution designed to provide high nu-
merical accuracy and computational performance. Unlike earlier approaches based on
similar pose invariants, we use a novel solution path. This allows us to discard infeasible
and duplicate solutions at an earlier stage, thereby saving computation. We explicitly
exploit that only a single real root of the diagonalizing cubic is required. We find this
root using Newton’s method with an initializing heuristic. This improves the numerical
accuracy and again saves computation.

We believe that the main strength of our algorithm is the relative numerical stabil-
ity of solving for one root of a cubic compared to the multiple iterative solvers used
in the solution of a quartic. Note that while discarding invalid and duplicate solutions
in advance saves us time, there is another more subtle problem which this our solution
avoids. Note that the numeric accuracy of quartic solver roots decrease severely with
increasing root multiplicity. Because such roots correspond to duplicate or near dupli-
cate solutions and because such duplicates are common see Section 4.4, this reduces
the numerical accuracy of the quartic based solvers beyond what might otherwise be
expected. Further this predicts the behavior seen in the experiments where a incorrect
solution found by Ke’s solver will be refined to a duplicate root with further iterations.
Since we compute the single root we need iteratively, the multiplicity of the cubic does
not significantly affect the numerical accuracy of our solver. Further, since the different
roots of the cubic do not correspond to different or duplicate solutions, higher multi-
plicities are rare. Finally, the initialization used makes it very likely that the root we
converge to is the one with the best numerical properties.

Although grounded in geometry, the proposed method is derived using methods
from linear algebra. The method is parameterized simply in the signed distance to the
three 3D points. Although difficult to compare, we believe that the proposed approach
is comparatively simple to understand.

Through extensive experiments we show that our solver achieves superior compu-
tational and significantly better numerical performance over prior state of the art.
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P = [R,~t]
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Fig. 1. The P3P setup, where each pair {~x1, ~y1}, {~x2, ~y2} and {~x3, ~y3} are used in the calculation
of the camera pose P = [R,~t].

1.1 Related Work

Several methods for solving P3P can be found in the literature. The first solution for
P3P was published 1841 by Grunert [6], which demonstrated that P3P has up to 4
feasible solutions. Since then, a large number of solvers have been published, which
improve the original formulation in various ways. An overview of several of the relevant
P3P algorithms until 1991 is presented in the paper by Haralick et al. [7]. More recent
methods can be found in the work by Gao et al. [8], Kneip et al. [5], and by Ke et al. [4].

A common theme in a majority of P3P solvers is that each valid solution is asso-
ciated with a root of a quartic. What differs between the solvers is how this quartic is
formulated from the known data, and how the solution are associated with the roots. To
find all valid solutions to P3P these methods thus need to find all real roots to a quartic.

A few of the proposed methods, e.g. the one by Finsterwalder, accounted for by
Haralick et al. [7], and the one by Grafarend et al. [9], have observed that pairs of P3P
solutions can be associated with the roots of a cubic. This observation has not been
given much attention in the literature on P3P. In particular, it has not been discussed in
the more recent P3P methods.

In this paper we present a novel P3P solver that, while it shares the projective invari-
ant beginnings with Grafarend et al. [9], follows a different solution path which enables
an efficient implementation

2 Problem Formulation

Given a calibrated pinhole camera, three 3D points ~xi = (xi, yi, zi), and corresponding
homogeneous image coordinates ~yi ∼ (ui, vi, 1) such that |~yi| = 1, then:

λi~yi = R~xi + ~t, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, (1)

where the rotation R ∈ SO(3) together with the translation ~t ∈ IR3 define the pose of
the camera. In short a P3P solver is a function [Rk,~tk] = P3P(~x1:3, ~y1:3). Depending
on the configuration of the points, P3P has up to four solutions.
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2.1 Requirements

It is well known that a necessary condition to assure a finite set of solutions, is that nei-
ther the 3D points nor the 2D points are collinear[7]. In addition there are two specific
requirements any solution should meet. First, they should be real. Second, since the
parameters λk is the signed distance from the camera center for each 3D point, λ1, λ2,
and λ3 are required to be positive and real. This is a geometric feasibility condition on
the solutions, which implies that all three 3D points are “in front of” the camera.

3 Lambda Twist Derivation

In this section we derive the the proposed algorithm for solving P3P. The starting point
is (1), and the first step is to eliminate ~t and R, leaving only the signed distance pa-
rameters λi as unknowns. More precisely, they have to solve a system of three inhomo-
geneous quadratic equations. As we will see, the solutions to the three inhomogeneous
equations can be determined by first reducing the problem to a pair of homogeneous
quadratic equations. Solving these homogeneous quadratic equations is isomorphic to
finding the intersection of two ellipses in the plane. We diagonalize the elliptic equa-
tions by finding a rank 2 linear combination of the constraints. Finding this rank 2
combination requires a single root of a cubic polynomial. In general, this root gives us
up to four sets of positive (λ1, λ2, λ3), corresponding to a vector ~Λ ∈ IR3, an element
of the “lambda-space”. Finally, for each geometrically feasible set of ~Λk parameters,
we determine a corresponding camera pose (Rk,~tk).

3.1 Pose Invariant Constraints

In principle, the homogeneous image coordinates ~yi in (1) can be multiplied by an
arbitrary non-zero scalar. By doing so, the parameters λi have to scale inversely. If the
scaling is positive, each λi then represents a scaled depth, but the sign rules described
in Section 2.1 still apply. In the following, we scale each ~yi such that ‖~yi‖ = 1.

We begin the elimination with the translation ~t, by taking the pairwise differences
of the three equations in (1), then taking into account that R ∈ SO(3) and ‖~yi‖ = 1:

λi~yi − λj~yj = R(~xi − ~xj), =⇒ (2)

|λi~yi − λj~yj |2 = |~xi − ~xj |2
def
= aij , =⇒

λ2i + λ2j − 2bijλiλj = aij , (3)

bij
def
= ~yTi ~yj .

This leaves us with only λi as free variables to be determined from the three non-trivial
ij i.e. {12, 13, 23}. This is what we will do next.

3.2 Three Inhomogeneous Quadratic Polynomials

The constraints on the scaled depth parameters λi in (3) can be formulated in a more
compact way as

~Λ>M12
~Λ = a12, ~Λ>M13

~Λ = a13, ~Λ>M23
~Λ = a23, (4)
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where

M12 =

 1 −b12 0
−b12 1 0
0 0 0

 , M13 =

 1 0 −b13
0 0 0
−b13 0 1

 , M23 =

0 0 0
0 1 −b23
0 −b23 1

 .

There is a geometric interpretation of the variables: bij = ~yTi ~yj is the cosine of the
angle between the projection rays of image point i and j, and aij is the squared distance
between 3D points ~xi and ~xj . Since we require that the 3D points are not collinear, it
follows that aij > 0,∀ ij.

Some observations can be made from (4). First, we see that if ~Λ solves these three
equations, then so does− ~Λ. However as mentioned in Section 2.1 only solutions where
all λi > 0 are of interest. A second observation is that the set of ~Λ which solves an
equation in (4) forms an elliptic cylinder centered on each of the three axes in the
lambda-space. Each solution ~Λ is a point where all three cylinders intersect each other.
In general there are 8 such points, taking the sign flip of ~Λ into account, though some
of these intersection points may be complex. As mentioned in Section 2.1, we want to
remove complex ~Λ and also any ~Λ which does not lie in the “positive octant” of the
lambda-space, where λ1, λ2, λ3 > 0.

3.3 Two Homogeneous Quadratic Polynomials

A linear combination of Eqn (4) provide a set of homogeneous polynomials which are
compactly formulated as

D1 = M12a23 −M23a12 =
(
~d11~d12~d13

)
, (5)

D2 = M13a23 −M23a13 =
(
~d21~d22~d23

)
, (6)

~Λ>Di
~Λ = 0,∀i ∈ {1, 2}, (7)

where ~dij is column j of the matrix Di.
Since (7) are homogeneous polynomials, any requirement on the norm of ~Λ is lost.

By substituting the solution into one of the equations in (4) the proper scale is found.
The equations in (7) specify two ellipses in (λ1, λ2) if λ3 = 1. Thus the solution repre-
sents the intersections of the ellipses.

3.4 The Cubic Polynomial

We now turn to the problem of finding ~Λ that solves (7). For now we assume that D1 and
D2 are indefinite as the rare cases when this is not true is either trivial or degenerate. In
Eq (7), each quadratic form has a solutions set in the form of an elliptic double cone in
the lambda-space. These two cones intersect along, at most, four lines. This is true for
any quadratic form specified as a linear combination of D1 and D2 as well. A special
case of such a double cone is a pair of planes, where each plane intersects with two of
the lines. Such a degenerate case occurs precisely when the linear combination has rank
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2. A plane which includes ~Λ is then an extra linear constraint in addition to the previous
quadratic relations. This observation is key for the proposed solver, and we will next
consider how to determine these planes, and how they can be used to find all valid ~Λ.

We form D0 = D1 + γD2 that has a corresponding solution space which is simple
to determine. We find this D0 by solving

0 = det(D0) = det(D1 + γD2). (8)

This corresponds to a cubic polynomial in γ:

c3γ
3 + c2γ

2 + c1γ + c0. (9)

The four coefficients are given by

~c =


c3
c2
c1
c0

 =


det(D2)

~dT21(
~d12× ~d13) + ~dT22(

~d13× ~d11) + ~dT23(
~d11× ~d12)

~dT11(
~d22× ~d23) + ~dT12(

~d23× ~d21) + ~dT13(
~d21× ~d22)

det(D1)

 . (10)

In the special case that either of D1 or D2 are semi-definite, or indefinite with one
eigenvalue equal to zero, we get c0 = 0 or c3 = 0. In this case, is not necessary to form
and solve this cubic, we simply set D0 = D1 or D0 = D2. In the general case, we
may still want to avoid being close to a case where c3 ≈ 0, as the cubic then becomes
numerically unstable. In this case the real root of the inverse polynomial, i.e. µ = γ−1,
is found instead. In practice these are near non-existent cases and the polynomial is well
conditioned.

In general, we can assume that neither c3 nor c0 vanish, and the cubic polynomial is
well-defined and has one, two, or three distinct roots. Diagonalizing D0 requires only
one real root γ0 which can be found with any of several standard methods. With γ0 at
hand, we set D0 = D1 + γ0D2.

We recall that D0 specifies two planes, each intersecting with two distinct lines that
includes ~Λ solving (7). In the case of four such lines, there are three ways to specify
the two planes. Therefore we should expect the problem of finding the degenerate cone,
specified by D0, to have three solutions. As we have seen, finding this D0 can be formu-
lated as finding a root of a cubic. Although additional roots provide more constraints on
~Λ, we will in the next step see that one case of D0 is sufficient for finding all solutions
to P3P.

3.5 Diagonalization of D0

An eigenvalue decomposition of D0 results in

D0 = ESE>, where E =

e0 e1 e2e3 e4 e5
e6 e7 e8

 =
(
~e1, ~e2, ~e3,

)
. (11)
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The matrix E holds an orthogonal basis of IR3 in its columns ~ei, and S holds the corre-
sponding eigenvalues in its diagonal. Since det(D0) = 0, at least one of the eigenvalues
are zero, and we can assume S to have the following form:

S = ETD0E =

σ1 0 0
0 −σ2 0
0 0 0

 , (12)

and σ1 > 0, σ2 ≥ 0. The fact that there is at least one non-zero eigenvalue, and that if
there is more than one they have opposite sign, is a general observation. This property
holds when a rigid transform relates the observations.

We exploit that we know one eigenvalue of D0 is zero for a efficient eigenvalue
decomposition in Algorithm 2. This algorithm also reorders the eigenvectors to ensure
that |σ2| ≤ |σ1|. This improves numerical performance in later steps.

3.6 Solving for ~Λ

We use the eigenvalue decomposition of D0 to solve ~ΛTD0
~Λ = 0 by first solving the

simpler equation ~pTS~p = 0 using the substitution ~p = ET ~Λ where ~p = (p1, p2, p3)
T .

With p1 = sp2 we find that s = ±
√
−σ2

σ1
for any p3.

Each solution of s gives us a linear relation between λ1, λ2, λ3 using ~p = ET ~Λ:

~e1 ~Λ = p1 = sp2,

~e2 ~Λ = p2, =⇒

s~e2 ~Λ = sp2, =⇒

~e1 ~Λ− s~e2 ~Λ = 0, =⇒

λ1 =
e3 − se4
se1 − e0︸ ︷︷ ︸

w0

λ2 +
e6 − se7
se1 − e0︸ ︷︷ ︸

w1

λ3 = w0λ2 + w1λ3. (13)

The two solutions for s gives two possible expressions for λ1 in Eqn (13).
Next let: λ3 = τλ2. This implies τ > 0 since we only seek the solutions where

λi > 0 which satisfy the geometric feasibility constraint. Inserting λ3 = τλ2 and
Eqn (13) in e.g. ~ΛD1

~Λ = 0 gives

λ22

w0 + τw1

1
τ

>D1

w0 + τw1

1
τ

 = 0. (14)

This leads to a quadratic equation in τ : aτ2 + bτ + c = 0 with coefficients:

a = ((a13 − a12)w2
1 + 2a12b13w1 − a12),

b = (2a12b13w0 − 2a13b12w1 − 2w0w1(a12 − a13)), (15)

c = ((a13 + a13 − a12)w2
0 − 2a13b12w0).
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In summary, for each of the two possible values of s, we get two solutions for τ . This
gives up to four solutions. Complex and negative τ are discarded at this point since
they will never lead to real and geometrically feasible poses. We denote the surviving
solutions as τk.

Next we determine λ2k for each τk using λ3k = τkλ2k and Eqn (4). Specifically we
use ~ΛTM23

~ΛT = a12 because it does not depend on λ1. The result is

λ22k

(
1
τk

)T (
1 −b23
−b23 1

)(
1
τk

)
= a23, λ2k > 0, (16)

which is solved by λ2k =
√

a23
τk(b23+τk)+1 . This gives us a λ2k for each τk. Note that

a23 > 0 and (τk(b23 + τk) + 1) > 0 since |b23| ≤ 1.
Finally we compute λ3k = τkλ2k and λ1k from Eqn (13). To summarize, for each

τk we get a ~Λk. So far we have only guaranteed that λ2 and λ3 are positive. If λ1k < 0
then ~Λk is discarded. This ensures that the remaining ~Λk are geometrically feasible.

3.7 Recovering R and ~t

At this point we have a set of up to four geometrically feasible solutions ~Λk. For each
~Λk, it remains to determine the corresponding camera pose (Rk,~tk). The rotation Rk

can be recovered from ij ∈ {12, 13, 23} in (2), but since the differences of the 3D points
that appear in the right hand sides of these equations are linearly dependent, these three
equations are of rank two. To increase the rank, we can take the cross product of the
entries in the left hand side of the first two equations. This must equal the cross product
of the corresponding entries in the right hand side:

~z1 × ~z2 = R

(
(~x1 − ~x2)× (~x2 − ~x3)

)
, (17)

where ~z1 = λ1~y1 − λ2~y2 and ~z2 = λ2~y2 − λ3~y3.
The first two equations in (2) together with (17) gives:

Y = RX, (18)

Y =
(
~z1 ~z2 ~z1 × ~z2

)
, (19)

X =
(
~x1−~x2 ~x2−~x3 (~x1−~x2)× (~x2−~x3)

)
, (20)

R = YX−1. (21)

This solution only provides R ∈ SO(3) if the correspondences are exact. This is guar-
anteed by Eqn (1).

Finally, the translation part of the pose can be solved from any of the three equations
in (1):

~t = λi~yi −R~xi. (22)

In the end, this produces one pose (Rk,~tk) that solves (1) for each feasible vector ~Λk
that is generated by the previous step.

If desired, the corresponding unit quaternions ~qk can be extracted given the two 3D
correspondences in (17), see Appendix A.2. We use the rotation matrix representation
to make the algorithm more closely comparable to the alternatives.
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Algorithm 1 Lambda Twist P3P
1: function MIX(~n, ~m) =

(
~n, ~m, ~n× ~m

)
2: function P3P(~y1:3, ~x1:3)
3: Normalize ~yi = ~yi/|~yi|
4: Compute aij and bij according to (3)
5: Construct D1 and D2 from (5) and (6)
6: Compute a real root γ to (8)-(10) of the cubic equation
7: D0 = D1 + γD2

8: [E, σ1, σ2] = EIG3X3KNOWN0 (D0). See Algorithm 2

9: s = ±
√

−σ2
σ1

10: Compute the τk > 0, τk ∈ R for each s using Eqn (14) with coefficients in Eqn (15)
11: Compute ~Λk according to Eqn (16), λ3k = τkλ2k and Eqn (13), λ1k > 0
12: Xinv = (mix(~x1 − ~x2, ~x1 − ~x3))−1

13: for each valid ~Λk do
14: Gauss-Newton-Refine( ~Λk), see Section 3.8
15: Yk = MIX(λ1k~y1 − λ2k~y2, λ1k~y1 − λ3k~y3)
16: Rk = YkXinv

17: ~tk = λ1k~y1 −Rk~x1

18: Return all Rk,~tk

3.8 Implementation Details

We find the diagonalizing γ as a root of the cubic in Eqn (9) by using Newton-Raphson’s
method initialized using a simple heuristic.

Once the ~Λk have been computed they are also refined in accordance with stan-
dard praxis[10]. Specifically, we refine the solution using a few verified steps of Gauss-
Newton optimization on the sum of squares of Eqn (4). A similar refinement is used in
the P3P solver by Ke et al. Note that for both algorithms the accuracy rarely improves
after 2 iterations.

This concludes the Lambda Twist P3P algorithm, summarized in Algorithms 1 and 2.

4 Experiments

We have performed three experiments: one to evaluate the numerical accuracy of the
proposed method, and two to evaluate the execution time. In order to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed method, the experiments were performed on random syn-
thetic data. The proposed method is implemented in C++ and is compared to the state-
of-the-art P3P solver by Ke et al. [4], and the P3P solver Kneip et al. [5]. The publicly
available C++ implementations of the two state-of-the-art methods have been used. The
method by Ke et al. [4] is available as part of OpenCV[11] and the method by Kneip et
al. [5] is available at [12]. These solvers both show that they provide superior computa-
tional and numerical performance compared to earlier work. The algorithms are com-
piled with gcc using the same optimization settings as part of the same program. The
numerical and time benchmarks are available along with the code on the main authors
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Algorithm 2 eig3x3known0
1: function GETEIGVECTOR(~m, r )
2: c = (r2 + ~m1 ~m5 − r(~m1 + ~m5)− ~m2

2)
3: a1 = (r ~m3 + ~m2 ~m6 − ~m3 ~m5)/c
4: a2 = (r ~m6 + ~m2 ~m3 − ~m1 ~m6)/c
5: ~v =

(
a1 a2 1

)
6: Return ~v/|~v|
7: function EIG3X3KNOWN0(M)
8: ~b3 = M(:, 2)×M(:, 3);

9: ~b3 = ~b3/|~b3|
10: ~m = M(:)
11: p1 = ~m1 − ~m5 − ~m9

12: p0 = −~m2
2 − ~m2

3 − ~m2
6 + ~m1 ~m5 + ~m9 + ~m5 ~m9

13: [σ1, σ2] as the roots of σ2 + p1σ + p0 = 0

14: ~b1 = GETEIGVECTOR(~m, σ1)

15: ~b2 = GETEIGVECTOR(~m, σ2)
16: if |σ1| > |σ2| then
17: Return

(
[~b1,~b2,~b3], σ1, σ2

)
18: else
19: Return

(
[~b2,~b1,~b3], σ2, σ1

)

github page. The comparison is performed using a Intel Core i7-6700 3.40 GHz CPU
and the code compiled using gcc 4.4 on ubuntu 14.04 with the compile options: -O3
and -march=native.

The implementations by Ke and by Kneip always output four solutions, not all of
which are correct. The user must determine which of these are valid. Thus we extend
these implementations with a minimal post-processing step. This removes solutions
which do not satisfy the geometric feasibility constraint, i.e λi > 0. We also remove
solutions which contains NaN or do not approximately contain rotation matrices, i.e.
|det(R) − 1| < 10−6 and |RTR − I|L1 < 10−6. This step takes a total of 40ns per
sample. This cost is included in the timings since this step must always be performed
before the result can be used. Table 1 shows that there is approximately 1.7 unique
valid solutions on average per sample. Note that the solutions output by our algorithm
intrinsically fulfill these criterion by construction.

We time the system in two ways. First we time the computation of each sample
resulting in a time distribution graph. Second we take the total runtime over the same
samples providing an average time without the overhead of per sample timing. The
timing is performed using high resolution stable timers.

4.1 Synthetic Data

We generate random rigid transforms and random reasonably distributed observations.
There are two goals with the sampling. First, the samples should uniformly cover both
the image, and the set of rotations. Second, we want substantial depth and translation
direction variation within reasonable limits. This resembles data found in the recon-
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struction of unordered images, a challenging application. Specifically we generate a
P3P observation as follows: The rotation R is represented by a unit quaternion ~q ∈ IR4.
Each sample of ~q is drawn from a isotropic Gaussian distribution in IR4, before being
normalized to unit norm and then converted to a matrix. This assures that the rotations
have a uniform distribution in SO(3)[13]. The translation components ~t are sampled
from a normal distribution with σ = 1. Combined, [Rgen,~tgen] is the generating pose
of the sample. Observations are generated by a uniform sampling of the normalized im-
age coordinates (ui, vi) in the range [-1,1], and the corresponding 3D point is computed
as ~xi = RT (~yiz − ~t) for a uniform random positive depth z ∈ [0.1, 10].

Note that P3P is algebraically complete in the sense that it has the same number
of constraints as there are free parameters, i.e. it is a minimal solver. Therefore there
is no coherent interpretation of adding noise to the observations. We do not remove
near degenerate data but instead rely on their presence to strain the algorithms. Strictly
degenerate cases, i.e. exactly collinear samples, are removed. It is worth pointing out
that this dataset strains the algorithms far more than the "near degenerate" samples
experiment of Ke et al., which fails to find the problem cases we find.

The resulting data set consists of 107 samples, and the same set is used in all experi-
ments. The experiments are performed sequentially but caching cannot occur due to the
size of the dataset. Note, one sample is 104Byte and the full dataset is therefore 1GB.

4.2 Experiment 1: Numerical Accuracy

The numerical accuracy is evaluated by letting the three methods determine their solu-
tions for each sample. Each valid solution [Rk,~tk] is then compared to the generating
pose [Rgen,~tgen] of the sample. For each algorithm, the total pose error ‖~tgen−~tk‖L1+
‖Rgen−Rk‖L1 of the solution with the error are compared. We are primarily interested
in the error in R but add the translation error to avoid hiding errors in the computation
of ~t. The matrix differences are used to avoid the angle conversion from contaminating
the comparison. Similarly the L1 norm is used to reduce numerical error in the norm
computation and provide a fair comparison for the smaller errors. Larger errors above
10−6 simply indicate failure. The numerical ranking of the algorithms does not change
if the L2 norm, or the delta angle, is used. The latter case favors our solution since the
R to quaternion conversion can be avoided in using the method in Appendix A.2.

Figure 2(a) shows the numerical errors of the three methods. The graph shows that
lower errors are more likely with our method than either of the other methods. The num-
ber of successes, shown in Table 1, is the number of samples with an error≤ 10−6. The
table support that failures are significantly less likely with our method. It also shows
that the rate of outright failure is far less likely with our algorithm than either of the
other two. In particular its interesting to note that Kneip’s algorithm has fewer extreme
failures than the method by Ke et al. It also turns out the algorithm by Kneip et al. oc-
casionally returns NaN rather than any correct solution. NaNs are replaced by a error
of 1 and partially explain the increase at the end of Figure 2(a) for Kneip’s algorithm.
Finally we note that for every single sample our error is lower than the errors of both
Ke and Kneip. In short, the numerical performance of our solver is substantially better
than the other two methods.
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4.3 Experiment 2: Execution Time Comparison

We provide each algorithm with identical sequences of synthetic data. Since timing
a function interferes with performance, we have sampled both a total time and each
sample separately. Figures 2(a)-2(b) and Table 1 show that the new method is faster
than the method by Ke et al., and that both methods are substantially faster than the
method by Kneip et al. Note that excluding the post processing step does not change
the ranking. In order to show that the timings are stable the primary comparison has
been repeated 1000 times on the same data while keeping the computer otherwise idle.
The result is shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Output statistics over 107 samples.

Method Mean[ns] Successes Failures Unique

Lambda Twist 278 9999968 32 16934510
Ke et al. 2 iters 342 9995790 4210 16924141
Ke et al. 10 iters 435 9996105 3895 16925025
Kneip et al. 1042 9994973 5027 16909306

Table 2. Timing statistics over 107 samples iterated 1000 times.

Method Median[ns] Min[ns] Max[ns]

Lambda Twist 277 271 289
Ke et al. 2 iters 341 335 353

4.4 Solutions and Successes

First and foremost, Table 1 shows that we have less than one hundredth the number
of failures for this data. Further Table 1 shows that we find more unique solutions, i.e.
where |Ri − Rj |L1 > 10−6 and Ri,Rj ∈ SO(3), than either of the other methods.
This is largely, but not entirely, due to the samples for which the other algorithms do not
find any accurate solution. It is worth mentioning that we do not find duplicate solutions,
unlike Ke et al. Their algorithm finds about 0.3% duplicates and 36% incorrect solu-
tions in the standard configuration with two root refinement iterations. Interestingly, if
the number of root refinement iterations are increased, Ke’s methods only finds slightly
more solutions. Instead it refines solutions, which otherwise would not satisfy the solu-
tion criteria, into duplicates which do. This results in a duplicate ratio of 36%. Arguably,
duplicates should be removed in most applications, but this step was not added to the
post-processing as they are technically correct.
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Fig. 2. (a) Solver numerical precision likelihoods. (b) Time comparison over 107 samples.

We make two additional observations: First, any sample which results in a failure
for our method, results in a failure for both other methods, i.e. we are never worse.
Second: Every failure for our algorithm and the algorithm of Ke et al. are near known
degenerate cases. This is not the case for the algorithm by Kneip et al where a rare
cancellation of terms causing a division by zero can occur in a nondegenerate case.

When Ke’s algorithm fails, the most common reason is that the method does not
ensure that the output matrix is in SO(3) due to numerical noise after the quartic root.
The benchmark by Ke et al unfortunately hides this error as it normalizes/converts the
resulting rotation matrix to a unit quaternion as part of the evaluation. This step is costly
and not included in their timing measurements. The degradation of performance seen
here compared to their work is because our metric does not hide this issue. While we
understand the appeal of a geometrically interpretable error, we conclude that for the
estimation of numerical accuracy, the measure which minimizes error estimation error
is preferable.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a novel P3P method with substantially better numerical performance
that is faster than previous state-of-the-art. We believe that both the speed and the accu-
racy are a result of avoiding the quartic and instead going for a cubic. We have shown
the performance of the method using extensive synthetic tests. The test stresses the al-
gorithms sufficiently to find failures. Further, the method lets the user select if a unit
quaternion or R ∈ SO(3) rotation is desired as output without conversion. The method
and the benchmark will be available at:
https://github.com/midjji/lambdatwist-p3p.
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A Appendix

A.1 Degeneracy of (7)

The two equations in (7) become degenerate when D1 is a scalar multiplied with D2, in
which case the set of solutions is infinite. Taking into account that aij > 0, a straight-
forward inspection of the two matrices in (5)-(6) shows that the degenerate case implies
D1 = D2. This happens if and only if

b12 = b13 = b23 = 0, and a23 = 0. (23)

This means that degeneracy requires a23 = 0, which in turn implies that the 3D points
are collinear.

A.2 Quaternion from two 3D Correspondences

The rotation can be found as a unit quaternion q given the two 3D correspondences
~ai,~bi:

~ai = R~bi ⇐⇒
(
0
~ai

)
= ~q ∗

(
0
~bi

)
∗ ~qc = QBi~q

c ⇐⇒

QT~ai = Bi~q
c ⇐⇒ Ai~q

c = Bi~q
c =⇒

(Ai −Bi)~q
c def

= Zi~q = 0 =⇒(
Z1 Z2

)(Z1

Z2

)
~q
def
= K~q = 0

~q is then extracted from K using a specialized solver which exploits that K has exactly
one zero singular value.
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Abstract: Safe robot navigation in a dynamic environment, requires the trajectories of each independently moving object
(IMO). We present the novel and effective system Sequential Hierarchical Ransac Estimation (Shire) designed
for this purpose. The system uses a stereo camera stream to find the objects and trajectories in real time.
Shire detects moving objects using geometric consistency and finds their trajectories using bundle adjustment.
Relying on geometric consistency allows the system to handle objects regardless of semantic class, unlike
approaches based on semantic segmentation. Most Visual Odometry (VO) systems are inherently limited to
single motion by the choice of tracker. This limitation allows for efficient and robust ego-motion estimation in
real time, but preclude tracking the multiple motions sought. Shire instead uses a generic tracker and achieves
accurate VO and IMO estimates using track analysis. This removes the restriction to a single motion while
retaining the real-time performance required for live navigation. We evaluate the system by bounding box
intersection over union and ID persistence on a public dataset, collected from an autonomous test vehicle
driving in real traffic. We also show the velocities of estimated IMOs. We investigate variations of the system
that provide trade offs between accuracy, performance and limitations.

1 INTRODUCTION

Navigation in an environment with uncoordinated,
Independently Moving Objects (IMOs) is a challeng-
ing problem. A key component to the biological so-
lution of this problem is stereo vision. Humans ro-
bustly identify moving objects. We do this for ob-
jects in categories never before seen, and use what is
seen over time to predict where objects are moving. It
should therefore be possible to find, estimate and pre-
dict moving objects in a manner useful for navigation
using a stereo camera.

In this work we focus on the real-time detection
and trajectory estimation of moving objects in stereo
video. In the image space this gives us instance
segmentation for rigid independently moving objects
as shown in Figure 1. We seek the trajectories in
6D pose-space over time in order to be able to plan
around them. While a robot would benefit from a
multitude of sensors such as lidar and IMU, we limit
ourselves to a stereo sensor. This reduces the com-
plexity of the system and the number of dependencies.

a https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5931-9396
b https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5698-5983

Figure 1: Shire result. World tracks in red, IMOs marked by
bounding boxes along with the tracks that are considered as
belonging to the objects. Their full 6D trajectories in pose
space are estimated in each frame. Shire does not use deep
networks or semantic segmentation.

We further limit ourselves to rigid objects, such as ve-
hicles, as they are of key importance to autonomous
driving. The principle however generalizes to piece-
wise rigid objects and temporarily rigid objects. This
covers many real obstacles, as can be seen in Figure 4.

We present a novel, fast, accurate, and robust so-
lution for real stereo sequences. The solution is based
on a causal greedy probabilistic approach to the as-
signment and cluster count problems. The solution
exploits the sequential nature of the track data and the



typical distribution of moving objects in real scenes.
The proposed system extends the feature tracking
type of visual odometry system (Klein and Murray,
2007; Badino et al., 2013; Mur-Artal and Tardós,
2017; Persson et al., 2015; Cvišić et al., 2017) to
detect and estimate multiple trajectories. The imple-
mentation is based on CV4X (Persson et al., 2015)
which achieved state of the art results on the KITTI
egomotion benchmark and can thus provide reliable
egomotion. We now extend this system to also es-
timate trajectories of independently moving objects.
The proposed system uses geometric consistency over
time to detect objects. This takes the form of repro-
jection error minimization to assign tracks and esti-
mate object states over time. As the world is also de-
tected as a rigidly moving object, a useful by-product
of the system is the ego-motion trajectory. We call the
system described in Section 3 Sequential Hierarchi-
cal Ransac Estimation (Shire). Shire performs well
in practice, in particular for nearby and fast moving
objects. These objects are exactly those that are im-
portant for dynamic obstacle avoidance. Shire is real-
time (30 Hz) on a standard desktop CPU.

The system is evaluated using a novel dataset,
which we make available (Persson, 2020). Ideally
we would have liked to evaluate our method by com-
paring the trajectories of the estimated IMOs to their
ground truth. To the best of our knowledge no suitable
dataset is available for this, nor can we generate such
ground truth for our dataset. The dataset is collected
from our experimental vehicle, when driving in real
traffic. It covers inner city, country road, and highway.
We evaluate using bounding box instance segmenta-
tion of moving objects. This acts as a proxy for de-
tection, ID persistence, and estimation. This dataset
has been preprocessed and we provide rectified im-
ages, estimated disparity and semantic segmentation
as well as manually annotated IMOs. At the dataset
link, you can also find evaluation software, the Shire
code, and an example video.

2 Related Work

IMO detection and trajectory estimation could be
approached by scene-flow methods. Scene-flow is the
observed 3D motion per pixel. These methods im-
plicitly segment the flow into rigid objects. Scene-
flow approaches can be categorized as classic or deep
learning based methods.

Classic methods are well represented by Piece-
wise Rigid Scene Flow (Vogel and Roth, 2015). The
method uses classic flow, classic stereo and (clas-
sic) superpixel-segmentation. These are used to form

a regularized sceneflow cost function. This cost is
then optimized over a single stereo image pair using
Gauss-Newton (GN). The recent Deep Rigid Scene-
flow (Ma et al., 2019) method is similar in many ways.
The method uses a flow network, a stereo network,
and a semantic-segmentation network. The networks
are used to form a similar cost function. The cost
is then optimized over a single stereo image pair us-
ing GN, unrolled for differentiability. Replacing each
component with its deep learning based variants re-
quires supervised training. This implies the need for
large datasets with both semantic and 3D correspon-
dences ground truth. The cost of such is the main dis-
advantage of the modern method. However, compar-
ison on the KITTI sceneflow benchmark shows that
the latter method significantly outperforms the for-
mer. However, while the deep learning approach is
faster at 746ms compared to 3 minutes on 0.5Mpixel
images, both methods are far from real time. Both
methods could hypothetically be extended to use mul-
tiple images. However, it is unclear how to do so with-
out further increasing the computational cost. The
methods are potentially useful as input to the pro-
posed system. We conclude that they are currently
to slow for our target application.

Another deep learning approach which targets a
similar problem is MOTSFusion (Luiten et al., 2019).
This method aims to identify and separate cars, both
still and moving. The method uses deep optical
flow, bounding box detections, semantic segmenta-
tion, deep stereo. The method also performs ego-
motion compensation using ORBSLAM. Next they
use they use a per track geometrically aware boot-
strap tracking method method in order to associate
tracks over time. This results in strong id propagation
performance for the object detections. The method
also achieves good results on the MOTS benchmark.
The purpose here is tracking rather than 6D trajec-
tory estimation however, though the method could be
extended or used as input. Similar to the deep rigid
sceneflow the issues are with general moving objects
and computational cost. MOTSFusion operating at
0.5MPixel takes 440ms per frame, and while this may
be applicable in some cases, it is a long time in colli-
sion avoidance.

The good performance of the deep learning ap-
proaches comes at a price. Relying on bounding box
and/or segmentation limits the systems to the classes
for which data is available. For new cameras or scene
content, the deep learning methods require finetuning,
which requires ground truth. Even if only to adapt to
the minor differences in resolution, scene and image
characteristics, this requires ground truth data we do
not have. By contrast, the classic methods typically



only require manual tuning of a few parameters.
A different approach to the problem of IMO state

estimation is found in the 6DVision system (Rabe,
2012). The system fuses stereo and KLT tracks over
time using a set of Extended Kalman filters over 3D
position (with a constant velocity state). The each fil-
ter set is initialized using nearby features states. The
filters of each filterset have varying state priors, mea-
surement noise and process noise. The main advan-
tages of this method are low computational cost. The
main downside is that individual tracks are noisy and
that the filter sets take a long time to converge. In
practice, the state estimates are strongly smoothed.
This leads to decent results for long tracks, but the
system often fails to account for rapid changes.

In this work we introduce a new driving dataset
for the purposes of evaluating the system. Compared
to KITTI our dataset has higher resolution (2Mpixel
vs 0.5Mpixel) and higher framerate (30fps vs 10fps).
Using our own dataset allows us to ensure highly ac-
curate calibration which is required for our method.
We cannot evaluate on the sceneflow benchmarks
such as KITTI as it requires dense sceneflow, which
our method does not provide. Nor can we meaning-
fully submit to the KITTI (Geiger et al., 2012) MOTS
benchmark. This is because the MOTS benchmark
does not distinguish moving objects from stationary
ones. In practice the latter overwhelmingly outnum-
ber the former. We have however run our system on
the these datasets. See section 4.3 for results and fur-
ther discussion.

Real time stereo VO systems lie on a scale from
direct to feature based. Direct systems estimate ge-
ometry directly from pixel intensities and pixelwise
depths. Feature based systems use higher level im-
age features such as patches and descriptors. The
association process of direct systems relies heavily
on assumed geometry. This is because pixel inten-
sities are ambiguous, and the geometry constrains the
problem. Relying on predicted geometry in this way
is a form of geometrically supported tracking. The
simplest case of which would be to search for cor-
respondences along a predicted epipolar line. The
DSO systems of (Engel et al., 2018) and the stereo
variant by (Wang et al., 2017) are typical direct VO
systems. A major advantage of single geometry sup-
ported tracking is that it allows the use of line fea-
tures. This improves the VO systems robustness to
inarticulate environments and simplifies the tracking.
The downside is that it fundamentally limits this type
of system. While DSO could hypothetically be re-
cursively applied in a similar manner to our system,
in practice we have found that initializing the DSO
requires a single dominant motion in view which pre-

cludes this.
Shire is an extension and generalization of the

well studied point feature type visual odometry sys-
tem class. The basis for our method is found in
systems such as PTAM (Klein and Murray, 2007),
MFI (Badino et al., 2013), ORBSLAM (Mur-Artal
and Tardós, 2017), Cv4x (Persson et al., 2015) and
SOFT(Cvišić et al., 2017). These methods emphasize
the use of inlier/outlier identification and windowed
bundle adjustment. They also use measurement virtu-
alization, keyframing, and as well as non-causal pro-
cessing. Finally most point feature based systems use
geometrically supported tracking. Rather than as a
core of the tracker, the focus is often on improved ro-
bustness against structural aliasing. But it is also used
to extend tracks which in turn reduces trajectory drift.
A core assumption of these methods is that they are
limited to a single rigid object in view. In turn this
means that the tracking can and should detectably fail
for everything else. Due to the features used, feature
based systems are inherently robust against the ba-
sic aperture problem. This means that the integration
with the tracker is less restrictive. For all VO sys-
tems, geometrically supported tracking is key to good
performance. How limiting this is varies however.
Out of the systems considered, the bootstrap track-
ing by matching of Cv4x, is perhaps the least restric-
tive. Cv4x essentially iterates selecting the best corre-
spondence and finding the pose. This places places no
restrictions on the initial search. Without the hard re-
liance on the single motion assumption, it is suited for
our purpose. We strip down these systems into a sim-
ple core suited for fast causal local mapping and gen-
eralize this core system to support IMOs. We also in-
vestigate how to apply geometrically supported track-
ing to Shire with Shire-retrack.

3 Method

3.1 Visual Odometry Overview

Our system is an extension of the feature tracking
type of visual odometry system (Klein and Murray,
2007; Badino et al., 2013; Mur-Artal and Tardós,
2017; Persson et al., 2015; Cvišić et al., 2017). Tracks
are key to such systems and can be defined as the
sequence of image coordinates of a repeatably lo-
calizable feature (landmark). An example would be
the projections of a 3D point with distinct appear-
ance. Landmark tracking visual odometry systems
exploit that the tracks lie on a single static rigid ob-
ject (world). This facilitates identifying outliers and
reducing tracking errors.



First landmarks are detected and then tracked in
latter frames. A cost corresponding to Eqn 1 is then
minimized. This computes the egomotion trajectory
Pt∀t and local 3d point cloud xi∀i.

min
Pt ,xi

∑
t,i

ρ(yt,i−℘θ(Ptxi)) (1)

where ρ is a robust error function, yt,i is the obser-
vation of landmarks xi, at time t and Pt is the cam-
era pose, i.e. the rigid transform, at time t for t ∈
{t0, t1, ..., tN} and ℘θ is the projection operator suited
for xi where θ is the intrinsic parameters of the cam-
era.

In the simplest case, x∈R3, is a 3D point in world
coordinates. The observation noise is Gaussian plus
outliers, the cameras are calibrated, and the corre-
spondences are given.

Typically, ρ, is the L2 loss combined with an out-
lier rejection scheme based on reprojection error. The
orientation part of the pose is represented as a unit
quaternion. Primarily to avoid the gimbal lock prob-
lem of Euler angles.

The cost Eqn 1 is non-convex, but optimization
will generally converge if the data is balanced and
well initialized. A good way to initialize is by se-
quentially growing the cost i.e. adding one image at a
time. This is further improved by computing PnP to
find the initial pose of each new frame before bundle
adjustment.

3.2 Stereo Point Feature Visual
Odometry

Shire is best understood as an extension to point fea-
ture visual odometry, and for that reason we will first
introduce a base method.

Given a sequence of rectified, calibrated stereo
images, iterating Algorithm 1 provides a basic, but
good, ego-motion trajectory estimate as indicated by
(Persson et al., 2015; Cvišić et al., 2017; Mur-Artal
and Tardós, 2017).

Specifically we use: the SGM from (Hirschmüller,
2008) to compute disparity. The KLT implementa-
tion from (Rabe, 2012). The P3P and PnP meth-
ods from (Persson and Nordberg, 2018), and ANMS
from (Gauglitz et al., 2011).

The stereo reprojection error, ε, Eqn 2 for each
track includes disparity d(y) ≥ 0. It also requires the
points to be in front of each observing camera.

ε(y,d,P,x) =(y−℘Θl (Px))2+

λ(d− [℘Θl (Px)−℘Θr(PrlPx)]0)2 (2)

where Θl ,Θr are the camera intrinsics, and Prl is the
relative pose of the stereo rig. Subscript 0 denotes
using the horizontal coordinate only.

Algorithm 1 Stereo Point Feature Visual Odometry

1: Let: Left, right images at time t: LRt
2: Let: Tracks of object o at time t: trackso,t
3: Let: Pose at time t: Poset
4: # Compute disparity
5: deptht = SGM(LRt)
6: # Track features using KLT
7: trackst ← tracker(LRt , trackst−1),deptht(LRt)
8: # Compute pose: Ransac P3P and refinement
9: Pt ← robust PnP(trackst)

10: windowed bundle adjustment(P:,x:)
11: trackst ← inliers(trackst : ε(trackt)< τinlier)
12: # Detect new features
13: trackst∪← detector(LRt ,deptht)
14: trackst ← ANMS(trackst)

The parameter λ = 0.5 is a balancing weight cor-
recting for the relative variance of the tracker and dis-
parity methods. We found this value by comparing
the relative errors when viewing a static scene. The
method is fairly robust to different values however.
λ∈ [0.1,2] provides similar results if the other thresh-
olds are adjusted accordingly.

We minimize the squared L2 norm of the stereo
reprojection error, as it achieved good results and per-
formance:

min
Pt ,xi

∑ε(yt,i,dt,i,Pt ,xi))∀t, i (3)

We have found that the quality and robustness of
Algorithm 1 method is bounded by the tracker and
disparity estimates (assuming pixel accurate calibra-
tion and typical scenes).

Algorithm 1 is not limited by geometrically sup-
ported tracking. Therefore we can extend it to support
multiple independently moving objects.

Many different tracking, disparity or optical flow
methods could be used, but this is not the focus of this
work. Instead we use real time implementations of
standard methods. It is common to use keyframing to
facilitate loop closure or reduce computational cost,
but for clarity this is omitted here.

Adaptive Non-Maxima Suppression (ANMS) is
often overlooked in VO descriptions (Gauglitz et al.,
2011). We explicitly include ANMS as it is key to
good performance both computationally and in terms
of accuracy. ANMS conditions the optimization prob-
lem, as nearby observations will have correlated er-
rors. The importance of ANMS also indicates that
there is a limit to the accuracy gain possible by in-
creasing the track density. In other words, observa-
tions must cover a minimum amount of image for
accurate pose estimation, regardless of track density.
This applies to both Shire and Algorithm 1. Typical



ANMS parameters are radius = 1% image width, 100
minimum tracks, and a strength score which is (track
age, cornerness score).

We use the high performance sparsity aware Ceres
Solver (Agarwal et al., 2020) to optimize the cost.

3.3 Extension to IMOs

We view reprojection error based inlier/outlier clas-
sification as a world/not world assignment operator.
Thus we extend this notion to the simultaneous as-
signment and optimization of multiple rigid objects.
A simple idea, which never the less results in a chal-
lenging optimization problem:

min
Pc,t ,xi,cis

∑
t,i∈cis

ρ(yt,i,d,Pc,t ,xc,i)+C(cis) (4)

Here ρ is a robust and weighted stereo reprojection
error, similar to Eqn 2. The pose Pc,t is that of the
camera in IMO c:s coordinate system at time t and xc,i
is the 3D point coordinates in IMO c:s coordinates.
The set of features belonging to object c is cis. Finally
the clustering penalty C(cis) accounts knowledge of
the distribution of objects. Without which a global
minimum is trivially found by putting every point in
its own object.

From an abstract perspective the problem is one of
association, clustering and minimization. The cluster-
ing space is non-metric due to the use of reprojection
errors as distance to cluster. This violates the assump-
tions of many greedy solver such as KMeans. Further
complicating things, the number of clusters and their
distribution is unknown. In short the problem is chal-
lenging.

Restricting ourselves to rigid objects, there is no
fundamental difference between the estimation of the
IMO trajectory with respect to the static world, and
the estimation of the IMO trajectory with respect to
the moving rigid object. Thus if the cluster associa-
tion of each track is known, the stereo VO method of
subsection 3.2 can be applied to each IMO indepen-
dently.

Similar to the static world inlier/outlier case we
can assign tracks to IMOs using a noise model,
and when there is sufficient evidence, initialize new
IMOs. The key observation on which the system is
built, is that while tracker errors leave many track as-
signments ambiguous, an often sufficient subset can
be unambiguously assigned in each frame. Thus by
accumulating information over time we causally de-
tect, assign and estimate in real time. In essence we
have three possible states for a track, inlier, ambigu-
ous, and outlier.

3.4 Shire

Given a sequence of rectified, calibrated stereo im-
ages, Shire iterates the steps in Algorithm 2. This
algorithm segments the scene into rigid IMOs and es-
timates their full 6D pose trajectories. The variable
objects consists of both the object pose trajectory and
the 3D coordinates of landmarks associated with the
object.

Algorithm 2 Shire

1: Let: Objects at time t: ob jectst
2: Let: Tracks of object o at time t: trackso,t
3: Let: Reprojection error of track tr for object given

optimized track state: εo,tr
4: score(o, tr) = maxt(εo,t(tr))
5: inlier(o, tr) = score(o, tr)< τinlier
6: f ound(o) = #trackso,t > IMOminimum tracks
7: Track, depth, detect (as per 3.2)
8: Unassigned: ust ← ust−1∪new tracks
9: for each o ∈ ob jectst−1 do

10: poseso,t ← PnP(ob jects0:t−1, trackso,t)
11: trackso,t← trackso,t−1 in inlier(o, trackso,t−1)
12: ust ← trackso,t−1 not in inlier(o, trackso,t−1)
13: ob jectst∪← f ound(o)
14: windowed bundle adjustment(o)
15: os = not inlier(o, trackso,t)
16: if o 6= world then
17: Split Tracks: ust∪← lasttwo(os)
18: end if
19: end for
20: Let: cs← Potential IMO candidates
21: for each tr ∈ ust do
22: rs← sort(score(o, tr)∀o ∈ ob jectst )
23: if rs[0]≥ τinlier then cst∪← tr
24: else if rs[1]> τoutlier then trackso,t∪← tr
25: end if
26: end for
27:
28: Initialize New Object(cst )
29: cst .x← disparityt−1(cst)
30: candidate: c← PNP(cst)
31: inliers: ins← csts.t.rpec,cst
32: if #inliers > τcreation count then
33: Optimize candidate trajectory and points
34: ob jectso,t∪← candidate
35: end if

Additional details in the source code.

3.4.1 Assignment

The track score for a trajectory is the maximum of
the reprojection errors among the observations given



the optimal state. The optimal state is the state
which minimizes the squared sum of reprojection er-
rors for that trajectory over the optimization win-
dow. Computing track scores for all trajectories is
comparatively costly. Thus this is only performed
for tracks which are unassigned. The inlier test re-
quires that the reprojection error satisfies the inlier
threshold, and is not ambiguous with respect to the
second best possible assignment. Additionally for
IMOs, it is required that the point is within three
meters of the object center. For an IMO we re-
quire a minimum track count of τcreation count = 20.
For the inlier, and outlier thresholds we set τinlier =
2.5 pixels, and τoutlier = 4 pixels. The thresholds
were found by looking at error rates of tracks with
known assignment. They coarsely correspond to a
probability of P(observation|from object) = 0.8 and
P(observation|from object) = 0.05.

3.4.2 Detection

The Ransac PNP solver is likely to find IMOs in size
order, beginning with the first object which is con-
sidered the world. Visualization aside it is generally
treated the same as the IMOs with two exceptions:
Outliers which successfully pass the inlier check for
the world, are assigned to it regardless of ambiguity
and regardless of distance to its mass center. This pre-
vents the formation of competing static objects should
an IMO come to a full stop.

Assignment to IMOs is only considered if the
IMO median world coordinate mass center is within
five meters of the points world coordinates in the lat-
est frame.

Initialization of a new object is performed as for
the first two frames in stereo VO, its origin set to iden-
tity at the timestamp of the previous frame. After ini-
tialization, any object for which the tracks do not sat-
isfy the assignment test to itself are unassigned. Ob-
jects with less than ten remaining tracks are discarded,
and its tracks are split and unassigned.

IMOs typically cover a small part of the image
limiting the number of tracks available. This in turn
necessitates denser tracking to meet minimum robust
track count for detection and estimation. To account
for this we use a small ANMS radius 12 pixels Ex-
perimentally we have found that this is a good trade-
off between speed and robustness. Increasing the ra-
dius increases computational speed, but impacts the
detection of smaller objects if increased above 20 pix-
els. Lowering the radius increases computational cost
without an observed associated gain in performance.

The system initializes at most one new object each
frame in order to limit max per frame processing time.

Should performance permit, it is straightforward to
initialize multiple objects by iterating this step.

Ransac PNP with nl-refinement is used because
it is robust against the high outlier ratios that occurs
when searching among candidates formed from a sev-
eral not yet identified IMOs.

3.5 Computational Speed

The tracking and disparity can be performed in ad-
vance in parallel on CUDA, taking taking 30ms for
2Mpixel images.

In order to speed up optimization, bundle adjust-
ment of trajectories is performed over a maximum of
500 tracks. These tracks are found by increasing ra-
dius ANMS. The remainder of the tracks are subse-
quently optimized using fixed poses. To further im-
prove performance, all optimizations and error com-
putations use a window size of five.

The baseline version of Shire operates at 30fps
with two frames of latency between input and trajec-
tory estimates. Shire retrack requires an additional
12ms.

3.6 Semantic Segmentation

While we generally argue in favor of the generic geo-
metric approach, in the specific case of vehicles, fast
semantic segmentation networks are available. There-
fore we investigate how the method can be improved
by semantic labels. In the variant of our method called
Shire-labels we use the FCN (Cordts, 2017; Long
et al., 2015). The segmentation network was trained
on Cityscapes (Cordts et al., 2016).

In Shire-labels, only tracks that lie on vehicles can
be assigned to IMOs. The semantic segmentation was
performed offline in batches, but may be feasible to
run in real time online. The evaluation shows a minor
improvement to intersection over union (IoU) scores.
Qualitatively we see a significant reduction in false
positives.

4 Experiments

We investigate four variations of the Shire sys-
tem. Shire is the baseline and the fastest variant.
Shire+labels uses semantic segmentation to limit the
search for candidate tracks. Shire+labels only consid-
ers tracks where the starting pixel is labeled as a car
or truck as IMO candidates. Shire+retrack uses a sec-
ond tracking pass to refine the track associations for
lost tracks. The second tracking pass uses predictions
based on the estimated world and object motions. The



new track result is kept if consistent with its predic-
tion. This retrack tracking step comes at the cost of
an additional tracking pass. However, unlike the base
tracking pass, this only uses the bottom pyramid level
and is slightly faster. Shire+retrack+labels uses both
labels and the retrack step.

4.1 Dataset and Evaluation

The lack of benchmarks for the identification of mov-
ing objects makes evaluation of IMO estimation a
challenge. Object motion 6D trajectories are gener-
ally difficult to acquire for real sequences. The avail-
able benchmarks are focused on bounding box seg-
mentation of semantic classes. This makes them ill
suited for evaluating the quality of a system which
needs motion, but not semantic class. We propose to
evaluate the system by bounding box IoU and num-
ber of ID switches. Specifically we are interested in
the results on the 2Mpixel stereo dataset we collected
from a Daimler test vehicle. We annotate 7k images
for quantitative evaluation.

We performed manual bounding box instance seg-
mentation for IMOs. The criteria for an object to be
annotated as an IMO were as follows: The object
is a car or truck. The object boundary must move
more than two pixels from frame to frame. This is af-
ter manual egomotion compensation i.e. compared to
known static background. The object must be bigger
than 5% of the image and closer than 70 meters. The
distance was determined using manually verified dis-
parity. Further, the object must be in unoccluded view
for at least five sequential frames. Objects that come
to a complete stop for more than five frames are no
longer considered IMOs. Unoccluded view requires
that 70% or more of the object must be visible. Any
IMO which fully leaves view is considered as having
a new IMO ID. Not all IMOs are annotated.

This IMO selection is conservative in the sense
that the system can detect smaller, shorter lived and
occluded IMOs. The IMO requirements are made
in part because the annotation of such IMOs is of-
ten ambiguous. Their prevalence in the dataset would
also make annotation too costly. This means that false
positives cannot be automatically evaluated. As a re-
sult the primary scores of interest are intersection over
union and false negatives.

Bounding boxes for each proposed object are
computed in each frame as the range of the associated
tracks positions. The proposals are then associated to
the ground truth boxes by IoU order in a one to one
greedy fashion. The greedy assignment is in descend-
ing GT bounding box area order with the added con-
straint of a minimum IoU score of > 0.2. The result

Method median time mean time
shire 27 ms 30 ms
+labels 26 ms 29 ms
+retrack 43 ms 45 ms
+retrack+labels 40 ms 42 ms

Table 1: Per frame computational cost. Note that this is
only the cost of the Shire algorithm. The first tracking, dis-
parity and semantic segmentation are excluded as these can
be performed in parallel one frame in advance. However,
the second tracking pass required by the retrack method is
included in the timing as this cannot be performed in paral-
lel.

Method switches missed
shire 4 1430
+labels 4 1730
+retrack 3 1505
+retrack+labels 11 902

Table 2: Number of ID switches, and number of false nega-
tives. Total nr of annotation bounding boxes is 9380. Total
images 7000.

of which is summarized in Figure 2.
We compute ID switches as the number of times

the IMO ID of the IoU order top choice for a GT IMO
changes. An object must be found at least once to
be included in the computation. If an object is found
lost and found repeatedly again any number of frames
later, each repetition counts as one ID change. The
evaluation software implementation is available.

4.2 Results

Table 1 shows that our method performs in real time
on the i7 3GHz CPU. Table 2 shows that the number
of ID switches is infrequent, but also indicates that
more id switches happen for harder to detect IMOs.

Figure 2 shows excellent performance for the
combined variant. It also shows that the labeled vari-
ant is better at finding object boundraries. Without la-
bel information slightly more IMOs are found at low
IoU scores. Most of these are false positives that hap-
pen to overlap with a gt object. Overall performance
is fairly good for detected IMOs. Unfortunately a sig-
nificant fraction are not detected. IMO shadows play
a role in reducing IoU accuracy as shown in Figure 5.

The experiments show that the purely geometric
Shire achieves moderate success in the generic set-
ting. This result is significantly improved when com-
bined with the segmentation labels, though this is hid-
den by partial overlaps with false positives at lower
IoU scores. This result is further improved by retrack-
ing, though less so in the purely geometric case.

The main differences between the using segmen-
tation and not lies in the effect of shadows and outliers
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Figure 2: Intersection over Union (IoU) for the best one
to one match for each GT IMO. We see that the using the
label information (Red) provides good results when a high
overlap is required but misses slightly more objects 30%.
Bootstrap (Blue) provides a direct improvement over Shire
(Yellow). Combined they achieve a significant improve-
ment (Purple). Note that not all IMO are detected in every
frame. Roughly 16-30% are not found, most of which lie at
far distances at the beginning or end of a GT IMO.

Figure 3: Shire results. On the left top to bottom. First
frame where cyan car is found. Last frame before it is lost.
First frame where the blue car is found. Last frame be-
fore it is lost. On the right. The two cars mass centers in
world coordinates over time shown as dots and the Vehi-
cle egomotion poses shown as blue/red coordinate systems.
Egomotion is from the bottom left to the upper right, IMOs
are driving in the opposite direction. Best viewed electron-
ically.

on bounding boxes. There is also a small impact on
speed and an increase in the number of false positives.

A simple heuristic was used to reduce the impact
of outliers that fit the geometry. Tracks used for find-
ing the bounding box must be tracked for at least three
frames. This heuristic applies only if the at least half

Figure 4: Shire result. A pedestrian IMO detected by the
system. While violating the rigid object assumption, peo-
ple, and most other non rigid IMOs, are often locally rigid.
At 100x200 pixels the pedestrian is too small to be frac-
tured into several IMOs. Instead it is intermittently lost and
re-detected. The ability to detect generic IMOs is an advan-
tage of the purely geometric method.

Figure 5: Shire results. Red tracks are world, cyan, yellow
and pink are IMOs. The track on the cyan car’s shadow
causes the IMO bounding box to be significantly extended
for the car. This happens because the sun is distant, and
the car moves in the plane the shadow is projected on top.
A downside of the purely geometric method, as we do not
collide with shadows.

the tracks on the object have been tracked for three
frames. We note that better heuristics could be de-
vised. In particular an analysis of the plane of the
motion could be used to identify tracks on shadows.
However this is left as future work.

We observe that the system excels at detecting and
segmenting fast or nearby objects, but struggles with
distant ones. This expected result is never the less
beneficial in terms of which objects are important for
safe navigation.

Like most feature tracking VO systems, the
method is bounded in performance by the tracker. The
tracker struggles if the object tracks lengths near or
exceed the maximum supported distance. This is in
part due to direct search distance limitation and due to
large appearance changes due to perspective. The fea-
ture detector also struggles with low contrast or blurry
images, such as caused by dark regions in otherwise
sunny scenes and rain.

The system provides decent ID propagation for
IMOs. The primary error source being when two



Figure 6: Starting bottom left, the RGB coordinate axis
shows the car trajectory. The colored dots show the various
IMOs encountered and their estimated trajectories. Some
are driving in the lane to the left, others along the same lane.
Best viewed electronically.

IMOs cover separate parts of and therefore compete
for a single GT object. More concerningly the system
fails to detect a fair number of the annotated objects.
There are two main causes for false negatives. The
first case is a insufficient deviation from the world ge-
ometry tracking. This happens for objects that are too
far away, especially if they are driving away from the
observer. A single car driving away in the same lane
at a distance above 35m results in nearly a third of
all missing detections. The second case is that the
tracker or stereo has failed, which happens for objects
that are moving or warping too fast in the image. This
is a fundamental failure of the tracker and could be
addressed by better tracking.

4.3 MOTS and KITTI Results

Shire sample results on the MOTS and KITTI se-
quences are shown in Figure 7. The Shire parameters
are based on tracker and disparity system properties.
Therefore we expect they should work for the MOTS
and KITTI dataset as well as our. Thus the same pa-
rameters are used throughout.

Qualitatively the performance is slightly worse
compared to results on our own dataset. Primarily in
terms of the number of false positives. This may be
partially explained by the frame-rate difference, as the

Figure 7: Top image shows performance on the KITTI
benchmark, bottom image shows performance on the
MOTS benchmark. Note that the color image from MOTS
was converted to grey scale for illustration purposes.

expected parallax increases. Though the difference in
sensor characteristics, baseline and resolution may be
contributing. We also note that performance is sub-
par to the MOTSFusion system, though we do note
that our system is more than ten times faster. The per-
formance on the MOTS varies significantly between
sequences, but not by scene complexity as may be ex-
pected. A possible explanation is that the calibration
is slightly worse for some sequences. A calibration
error of 1-3 pixels instead of 0-1 pixel error would
be sufficient, as Shire is sensitive to calibration errors
due to the assignment mechanism. This problem does
not appear to apply to the KITTI sequences which use
the grey scale cameras instead of the RGB cameras.
Since the grey cameras were calibrated for the VO
challenge, but the RGB cameras have primarily been
used for deep learning, we would not be surprised if
they are better calibrated.

4.4 Conclusion

We have presented stereo based Sequential Hierarchi-
cal Ransac Estimation (Shire). Shire detects and esti-
mates, in realtime, the 6D pose trajectories of multiple
moving objects, and the egomotion using geometric
consistency alone. The system can benefit from se-
mantic segmentation, but, unlike for similar methods,
it is not required. Shire can be used to predict object
trajectories for path planning with dynamic obstacles.
It can also detect spatiotemporally separable objects,
which form an interesting semantic class, or be used
to generate ground truth for optical flow including that
on moving objects. Though we leave the training of
self supervised systems using Shire as future work.
We provide the core Shire code, and the dataset used
for evaluation, as well as annotation and evaluation
tools (Persson, 2020).
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Abstract

We investigate spline-based continuous-time pose tra-
jectory estimation using non-linear explicit motion priors.
Current regularization priors either linearize the orienta-
tion, rely on the implicit regularization obtained from the
used spline basis function, or use sampling based regular-
ization schemes. The latter is a special case of a Riemann
sum approximation, and we demonstrate when and why this
can fail, and propose a way to avoid these issues. In addi-
tion we provide a number of novel practically useful theo-
retical contributions, including requirements on knot spac-
ing for orientation splines, new basis functions for constant
velocity extrapolation, and a generalization of the popular
P-Spline penalty to orientation. We analyze the properties
of the proposed approach using synthetic data. We validate
our system using the standard task of visual-inertial cali-
bration, and apply it to stereo visual odometry where we
demonstrate real-time performance on KITTI.

1. Introduction
State estimation problems in computer vision are usually

modeled by estimating the sensor pose only at a discrete set
of times (for example, one per camera frame). This works
well for data which is itself discretely sampled e.g. global
shutter camera images in reconstruction from collections of
images [1, 34] and low framerate video [31]. Many sen-
sors provide data more akin to a continuous stream than
discrete samples, e.g. high framerate video, rolling shutter
images, spinning lidars, event cameras, and inertial sensors.
These are better represented by continuous-time pose trajec-
tories [12]. Such pose splines allow the convenient incorpo-
ration of derivative measurements, such as from an inertial
measurement unit (IMU), as predictions of the analytic tra-
jectory derivatives. High frame-rate video Visual Odometry
(VO) illustrates another advantage. Standard discrete bun-
dle adjustment approaches scale cubically with the number
of frames, and as a result, often necessitate key framing i.e.
tossing information. Continuous pose trajectories with lo-
cal control instead scale cubically with the number of knots,

1first.last@liu.se, Linköping University, Computer Vision Laboratory
2first.last@foi.se, Swedish Defence Research Agency

which can be much lower than the frame rate [21].
Basis splines are a natural fit for continuous-time poses,

and were introduced for this purpose by Furgale et al. [12].
They have since been refined by many follow-up papers
e.g. [24, 14, 4, 28, 23, 25, 26, 37]. While the continuous-
time approach provides clear benefits over the discrete-time
approach, it has not yet been widely adopted by the com-
puter vision community, outside niche topics such as rolling
shutter structure from motion, and lidar fusion.

In the pose spline formulation, motion models are incor-
porated as a prior term in the cost, and need thus not be
linearized. We argue that they should instead approximated
using a Riemann sum, and propose a lower bound for the
sampling rate (i.e. the inverse sub-interval width) based on
observability, and frequency analysis.

We provide several practical improvements to the theo-
retical framework of pose trajectory estimation:
1) We generalize the unit quaternion spline (KKS) by Kim,
Kim and Shin [20], by extending it to infinity using constant
angular velocity. We do this by modifying the basis func-
tions at the beginning and end in such a way that the spline
locality and continuity is maintained.
2) We provide a simpler way to derive and compute inte-
grals of spline derivative product functions.
3) We provide an upper bound on the angular velocity ω(t),
for the KKS spline, which in turn has important implica-
tions for the sampling and knot distance selection.

These contributions, together with the provided opti-
mization framework code [29] should make it easier to use
pose splines for various applications in geometric vision
and robotics.

2. Related Work

Here we describe related work on continuous-time tra-
jectories, and on regularization strategies for pose splines.

An excellent overview of continuous-time pose trajecto-
ries is given in Furgale et al. [14]. The methods discussed
by Furgale mostly fall into two categories: They are either
KKS splines [20], or equivalent to a straightforward ap-
proximation, such as a linearization of a KKS spline. For
instance, the popular SLERP construction [36] on pairs of
consecutive control points corresponds to a first order KKS
spline, and splines over non-quaternion rotation representa-



tions are either equivalent to, or linearizations of the KKS
spline. Many of the more recent papers also use the KKS
construct [28, 23, 25, 26, 37].

The extension of classic Bayesian discrete filtering ap-
proaches to continuous states i.e. Gaussian Processes (GP)
by Barfoot et al. [5] and especially pose trajectory GP
frameworks [2, 9] are relevant if the full posterior and not
just a point estimate is needed. These frameworks are sim-
ilar to a zeroth or first degree version of [14] using Gaus-
sian observer functions. In principle GPs are a powerful ap-
proach, but in practice, the price is high. In order to achieve
feasible computation, the GP pose frameworks linearize the
rotation, and since they lose local control, short optimiza-
tion windows are generally used. This work instead focuses
on point estimates using KKS pose splines with local con-
trol, and on-manifold rotation representation.

The range of motions a spline can express is constrained
by the choice of basis functions, their degree and the
knot spacing. This has previously been used as a regu-
larizer although it might not be explicitly stated as such
[20, 19, 23, 6]. Bibby et al. [6] discuss the connection be-
tween spline parameters and the constraints on dynamics.
Anderson et al. [3], and Ovrén et al. [25], investigated how
to select a knot spacing so as to ensure the spline could rep-
resent the necessary motions. Oth et al. [24] instead use a
variable knot spacing. They find the spacings by succes-
sively inserting control points during optimization at any
interval where residuals are not normally distributed, or
moving knots further apart until the predicted observation
error variances match the measurement model. Such non-
causal methods work well in batch, e.g. for offline calibra-
tion [13, 24], but are ill-suited to causal prediction or real
time applications.

Incorporation of inertial measurements reduces the need
for explicit regularization, and they are thus sometimes also
referred to as regularizing measurements [27, 25]. Depend-
ing on what other type of measurements are available, there
is however a risk of overfitting to one modality. In [25] this
problem is addressed by adaptively weighting the inertial
measurements based on the motion energy present in the
inertial data, and the chosen spline knot spacing.

A common form of trajectory regularization is a cost
term derived from a motion model. Motion models usually
result in cost terms of integral type, e.g. a constant angu-
lar velocity ω(t) model with Gaussian process noise results

in the cost term
∫
R
∂ω(t)
∂t

2
dt. However, the non-linear na-

ture of rotation means that in all but the simplest cases these
cannot be used to formulate analytic maximum aposteriori
(MAP) estimation problems without approximation.

One approach is to approximate the model formulation.
Furgale et al. [14] use an R6 spline state to represent the
pose trajectory. The state is regularized by the integral of the
second derivative of the spline. With regards to the trans-

lation, this has an intuitive interpretation; it penalizes the
linear acceleration. However, with regards to the rotation it
does not, as the angular acceleration is a non-linear function
of the parameters. This approach also linearizes expressions
involving the rotation. This requires that both true orienta-
tion, and estimate at every iteration, must lie within a small
region. In the discrete case, the linearization is typically re-
centered as needed, but doing so in the continuous case is
not possible without losing either continuity or linearity.

Cost terms of integral form can also be approximated by
sampling the integrand [28, 21, 18, 4]. In [28, 21] a single
sample per knot is used, whereas [39] uses one sample per
observation. The former are Riemann approximations, and
the latter could be made into such by weighting according
to sampling frequency. The Riemann approximation is well
known, but there are critical differences between approxi-
mating an integral to estimate the value, and approximating
a cost term, as will be discussed in Section 5.5. Furgale
and Anderson [14, 4] observe issues caused by the state be-
coming unobservable as knot distance decreases, and note
the need to lower knot distances to account for high fre-
quency dynamics. This class of methods along with sev-
eral other approaches [28, 21, 39, 18] would have these is-
sues as well. However, their experiments do not show this
due to the use of relatively dense measurements, though e.g.
Huang et al. [18] do note that they were unable to represent
a high frequency signal in one experiment. In this work we
establish a lower bound for the sampling rate, which is no-
tably above the one/knot used by [28, 21], and show how it
is related to the minimum degree and maximum knot dis-
tances given signal properties.

Huang et al. [18] consider different ways to regularize
trajectories using a forward-only vehicle model and investi-
gate the alternatives with regards to noise sensitivity. Their
variant SSBARv is an orientation spline estimated from vi-
sual measurements where the regularization is applied as an
L2 penalty on the deviation from forward velocity at the
frames. The open issues with the SSBARv method, i.e. the
uneven weighting over time, what the weight should be, and
the knot distance required for an orientation spline to ex-
press a given frequency, are answered by this work.

3. Basis Splines

Here we briefly introduce basis splines and give a few
novel and/or practical extensions. For a comprehensive in-
troduction to basis splines and quaternion splines in gen-
eral, see [38, 8, 20]. We use the ∆ operator, which is de-
fined by ∆ai = ai − ai−1 and ∆nai = ∆n−1(∆ai) for
ai ∈ RN . We use dots to denote time derivatives, e.g. ä(t)

is ∂2a(t)
∂t2 . We will describe uniform splines with knot dis-

tance ∆ti = 1, as the generalizations are trivial, but ver-
bose. Further we choose the knots ti as i, for i ∈ Z. Now



Figure 1. Backwards extrapolation from (6) (orange) and (7) (blue)
for n = 2. Black dots are control points, (i+ (n+ 1)/2, ai).

our uniform RN B-splines of degree n, with control points
ai are defined as in e.g. [38]:

sn(t) =
∑
i

aibn(t− i) (1)

where bn(t) is defined according to:

b0(t) =

{
1 if t ∈ [0, 1)

0 elsewhere.
(2)

bn(t) = (b0 � bn−1)(t) = (b0 � b0 . . .� b0)(t) (3)

where (f�g)(t) =
∫
f(τ)g(t−τ)dτ denotes a convolution.

We will refer to this as the local form, and it is equivalent to
the cumulative form, as defined by e.g. Kim et al. [20]:

cn(t) =
∞∑
i=0

bn(t−i) =

{∑n−1
i=0 bn(t−i) if t < n

1 otherwise.
(4)

Now (1), for a control point interval [B,E], becomes:

sn(t) =
E∑

i=B

aibn(t− i) = (5)

aBcn(t−B) +
E∑

i=B+1

∆aicn(t− i) (6)

where ∆ai = ai − ai−1. By omitting the basis function on
the first control point, we obtain:

sn(t) = aB +
E∑

i=B+1

∆aicn(t− i) (7)

This expression extrapolates backwards using the first knot
instead of zero, see figure 1.

By using an adaptive start index, f = �t� − n − 1, we
finally obtain the expression used in practice:

sn(t) = af +

�t�∑
i=f+1

∆aicn(t− i) . (8)

3.1. Differential Relations

B-splines are straightforward to differentiate and inte-
grate, and the following relations are useful [38, 20]:

∂

∂t

∑
i

aibn(t− i) =
∑
i

∆aibn−1(t− i) (9)

∂cn(t)

∂t
= bn−1(t) (10)

We also note that:

∂

∂t
b0(t) = δ(t)− δ(t− 1) where (11)

∫ b

a

δ(t− i)f(t)dt = f(i) if i ∈ [a, b] . (12)

We propose to use the often overlooked property (11) to sig-
nificantly simplify integrals of simple functions of splines.
For instance, given a second degree spline s2(t) with white
Gaussian accelerations, the regularizing cost can be derived
using partial integration and (9)-(11):

∫ b

a

s̈2
2dt = [ṡ2s̈2]

b
a −

∫ b

a

ṡ2
...
s2dt = (13)

[ṡ2s̈2]
b
a −

∑
i

∆2ai

∫ b

a

ṡ2(δ(t−i)−δ(t−i−1))dt = (14)

[ṡ2s̈2]
b
a −

∑
i∈[a,b]

ṡ2(i)∆
3ai (15)

This approach is significantly simpler than the common ma-
trix formulation approach taken by e.g. Furgale et al. [14],
in Eqn 37 to 59 for the same problem. Our approach gen-
eralizes to a broad category of spline differential functions,
and has to the best of our knowledge been overlooked until
now. Additional examples are found in the supplementary
material.

3.2. KKS Quaternion Spline

The KKS(Kim, Kim and Shin) quaternion spline [20]
is a generalization of (6). The control points ki are unit
quaternions and the operations are replaced by their rotation
equivalents i.e. addition with quaternion multiplication, and
control point weighting by exponentiation. The ∆ operator
for unit quaternions thus becomes ∆ki = k∗

i−1ki. Using
wi = ∆ki for brevity the KKS is defined as:

qn(t) = k
cn(t−F )
F

∞∏
i=F

exp(log(wi)cn(t− i)) . (16)

Where exp() and log() map between unit quaternions and
their tangent space. By instead using (7) and qa =



exp(log(q)a) we obtain a simpler definition of the orien-
tation spline as:

qn(t) = kF

∞∏
i=F

w
cn(t−i)
i = kf

btc∏
i=f+1

w
cn(t−i)
i (17)

for f = btc − n− 1 as in (8). This formulation also extrap-
olates backwards towards kF rather than identity. Using
helper variables τ,W, T we find the recursive form of (17):

τn, i(t) = τn, i−1(t)w
cn(t−i)
i , τn, f = kf (18)

qn(t) = τn, btc(t) (19)

This simplifies computing derivatives [20]:

Wi(t) = w
cn(t−i)
i , Ẇ0(t) = 0 (20)

Ẇi(t) = bn−1(t− i) log(wi)Wi(t) (21)
τ̇n, 0(t) = 0 (22)

τ̇n,i(t) = τ̇n, i−1(t)Wi(t) + qn(t)Ẇi(t) (23)

which gives the angular velocity ω(t) in rad/s as

Tn,i(t) = τ ∗n,i(t)τ̇n,i(t), Tn,0(t) = W0 (24)

ω(t) = 2q∗n(t)q̇n(t) = 2Tn,n

= 2(W∗
iTn,n−1Wi + Ẇi) (25)

In practice, the recursive approach is not only simpler to im-
plement, but was shown by Sommer et al. [37] to be signif-
icantly faster to compute. Comparing our implementation
using their benchmark also shows indistinguishable perfor-
mance for automatic differentiation.

For a unit quaternion in scalar-vector form, q = (r,v),
we define the scalar exponent and quaternion logarithm as:

qα =

(
cos(θα)

sin(θα) v
|v|

)
, log(q) =

(
0
θ v
|v|

)
(26)

θ =

{
atan2(|v|, r) r ≥ 0

atan2(−|v|,−r) otherwise.
(27)

These ensure θ ∈ [−π/2, π/2] i.e. that the shortest geodesic
path is selected, regardless of the signs of ki. From this
and (25) we see that regularizers for orientation splines like∫
|ω̇(t)|2dt will lack analytical primitives in general.

3.3. The KKS Domain

The ambiguity resolved by (27) leads to an important
but previously overlooked restriction on the domain of the
KKS, in addition to those shared with the R spline. Using
(25), | log(wi)| ≤ π

2 , |Wi| = 1 and the triangle inequality:

|ω(t)| ≤ 2

n∑
i=1

|Ẇi(t)| = 2

n∑
i=1

|bn−1(t− i) log(wi)Wi| ≤

2

n∑
i=1

bn−1(t− i)π
2
|Wi| = π

n∑
i=1

bn−1(t− i) ≤ π (28)

That is: |ω(t)| ≤ π. More generally a spline with knot
distance ∆ti = 1 has |ω(t)| ≤ π∆t−1i . Thus for a spline to
be able to express ω(t), its knot distance must satisfy:

∆ti ≤ π|ω(t)|−1, t ∈ R (29)

This novel constraint is necessary, but not sufficient, for the
spline to be able to express a given dynamic. This can be
used to regularize e.g. by assuming all ω(t) above some
value are noise. Another use case would be restricting the
knot distance search given gyro measurements. In prac-
tice this means a sufficiently expressive knot distance can
be found quickly. Note also that (29) implies a bound on
the Riemann approximation error for many orientation reg-
ularizers.

4. Spline Endpoints and Extrapolation
In theory, the control points are often assumed to exist

extending to infinity. In practice a finite range is used, and
boundary effects must be considered for any regularizer of
form

∫
R f(s(t))dt. In particular for (6) and (16), as they

will extremely quickly move towards identity. The modi-
fied splines (7) and (17) alleviate, but do not resolve this
issue, as their derivatives will still go to zero in just a few
knots, which can also cause severe boundary effects. To ad-
dress this, we propose a new class of pose trajectory spline
which uses constant linear and angular velocity for extrap-
olation. Our new spline class has the finite control points
ai, i ∈ [B,E] and the full domain R while maintaining the
continuity properties.

Using (9) we can expand s̈n(t) = 0 to:

s̈n(t) =
∑
i

(ai − 2ai−1 + ai−2)bn−2(t− i) = 0 (30)

This constrains the control points as:

ai = 2ai−1 − ai−2 = ai−1 + ∆ai−1 (31)

which is a common recursive extrapolation strategy. Note
however that (31) implies ∆ai−1 = ai − ai−1 = ∆ai,
and thus ∆ai = ∆aE for i > E. We can thus replace the
recursion with:

ai = aE + (i− E)∆aE for i > E . (32)

Rather than using this expression, we replace the first and
last basis functions with rn, and dn, and define the extrapo-
lating cumulative spline as follows:

sn(t) =aB + ∆aB+1rn(t−B)+

+
E−1∑
i=B+2

∆aicn(t− i) + ∆aEdn(t− E) . (33)



Figure 2. Left: Extrapolation functions (34) (blue) and (35) (or-
ange) for n = 2 and [B,E] = [0, 7]. Right: Example extrapola-
tion.

The extrapolation functions of degree n are:

dn(t) =
∞∑
i=0

cn(t− i) and (34)

rn(t) = 1− dn(n+1−t) =
1∑

i=−∞
cn(t− i) . (35)

These two functions are plotted in figure 2. The forward
expression can be rewritten for implementation as:

dn(t) =
∞∑
i=0

cn(t− i)

=

{∑n−1
i=0 cn(t− i) if t < C

t− C + 1 otherwise.
(36)

Where C = (n + 1)/2 is the center of gravity of the basis
functions. Similarly, the backward function becomes:

rn(t) =
1∑

i=−∞
cn(t− i)− n

=

{∑1
i=1−n cn(t− i)− n if t > C

t− C otherwise.
(37)

We then replace linear space operations in (33) with cor-
responding quaternion operations as in Kim et al. [20] to
obtain:

qn(t) = kBw
rn(t−B)
B+1

[
E∏

i=B+2

w
cn(t−i)
i

]
w

dn(t−E)
E (38)

This spline is parametrized by its control points {ki}EB , with
the end-pairs (wB+1,wE) defining extrapolating angular
velocities. Similar to the RN case, this smoothly converges
to a constant angular velocity and maintains the continuity
properties. The solution is convenient to use in practice as
only the control point lookup and basis must be modified.

5. System Models and Regularizers
System models and regularizers are different sides of the

same coin. Maximum likelihood fitting of a spline s(t,Θ)

implies minimizing a loss on the prediction errors of the
observations yl made at times tl:

Lobs(Θ) =
∑
l

ρ(yl − h(s(tl,Θ))) , (39)

where ρ is the negative log of the error probability density
and h is a measurement function. For e.g. the assumption
of Gaussian errors, we have ρ(ε) = |ε|2. We can regularize
this cost by introducing an independent prior Lreg, and a
prior weight λ to get

L(Θ) = Lobs(Θ) + λLreg(Θ) . (40)

Minimizing (40) results in a maximum a posteriori point
estimate spline fit.

5.1. Derivative Based Regularizers

Derivative regularizers correspond to smooth functions
e.g.

Lm
der(Θ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

∥∥∥∥
∂ms(t,Θ)

∂tm

∥∥∥∥
2

dt . (41)

This can be interpreted as an expectation that the chosen
derivative is i.i.d. Gaussian with zero mean. E.g. m = 2
corresponds to a constant velocity model, but higher order
derivative regularizers are in use as well, e.g. the m = 4
Snap [22]. For RN splines such costs can be efficiently
computed using their analytical primitives, as derived using
our approach in (13).

5.2. Orientation Regularization

Similar to the RN case, it is common to regularize
orientation using derivatives of the angular velocity ω(t)
weighted by the inertial tensor I [14]:

∫

R

∂mω(t)

∂tm

T

I
∂mω(t)

∂tm
dt . (42)

This regularizer lacks an analytical primitive in general.

5.3. Orientation P-spline

The P-spline regularizer Lm
P (Θ) =

∑
i(∆

mai)
2 of Eil-

ers and Marx [10] was originally derived as an approxima-
tion to (41), in part to simplify making a spline observable,
and in part to avoid the ”difficult” integral (13). This ap-
proach is popular due to its simplicity and is practical when
little is known about the signal except that it is smooth.

The P-spline regularizer is limited to RN splines. In or-
der to address this, we here introduce the Orientation P-
Spline regularizer LPO(Θ) which uses the unit quaternion
∆ operator: ∆ki = k∗

i−1ki, ∆mki = ∆m−1(∆ki). This
allows us to define the regularizer:

Lm
PO(Θ) =

∑
i

|∆mki|2geo , (43)



where we note that |p∗q|geo = 2 cos−1(pTq). Thus
L1

PO(Θ),L2
PO(Θ) roughly correspond to a constant orienta-

tion and constant ω(t) respectively. The first order in par-
ticular is useful for higher degree KKS splines, as it penal-
izes discontinuities, much like the corresponding RN vari-
ant does.

5.4. Car Motion Models

There are two motion models commonly used for e.g.
cars which we consider for the stereo visual odometry ex-
periment section 7. In the vehicle coordinate system with
z forwards, y down, x to the right and position p. A car
moving forwards only leads to ṗx = n(t), ṗy = n(t) for
iid Gaussian n(t). Moving on a surface leads to the coordi-
nated turn model p̈x = vz(t)wy(t) + n0(t).

Lfwd(Θ) =

∫
R
(p̈x)2 + (p̈y)2dt (44)

Lct(Θ) =

∫
R
(p̈x − vz(t)wy(t))2 (45)

The latter cost (45) lacks analytic primitives in general, and
many different approximations have been investigated, e.g.
Roth [33] and Yuan [40]. The forward motion model has an
analytic solution for specific pose definitions, but is never-
the-less often approximated e.g. in SSBARv [39].

5.5. Integral Cost Approximation

In order to optimize over cost terms which are integrals,
we must be able to either analytically evaluate them, or ap-
proximate them. A common approach is to approximate the
function [14, 39], but we have noticed that for smooth func-
tions such as splines, Riemann sums are an appealing alter-
native. In practice we should use few samples to minimize
the computational cost. So how sparsely can we sample?

The key observation we make is that optimizing over
samples rather than the integral can turn an overdetermined
problem into a determined, or underdetermined one. This
in turn allows the optimizer to overfit to the samples and
thus perfectly satisfy the regularizer. This is the cause of
the ringing artifacts shown in Figure 4. Avoiding this gives
us a lower bound for the required minimum number of sam-
ples. For N knots we will need a minimum of N + 1 sam-
ples. This also implies that using one sample at each knot
as in e.g. [28, 4], is insufficient. For a longer spline, 2 sam-
ples/knot is mostly sufficient, but for a short interval, and in
the beginning, we should have at least n + 2 samples/knot
to know that the state is overdetermined.

Next we consider the local frequency properties. When a
function is sampled at a rate fs, frequencies above 0.5fs are
aliased, and cause errors. The Fourier transform of the ba-
sis function is sincn(f) which means that the amplitude of
the aliased frequencies decay faster than (0.5fs)

−n where
n is the degree (less the derivative) for e.g. (41). This also

suggests a minimum sample rate above 2 per knot, and that
the minimum approximation error drops faster for higher
degree splines. Because the rotation spline is smooth and
therefore can be locally described by a spline of the same
degree with good precision, this is likely a good approxi-
mation for them as well.

We conclude that unless a careful constraint analysis has
been performed, n + 2 evenly spaced samples per knot
should be used.

6. Regularization Experiments
We evaluate how the sample rate affects estimate ac-

curacy and compare the Orientation P-Spline and variable
knot spacing. This experiment corresponds to a model of
e.g. detected correspondences in RGB-D video. The ground
truth trajectory uses a knot spacing of ∆ti = 1 and degree 4
and is generated by simulation. The trajectory smoothly ro-
tates through, and between each of the planes while moving
on a sphere, and is designed to expose every special case.
Se the supplementary material for additional details. The
regularizers are evaluated on the problem of fitting the pose
spline trajectory P̂Θ(t) consisting of KKS q(t) and a R3

splines given 3D point correspondences which satisfy:

x̂i = P (t)x + ni,t (46)

for ground truth trajectory P (t) and the IID Gaussian noise
ni,t ∼ N (0, 1.0E). The 3D landmarks x are randomly
drawn from the unit sphere at 5Hz. We estimate a trajectory
of the same degree and knot distance by minimizing:

min
Θ

∑
i,t

α−1
∥∥∥x̂i − P̂Θ(t)x

∥∥∥2
2

+ β−1Lreg(Θ) (47)

where α, β are the variances of the measurements and of
the regularizer on the ground truth. The estimated trajec-
tory has the same degree and knot distance as the ground
truth. The trajectory estimate is initialized using the ground
truth, i.e. we are studying how far the noise causes the tra-
jectory to diverge. This is to avoid any issue caused by local
minima. As metric we use

∫
θ2(t)dt where θ is the angle

between ground truth and estimated orientations. The inte-
gral is evaluated using dense sampling (105 per knot).

Figure 3 shows the relative accuracy of the constant an-
gular velocity model, often called energy (i.e. (41) with
n = 2) when varying the number of regularizer samples
that are used per control point.

The figure shows that the energy regularizer provides
excellent performance even at low sampling rates. Quali-
tatively the reconstruction is nearly indistinguishable from
the ground truth for fs ≥ 2 whereas the signal is ex-
tremely noisy without regularization. Using one sample per
knot, the system performs reasonably well, but visibly os-
cillates/overfits at the beginning as shown in Figure 4 and
predicted by the constraint analysis.
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izer. The error is reported relative to using no regularization and
knot spacing ∆ti = 1. The difference to the energy regulariza-
tion is approximately 30%. The problem becomes unobservable
for knot spacing below 0.2 and errors above 1 are excluded.

We also compare to implicit regularization by using var-
ied knot spacing in figure 5. We conclude that if the optimal
knot spacing can be found, this approach works reasonably
well, but it is difficult to predict what that spacing is in ad-
vance based on e.g. dynamic models.

For P-spline regularization (43) we try using both first
and second order, and vary the regularizer weight. In both
cases the optimal weight is predicted by the ground truth
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Figure 6. Performance of P-spline regularizers for different
weights. Left: m = 1, right: m = 2. The error is reported
relative to using no regularization and knot spacing ∆ti = 1.

variance weighting. Figure 6 shows that second order gen-
eralized P-splines are better than first order, but both are
inferior to using the sampled energy model.

We conclude that the energy penalty with a moderate
number of samples per knot performs well. The improve-
ment plateaus after 2 samples per knot. Adding this regu-
larizer significantly improves convergence speed, reducing
total computational time by 33%. Overall, the generalized
P-splines are faster but also perform worse.

7. Visual Odometry
This experiment demonstrates that continuous pose tra-

jectories are applicable to real-time odometry using the
KITTI odometry dataset [16]. Specifically we examine how
varying knot distance and spline degree affects the compu-
tation time and reconstruction accuracy.

The visual odometry system we use is intentionally sim-
ple. We use a KLT [32] tracker and a SGM [17] stereo,
which at each step tracks 3d features into the next im-
age. After minimization we discard outliers based on a re-
projection error with threshold 3 pixels by eliminating the
track’s last measurement. We initialize new features us-
ing ANMS [15] and prune old features using the approach
of [31] keeping the number of tracks ∈ [100, 300]. The sys-
tem is initialized using PnP for the first five frames, after
which the regularizers allow the spline to predict the next
frame pose. In each frame the system optimizes the repro-
jection errors, the sampled regularization using n+2 sam-
ples, and the 3d point positions, giving the cost:

L(Θ) =
∑
k,f

‖yti,f − ℘(PcvP
−1
wv (ti)xf )‖2 (48)

+ α−1Lfwd(Θ) + β−1Lct(Θ) (49)

where yti,f are observations of feature f at time ti and ℘
is the stereo projection. Pcv is the transform between the
camera and the rear axle, and Pwv(t) is the pose trajectory.
The weights α, β are found as the inverse variances of the
regularizers applied to the ground truth trajectory of KITTI
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Figure 8. The KITTI rotation error metric evaluated on the first
training sequence, for n = 3, 4, 5 on knot distances from 0.05
to 1. The current top performer SOFT2[7] achieves an error of
0.0009 overall on test data.

sequence two. The entire history of each track present in
any of the five most recent frames are included in the cost.
All knots preceding those affected by the five most recent
frames are set constant, as are all 3d points which are not
present in the current image. We use up to five iterations per
frame. To our knowledge, we are the first to use a windowed
optimization strategy for real-time VO on real data.

We evaluate the system on the first training sequence as
it lets us perform the evaluation repeatedly and because it is
simple enough to use a simple tracker. Results are shown
in figures 7 and 8. This demonstrates that real-time on-
line stereo odometry using pose trajectory splines is feasi-
ble, with the degree three alternative running at 30fps while
achieving reasonable results. The experiment also shows
that knot distances shorter than one are possible given that
a regularizer is used. A video showing sample results is
available in the supplementary material.

8. Visual-Inertial Calibration
Visual-inertial calibration is commonly used as a valida-

tion experiment for pose trajectory spline implementations,
e.g. Furgale et al. [14], Patron-Perez et al. [28] and Sommer
et al. [37]. We similarly validate our system by calibrat-
ing the calib-cam1 sequence from the dataset by Shubert

et al. [35]. The sequence has 10 336 IMU measurements
and 1038 stereo pairs spanning 52.8 seconds, but it lacks
ground truth. Therefore we compare to the result of Som-
mer et al. [37] and use the same Pcam,imu initialization and
weights γacc, γgyro as them. We initialize the spline using per
frame PnP-Ransac [30, 11] followed by bundle adjustment.

Since poses from calibration patterns are highly accu-
rate, we wish to be able to go through each, which im-
plies a minimum knot distance of 0.05s. We verify that this
is likely sufficient to represent the observed ω(t) as using
(29) implies a minimum knot distance of 0.7s. The low-
est derivative of interest i.e. acceleration should have one or
preferably two continuous derivatives. Therefore degree 3
or 4 is suitable and we use four. We find the transform Pci
between camera and IMU by minimizing the cost:

L(Θ) =
∑
tf ,i

‖ytf ,i − ℘(Pcw(tf )xi)‖2+ (50)

γacc

∑
ta

‖p̈body(ta)− p̈[ta] + gbody + bacc‖2+ (51)

γgyro

∑
tg

‖ωbody(tg)− ωbody[tg] + bgyro‖2 (52)

Where ℘ is the projection operator, ytf ,i visual measure-
ments, and Pcw(t) = PciP

−1
wi (t) the offset pose trajectory

spline. The ωbody(ti), and p̈(ti) are gyro and accelerometer
measurements with constant IMU bias. We optimize over
Pci and the pose trajectory. We do not add regularization,
as this would conflict with the sought estimate.

Using this procedure we recover the IMU-camera trans-
formation with a geodesic difference of 10−5 and 10−4 me-
ters, relative to the calibration of Sommer (which is not a
ground truth).

9. Concluding Remarks
This paper has investigated pose trajectory regulariza-

tion by sampling explicit non-linear priors. This is aided
by a novel spline construct with constant linear and angular
velocity extrapolation. We have found a lower bound for the
sampling rate, which is notably above the common choice
of a single sample per knot. We have compared several
different types of pose trajectory regularization, including
derivative penalties, implicit (using knot spacing), and a
novel orientation P-spline penalty. We have also derived an
upper bound on the knot distance required to represent a
given ω(t). The code for our system is available on GitHub
[29]. The system has been validated on the standard task
of visual-inertial calibration, and applied to stereo visual
odometry where we demonstrate real-time performance.
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Abstract. An open issue in multiple view geometry and structure from
motion, applied to real life scenarios, is the sparsity of the matched key-
points and of the reconstructed point cloud. We present an approach that
can significantly improve the density of measured displacement vectors
in a sparse matching or tracking setting, exploiting the partial infor-
mation of the motion field provided by linear oriented image patches
(edgels). Our approach assumes that the epipolar geometry of an image
pair already has been computed, either in an earlier feature-based match-
ing step, or by a robustified differential tracker. We exploit key-points
of a lower order, edgels, which cannot provide a unique 2D matching,
but can be employed if a constraint on the motion is already given. We
present a method to extract edgels, which can be effectively tracked given
a known camera motion scenario, and show how a constrained version
of the Lucas-Kanade tracking procedure can efficiently exploit epipolar
geometry to reduce the classical KLT optimization to a 1D search prob-
lem. The potential of the proposed methods is shown by experiments
performed on real driving sequences.

Keywords: Densification · Tracking · Epipolar geometry · Lucas-Kanade ·
Feature extraction · Edgels · Edges

1 Introduction

Most methods for finding image-to-image correspondences by tracking or match-
ing are applied on selected key-points, i.e., image locations which are unique in
appearance and can easily be re-identified. While providing a coarse outline of
the motion structure in a scene, a drawback of this approach is that the feature
points are distributed sparsely, and cannot produce a dense 3D point cloud.

A natural next step is to consider a scenario where the relative motion
between the camera and the scene/object already has been determined with
high accuracy, e.g., by means of sparse feature matching and windowed bun-
dle adjustment, and is represented by the epipolar structure. After this step, it
is possible to increase the density of the motion field, aiming for a dense 3D
reconstruction. This can be done by stereo matching on rectified image pairs,
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
L. Agapito et al. (Eds.): ECCV 2014 Workshops, Part II, LNCS 8926, pp. 652–664, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-16181-5 50
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Fig. 1. Close up of an image patch showing a situation where the GETT keypoints
strongly outnumber GFTT. Left: GFTT. Right: GETT.

and gives generally very good results in the case of sideways camera motion and
relatively small rotations, but it is not a feasible approach for a general motion,
such as forward/backward camera motion combined with significant rotations.

As an alternative, we instead extract edge pixels that are likely to track well
given a known epipolar geometry, and perform a local search for the correspon-
dence only on the physically plausible segment of the epipolar line. To do this,
we modify the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker to only operate along the
epipolar line, thus allowing to also track several edge points (Fig. 1). Relevant
applications of this method include:

– densification of the partial reconstruction for object detection in the context
of autonomous robots.

– increase of the density of the reconstructed 3D point cloud as a final step of
a multi-view structure from motion.

To summarize, this paper presents two novel contributions:

– We extract edgels that are likely to track well under the given relative motion.
These edge points are called Good Edgels To Track (GETT).

– We densify the motion field by tracking these new edgel features, using a
modified version of the KLT tracker that can deal with the aperture problem,
given that the epipolar geometry is known.

2 Related Work

Many applications in computer vision, e.g., structure from motion and visual
odometry, have as an initial step the computation of optical flow. This can be
done in two ways: computing a global optical flow for the whole image plane
[7,13] or by sparsely computing the displacement of a limited number of (fea-
ture) points in the image. The first approach provides a dense flow field, but has
a high computational complexity. The sparse approach is more computationally
efficient, but the sparsity of the motion field can be a limiting factor when a
dense reconstruction is desired. The sparsity is a consequence of applying these
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methods only on selected feature points, with a structure in their surroundings
that allows them to be re-identified in subsequent images [1,10,22,24]. Such fea-
ture points can be found on a second image, depicting a slightly modified version
of the same scene, either by matching or by tracking procedures. Matching pro-
cedures extract feature points in both images, and try to match the most similar
pairs using a specifically designed descriptor [3,6,17,18,21]. Tracking is instead
implemented generally as a search, in the second image, for a point that mini-
mizes a cost function which measures the difference between small patches of the
image surrounding the two points. The most common approach to tracking is
based on the Lucas-Kanade tracker [19], which approximately minimizes a cost
function calculated as the sum of the squared differences in the intensities of
the pixels belonging to the patches. The KLT tracker has been shown to work
reliably only on “corner points”, known as Good Features to Track (GFTT),
and although efforts have been made to improve the performance of the tracker
on said points [2,8,23], not many papers in the literature deal with the spar-
sity of such features. GFTT-points can be identified by a structure tensor with
large values for both its eigenvalues [22]. The 2D motion of these points can be
identified, in both directions, with a gradient descent method on the matching
criterion (e.g. the SSD). A natural next step would be to track points having only
one large eigenvalue for their structure tensor. Intuitively, these points lie mainly
on linear edges. At these points, however, a local analysis can only provide the
motion component in a direction perpendicular to the edge, corresponding to
the eigenvector for the largest eigenvalue of the structure tensor. This is the
well-known aperture problem.

A framework for matching edgels is proposed in [16], and is shown to outper-
form matching based on, e.g., SIFT or SURF, when a planar object is tracked.
The limitation to planar objects restricts, however, the application of this app-
roach. Another attempt to solve the aperture problem is made in [4], by jointly
tracking edge points and nearby corner points with a method that combines
the KLT tracker and the global Horn-Schunck method. In this framework, the
motion of corner points helps in solving for the second degree of freedom of
nearby edge points thanks to a regularization term inserted in the optimization
process.
A similar, but more generalized approach is taken in [26] where a semi-global
matching method is adapted to work exclusively on fractions of the epipolar line.
Also in this case, a regularization term is included in the optimization process
to allow the matching of weaker points (edgels or even pixels lying on planar,
textureless areas). The optimization problem is, however, NP-hard and non par-
allelizable so the dynamic programming approach used to solve it takes several
seconds to compute.
In [15] the authors propose a method to obtain a dense optical flow which does
not include a regularization term allowing each point to be treated individually.
In this approach a Delaunay triangulation is performed over the motion field gen-
erated by a sparse matching framework to produce a prior on the motion field
for all the points in the convex hull of the sparse features. This information is
then used in combination with the estimated epipolar geometry and the trifocal
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tensor to steer a maximum-a-posteriori estimate for the best matching candi-
date for each pixel while also cutting down the number of possible candidates
significantly

In our work, a different approach is taken. Corner points are often sufficient
in number to produce a useful inter-frame motion estimate, which can be made
even more accurate by the means of a global or local bundle adjustment, but
are just too sparse to produce a dense reconstruction. Hence, there is no need
to include edgels at this early stage. In most cases, including them at this stage
would just make the egomotion estimate more computationally complex without
a significant gain in accuracy and robustness. Instead, if we are only interested
in making the motion flow in an image pair denser, the corresponding epipolar
geometry is already available to a high degree of accuracy, and it is possible
to formulate the KLT tracker as a 1-dimensional problem by constraining its
optimization procedure exclusively on an epipolar line. Thus, edgels that are
not parallel to the corresponding epipolar line can be tracked. We refer to this
modified version of the KLT tracker as Epipolar KLT.

The idea of epipolar KLT has recently been proposed by Trummer et al [25],
applied to the scenario of a camera mounted on a robotic arm for which the
motion parameters are known. That work, however, does not fully exploit this
tool for the tracking of specifically extracted edgels and, in fact, they reject the
idea of completely constraining the tracker to the epipolar lines due to pos-
sible uncertainty in the epipolar geometry. Instead, they formulate a biased
2-dimensional tracker that favors steps in the direction of the epipolar line
and reduces the freedom in the perpendicular direction with empirically cho-
sen weights. Not completely trusting the epipolar geometry can be reasonable in
high precision applications, but there is no reason to ignore already established
camera poses when just aiming at making the motion field denser.

3 Methods

3.1 Background

The KLT tracker The classical KLT tracker has been repeatedly derived in
literature, and we will only present parts of the derivation which are of interest
for our modifications. For a complete derivation, see [2,5,19] among others. Let
W ′

J be a small window in the second image around a feature point, I(x) and
J (x), respectively intensity value of the first and second images at position x. In
the simplest case, the change in the position of a point from I to J consists in a
2D translation, represented by the 2 values of the translation vector v. Also, in
practice, the inverse warping function is often used since it makes the procedure
computationally more efficient.
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Fig. 2. Schematics of some geometric entities involved in two view geometry

The expression for the cost function is:

G(Δv) :=
∑

x′
i∈W ′

J

(I(x′
i − (v + Δv) − J (x′

i))
2 (1)

to be minimized w.r.t. Δv. To solve the equation, a first order Taylor expansion
is needed. Let xi = x′

i − (v+ Δv), setting, then, the first order derivative of the
cost function to zero to find the stationary point we obtain:

∑
x′
i∈W ′

J

∇I(xi) ∇I(xi)TΔv =
∑

x′
i∈W ′

J

(I(xi) − J (x′
i))∇I(xi) (2)

In matrix form we can write it as A Δv = b. Solving for Δv, the update rule
for the iteration scheme is v = v + Δv, and x′

i = xi + v. The procedure is
repeated until convergence or until some breaking criterion is met (for example,
when the displacement is smaller than a threshold).

Epipolar Geometry This section contains a short review of the geometrical
entities involved in epipolar geometry which are necessary to derive our algo-
rithms. A more complete presentation is made, e.g., in [11]. With reference to
Figure 2, for a given image pair I and J produced by two cameras, or the
same camera in two different positions, having their center of projection in CoP
and CoP′ respectively, we can make the following observations (assuming lens
distortion is absent or the images are rectified):

1. The projection of CoP in the image plane of J is the epipole ep.
2. For every 3D point Pk observed by both the cameras, the projection of the

Pk in J , p′
k, must lie on a line in J , given as the projection of the optic ray

through pk in I, i.e., the 3D line connecting CoP and pk, onto J . This line
is the epipolar line generated by pk in J .

3. All the epipolar lines on an image plane, for a certain camera pair, meet in
the corresponding epipole, ep.
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Given the images I and J , the corresponding epipolar geometry is represented
by the fundamental matrix F The epipolar line in J corresponding to a point of
pixel coordinates x in I is given by ẽ = Fx̃ =

[
e1 e2 e3

]�
, where x̃ is the column

vector of the homogeneous pixel coordinates of the point x and ẽ is the dual
homogeneous coordinates of the epipolar line. The 2-dimensional unity vector
representing the direction of the epipolar line is then ê =

[
e2 −e1

]T
/
√

e21 + e22.

Epipolar KLT We now have all the tools to derive the Epipolar KLT. Given
an initialization on the epipolar line for the translation vector (i.e. v such that
x+v lies on ẽ), we can substitute ê in (1) to obtain a 1-dimensional cost function

G(α) :=
∑

x′
i∈W ′

J

(I(x′
i − (v + αê)) − J (x′

i))
2 (3)

to be minimized w.r.t. the scalar value α.
After the first order Taylor expansion and solving for the stationary point, we

obtain the following expression to be iteratively minimized to converge toward
the solution:

α
∑

x′
i∈W ′

J

∇I(xi) ∇I(xi)T ê =
∑

x′
i∈W ′

J

(I(xi) − J (x′
i))∇I(xi). (4)

In matrix form we can write the last expression as

αA ê = b, (5)

which is an over-determined 2 equation system. By pre-multiplying both sides
by êT (i.e. projecting the 2D problem on the direction of the epipolar line), we
project the system into one dimension: αêTAê = êTb. Solving for α, the update
rule for the iteration scheme is v = v+αê and x′

i = xi +v. The procedure is
repeated until convergence or until some breaking criterion is met (for example,
when the displacement is smaller than a threshold).

3.2 Good Edgels to Track

As already mentioned, assuming a static scene and a reliable estimate of the
relative camera motion between two frames, we can track two different kinds of
features:

– Corner features
– Edge features non parallel to the motion

Similarly to the case of corner features, edge features are identified from the
eigenvalues of their structure tensor: they are associated with a structure tensor
with at least one eigenvalue over a certain threshold. However, not all edge
features are useful for our method: edges parallel to the their own epipolar line
cannot be tracked reliably.
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Let ∇Iu(x) and ∇Iv(x) be the horizontal and vertical gradient of the image
calculated in x respectively. The structure tensor T (x) for the point x is:

T (x) =
[ ∇Iu(x)2 ∇Iu(x)∇Iv(x)

∇Iu(x)∇Iv(x) ∇Iv(x)2

]
. (6)

Given a pixel x, its structure tensor T and its corresponding epipolar line ẽ in
the matching image, its score in the GETT sense is

score(x) = êTT (x) ê, (7)

where ê is the unit vector representing the direction of the epipolar line in J
for x. Note that the value of the score is bounded by the larger and smaller
eigenvalues of the structure tensor and corresponds, intuitively, to measuring
the structure tensor along the direction of the optimization process.

3.3 Epipolar KLT Initialization

To assure convergence to a reasonable solution it is critical to initialize the
tracker on the epipolar line. In our tests we assume that no prior information on
the depth of the points is available. We therefore assume that every point has
an infinite depth, in this case we can find a starting point on the epipolar line
that is also a hard limit for our procedure as only one of the 2 segments of the
epipolar line defined by this point is physically reasonable.

Let K be the intrinsic parameter matrix for the camera and R the inter-
camera rotation between the 2 views. For a point x̃ ∈ I in homogeneous coordi-
nates, its infinity projection on J is given by

start(x̃) = KRK−1x̃. (8)

We refer to this initialization procedure as initialization at infinity.
Depending on the scene structure and the camera motion, this initializa-

tion can fail, in particular if the scene has large variation in depth and the
translational motion component is significant relatively to the rotational com-
ponent. This is the case for most driving sequences, such as those offered by
the KITTI dataset [9], where this initialization is sensitive to repeating patterns
and large displacements. This simple initialization, however, works in practice
for the majority of the points. To increase the number of good matches, we do
however perform an initialization in multiple steps as outlined in Algorithm 2.
The details are given below.

4 Experiments

We tested our algorithm against the OpenCV 1 standard KLT implementation.
For a fair comparison, the epipolar constraint has been imposed to the output
1 http://opencv.org
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Fig. 3. Sample tracking output image from Sequence 1. Top: Tracking performed on
GFTT with the standard KLT procedure. Bottom: Tracking performed on GETT
with the epipolar KLT.

Algorithm 1. Testing pseudocode for standard KLT procedure
1: procedure TrackGoodFeaturesToTrack(I, J, K, R, t)
2: p ← extractGoodFeaturesToTrack(I)
3: q ← standardKLT(I, J, p)
4: r ← standardKLT(J, I, q)
5: corr ← {(pi, qi)|‖pi − ri‖ < τ}
6: corr ← epipolarFilter(corr, F)
7: return corr
8: end procedure

of the standard tracker to reduce outliers. Both trackers have been fed with the
same parameters in term of windows size (5×5), pyramid level (2nd level) and
termination criteria (maximum 10 iterations, minimum displacement length of
0.1 pixels ). The two testing schemes are outlined in Algorithms 1 and 2.

4.1 Implementation Details

In this subsection we go into the details of the testing scheme outlined in Algo-
rithm 2.

Extraction of corners and edges We extract the corner and edge keypoints
respectively according to the classical GFTT scheme and the hereby presented
GETT scheme. The procedure works in the following way:

1. Extract the structure tensor for each pixel in the image.
2. Calculate the GFTT and GETT score for each pixel. The following steps are

computed independently for GFTT and GETT points.
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Algorithm 2. Testing pseudocode for our approach
1: procedure TrackMixedFeatures(I, J, K, R, t)
2: F ← K−T [t]xRK−1

3: p ← extractCornersEdges(I, F)
4: startp ← KRK−1p
5: q ← epipolarKLT(I, J, p, startp, F)
6: startq ← KRTK−1q
7: r ← epipolarKLT(J, I, q, startq, F

T)
8: corr ← {(pi, qi)|‖pi − ri‖ < τ}
9: clusters ← clusterize(p)

10: cMEAN ← clustermeans(clusters, corr)
11: startp ← moveStartingPoints(startp, cMEAN)
12: q ← epipolarKLT(I, J, p, startp, F)
13: corr ← {(pi, qi)}
14: cMEAN ← clustermeans(clusters, corr)
15: corr ← filterOutliers(corr, cMEAN)
16: return corr
17: end procedure

3. An Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) filter is applied to the score images
to obtain a better distribution of the keypoints. A sliding window is applied
to each score image suppressing all the points which are not a local maximum.
The window size is set at the same size of the tracking window at the lowest
pyramid level.

4. A threshold τ is computed as a fraction of the highest score found in the
image and the points with a score > τ are used as keypoints.

Tracker initialization The first initialization is given by the initialization at
infinity presented in Section 3.3.

Tracking The tracking is done with the Epipolar KLT in Section 3.1, including
a pyramidal coarse-to-fine scheme similar to the one presented in [5]. At the end
of the tracking procedure, features presenting a large error (see [8]) or that moved
on the wrong segment of the epipolar line are rejected as outliers.

Backtracking As suggested in [12] , a backtracking step is performed to further
remove outliers. Features are tracked backwards from image J to image I and
when the procedure converges to a point different from the original feature, the
feature is considered an outlier. Note that this step is proven particularly useful
in the case of repeating patterns due to the naivety of the initialization.

Clusterization and tracker reinitialization The tracks surviving the first
two steps are in general of good quality, but are not dense due to the naive
initialization step performed. Therefore, we compute a new initialization based
on region-wise local mean displacement for the available tracks. The image is
subdivided in macro-regions (in our tests we use a 3×7 grid to determine the
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Method Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Sequence 3 Total

GETT + EpiKLT 3542 ± 464 4439 ± 848 4603 ± 484 4196 ± 779

GFTT + KLT 2537 ± 425 3593 ± 881 3908 ± 551 3347 ± 874

Table 1. Average number of features extracted over the 3 sequences ± standard devi-
ation

Method Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Sequence 3 Total

GETT + EpiKLT 1700 ± 324 1656 ± 470 2121 ± 373 1818 ± 448

GFTT + KLT 509 ± 250 412 ± 238 909 ± 337 610 ± 352

Table 2. Average number of features tracked over the 3 sequences ± standard deviation

regions) and the mean displacement along the epipolar line is robustly computed
for each region, based on the available data of the surviving tracks belonging to
the region. The displacement mean for each cluster of the image is robustly com-
puted using the algorithm presented in [14]. This method works on 1-dimensional
data, it orders the data and determines the mean giving the maximum amount
of inliers, using a sliding window. The region-wise mean so computed is then
used to reinitialize the tracker by moving the starting position of the tracker,
away from the infinity projection of the feature, along the epipolar line.

Outlier removal The last tracking step has proven to provide a much higher
inlier ratio than the initialization at infinity, making a new backtracking step
unnecessary. To remove the remaining outliers, we perform a filtering based on a
re-computed region based mean, and remove points that do not behave according
to the majority of the points in the region ( we assume a Gaussian distribution
and set the filter threshold at twice the standard deviation for the region).

Note that this complicated procedure is only necessary when no prior infor-
mation on the depth structure of the scene is known. For image sequences, fea-
tures can in general be tracked more than once, thus providing a depth estimate
and a better initialization of the tracker. For new features, even accounting for
reasonable depth discontinuities, the initialization can be performed by using
the already available depth information of similar nearby points.

4.2 Results

We tested our method on sequences extracted from the KITTI dataset [9], con-
sisting of driving scenes recorded by a calibrated stereo setup. Each of the
extracted sequences consists of 199 image pairs and present different settings:

– Sequence 1 shows an urban scenario: mainly buildings on the sides of the
road.

– Sequence 2 is set in a suburban scenario. Mostly trees surround the road
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Fig. 4. Distribution of extracted GFTT (top-left) and GETT (bottom-left:). Dis-
tribution of successfully tracked GFTT (top-right) and GETT (bottom-right).

– Sequence 3 also has a suburban setting and shows a variety of buildings,
vegetation and parked cars on the side of the road.

In our tests, we disregard the stereo information, focusing on a monocular sce-
nario and making use of the given camera calibration. To show the robustness of
the method, we do not use the ground truth egomotion provided with the KITTI
dataset, we take instead the estimates produced by an implementation of [20].
The approach consists in a matching procedure performed on FAST keypoints
[24] and BRIEF descriptors [6], the epipolar geometry estimation is made robust
with RANSAC, and stabilized with a windowed bundle adjustment.

Tables 1 and 2 show, as expected, the higher density of GETT compared
to GFTT which, combined with a better inlier ratio granted by the proposed
tracking procedure, allows to sensibly increase density of the motion field. Notice
that, as shown in Figure 4 and 3 the increase in density is particularly evident
in areas of the image closer to the camera and on the road plane. This is a
very desirable feature for many applications since closeby objects are generally
of more interest and can be measured more precisely.

5 Conclusions

In this work we presented a complete framework for the extraction and tracking
of edge elements in an image pair. Such edge elements would normally suffer
from the aperture problem and cannot be tracked successfully. By exploiting a
known estimate of the epipolar geometry of the scene, our algorithm allows to
extract and successfully track specific edgels that are likely to behave well with
the given egomotion. We have shown that such keypoints (GETT ) consistently
outnumber the standard GFTT in different settings, have a higher inlier ratio
when tracked with the procedure we presented and are also more uniformly
spread on the image plane. These are all very desirable qualities that allow to
produce a much denser point cloud in any structure from motion application.
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Abstract. An increasing number of robots and autonomous vehicles are
equipped with multiple cameras to achieve surround-view sensing. The
estimation of their relative poses, also known as extrinsic parameter cal-
ibration, is a challenging problem, particularly in the non-overlapping
case. We present a simple and novel extrinsic calibration method based
on standard components that performs favorably to existing approaches.
We further propose a framework for predicting the performance of dif-
ferent calibration configurations and intuitive error metrics. This makes
selecting a good camera configuration straightforward. We evaluate on
rendered synthetic images and show good results as measured by angular
and absolute pose differences, as well as the reprojection error distribu-
tions.

1 Introduction

Autonomous vehicles and robots benefit greatly from visual surround view sens-
ing for both spatial and semantic understanding [15]. Surround view in turn
requires multiple cameras with highly accurate extrinsics. Achieving the latter
is an issue in camera configurations with limited or non-overlapping fields-of-
view, as the standard methods for overlapping cameras cannot be applied. Since
calibration errors cause biased estimates in crucial tasks such as visual odometry
and spatial reconstruction, highly accurate estimates are required. Unfortunately
non-overlapping configurations are common due to monetary and computational
cost considerations and existing applicable methods rely on complicated tools
and software.

Two approaches to minimal camera surround view sensing exist: either maxi-
mize the field-of-view per camera, with fisheye lenses or a catadioptric mirror, or
allow more cameras with narrower field-of-view but rectilinear wide-angle lenses.
While both fisheye lenses and catadioptric mirrors have excellent field-of-view,
they can be costly and suffer from distortion that is difficult to calibrate well,
compared to rectilinear lenses. In addition, with very few cameras it is hard
avoid the body of the vehicle obstructing the view. Hence, this work will focus
on the rectilinear type.

The intrinsic parameters of each lens in a camera configuration is straightfor-
ward to estimate independently [20]. We address the extrinsic estimation prob-
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lem, under the assumption that intrinsic calibration has been achieved to suffi-
cient accuracy.

Fig. 1. Left: Camera pair without overlap seen from above. Extrinsic calibration not
possible in a static setting. Right: A temporarily placed additional camera enables
extrinsic calibration.

Fig. 2. Calibrating two marginally overlapping cameras on a truck, with the addition
of a third camera.

We propose adding intermediate cameras during the extrinsic calibration
process, as exemplified by the schematic in figure 1, for the purpose of cali-
brating cameras on vehicles such as the one shown in figure 2. This strategy
creates or increases the overlap between fields-of-view and allows the use of any
standard stereo calibration toolbox, with minimal development effort. Since the
extra cameras are temporary, the cost, weight and performance limitations of the
permanently installed cameras do not apply. Thus, better-performing cameras
can be used to further improve the accuracy, if required. We show that greater
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overlap is beneficial and analyze the trade-off between additional cameras and
propagated calibration errors.

In this paper we contribute

– a simple extrinsic calibration procedure based on applying the standard
method through the novel use of additional temporary intermediate cam-
eras.

– an evaluation framework for determining the expected quality of a given
setup. This framework can also be used to identify good calibration config-
urations.

– a geometrically intuitive extrinsic error metric - the reprojection error dis-
tribution caused by the extrinsic error in a given camera setup.

2 Related Work

Approaches to calibrating non-overlapping cameras can be sorted into two broad
categories, static and dynamic: Static methods either use mirrors to allow all
cameras to see the same calibration object or large calibration objects that
are only partially visible in each camera. Dynamic methods use structure-from-
motion to capture the structure of a scene and to subsequently infer rigid rela-
tionships between cameras.

In the first category, a fairly recent method by Sturm et al. [18] recovers the
poses of virtual cameras reflected in three or more planar mirrors, in order to find
the pose of a ”true” camera. Later work by several other authors [10, 9, 11, 17, 19,
14] present extensions and alternative approaches that also use planar mirrors.
In contrast, Agrawal et al. [1] show that calibration with a spherical mirror is
advantageous; it lacks degeneracies and only one mirror is required, although
the accuracy is comparably low. Additionally, methods using calibration objects
that are only partially visible in each camera have been suggested although this
seems less common. Liu et al. [13] performs extrinsic calibration with a long
stick, with the ends visible in each of the two cameras. In [12], this stick is
substituted by lasers.

In the second category, calibration with structure-from-motion or photogram-
metry, Esquivel et al. [6] and Carrera et al. [4] capture sequences of the surround-
ing environment on vehicles with rigidly coupled cameras, finding the relative
camera poses after 3D reconstruction. Pagel et al. [16] implements online cali-
bration based on a system for visual odometry and more recently Dong et al.
[5] places easily identifiable calibration objects in a scene, uses photogrammetry
to pinpoint their locations and then relate the cameras to be calibrated to these
objects. Note that structure-from-motion approaches require additional informa-
tion to determine an absolute scale. This is typically achieved with a calibration
object of known size.

There are several ways to verify and compare camera intrinsic/extrinsic cal-
ibration quality. One choice is to verify that the reprojection errors on the cal-
ibration features is sensible, i.e. less than one pixel on average with no severe
outliers.
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Another reasonable metric for comparison is the difference between the true
and the estimated pose, as they map to intuitive physical properties. Since our
target application is structure-from-motion, we propose that the reprojection
error distribution provides an intuitive understanding of both error severity and
acceptable limits.

Both static and dynamic methods can yield good results but have their down-
sides. Mirrors must have the reflective surface on the front to avoid chromatic
aberrations, which adds to their fragility. Placing them to ensure the calibration
object is reflected into the camera can be complicated. Large calibration objects
warp under their own weight, while lasers have little pixel coverage and are hard
to spot in cameras equipped with wide-angle lenses. Structure-from-motion ap-
proaches can be labor intensive to execute well in uncontrolled environments.
We have also found that the estimated metric scale is very sensitive to noise.
In addition, the perhaps most important aspect of these methods is that they
require significant software development efforts to get up and running.

In contrast, with our method a few additional cameras makes the stereo
calibration tools in the OpenCV software library [3] sufficient. The performance
of the proposed hardware extension based approach has to our knowledge not
been investigated previously.

3 Method

This section presents a general model of the extrinsic camera calibration problem,
the proposed method, the imaging model and concludes with the error metrics.

3.1 The Extrinsic Graph

Consider the extrinsic camera configuration problem for N cameras as an acyclic,
un-weighted and un-directed graph. Each node corresponds to a camera pose and
each edge to an observed relative pose. A connected graph implies that all poses
are constrained and can be determined. Since the graph is acyclic, the relative
poses can be found separately per constraint. General camera configurations
need not result in a connected graph, but by adding cameras we can always
create one. Each extra camera adds two new edges to the graph. Since acyclic
connected graphs are sufficient, there is no need to add any cycle. Adding cy-
cles and appropriate weights could improve accuracy, but would require joint
optimization.

3.2 Calibration Procedure

Given the relative poses, any camera can be selected as origin and the poses
of each other camera in relation to it are trivially computed by chaining the
transformations. We use unit quaternion based poses to avoid compounding
numerical errors. Thus we create an acyclic connected graph and estimate the
relative poses in an interleaved manner as follows:
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Estimating Relative Transforms The metric relative transform between two
overlapping cameras with known intrinsics can be estimated using a chessboard
pattern of known proportions and a small number, (here N = 5), of images.
The chessboard pattern is found by OpenCV findChessBoardCorners() and
the relative pose is computed using stereoCalibrate() which implements a
homography based solver. Note that the signal-to-noise ratio of the estimation is
related to the detection noise over the pixel distance between corner projections
[8]. This suggests it is a good idea to have a large overlap between cameras
and for the chessboard to cover most of it. Thus we require a lower bound of
overlap to consider two cameras connected, how the overlap relates to the error
is explored in section 4.

Adding Cameras The goal is to create a fully connected acyclic graph by
adding cameras. Finding the optimal configuration is both difficult and unnec-
essary. This motivates the following simple greedy scheme:

Iterate until the graph is connected:

– Find the two closest, in terms of angular distance, unconnected, cameras.
– Place an evenly distributed sequence of cameras with sufficient overlap along

the shortest path.

The suitable number of cameras can be found by simulation similar to the
one in section 4. Note that regardless of the number of intermediate camera
positions, at most two extra physical cameras are required since they can be
moved.

3.3 Camera Noise Model

The image capture and feature extraction processes contain three distinct sources
of noise:

In the optical stage, light enters the camera and is focused by the lens before
hitting the sensor. Imperfections due to both lens design and manufacturing
variability, attenuates (vignetting), diffuses (blurring) and distorts the light. We
model the first two effects directly as

I1(x) = cos4(k1|x|) ◦ (Hσ ∗ I0)(x) (1)

where |x| is the distance from the camera’s optical axis, Hσ(x) is a small point
spread (blur) Gaussian function of width σ, and k1 controls the falloff rate of the
vignetting function. In addition (· ◦ ·) and (· ∗ ·) denote point-wise multiplication
and convolution, respectively. In the experiments, the blur kernel is fixed to 5 x
5 pixels, with σ = 0.5. k1 is chosen so that the maximum intensity at the left
and right image edges are 25% of the maximum in the center. The third effect,
distortion, is modeled below.

In the electronic stage, light is converted into electric charge in the sensor,
is read out, amplified and digitized to form a digital image. Here, a significant
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source of error is the shot noise. We model this with a Poisson process ap-
proximation, specifically Gaussian noise with variance proportional to the light
intensity:

I2(x) = N (I1(x), b+ k2
√
I1(x)) (2)

where b is the minimum noise variance and k2 a scale factor. We found that with
I(x) ∈ [0, 255], setting the parameters to b = 2 and k2 = 0.1 produced noise that
looked ”reasonably realistic” as is shown in figure 4. Estimating the parameters
of a specific camera sensor would further improve the model accuracy.

In addition, pixel intensities are clamped to the range [0, 255], i.e

I3(x) = min(max(I2(x), 0), 255) (3)

In the digital stage, a detector locates the calibration pattern landmarks with
subpixel-precision. This operation does not have to be modeled explicitly since
either the OpenCV function findChessboardCorners() or cornerSubPix() can
be applied directly. The output from the detector is a set of 2D points yk.
k ∈ [1,K] where K is the number of calibration pattern landmarks.

In a real-world setting, these coordinates will have rather large errors due
to lens distortion. However, for the purpose of the simulation we assume that
distortion is mostly corrected by a function U(y) and model the residual error
with a Gaussian noise process. The final coordinates are thus

zk = U(yk) + εd (4)

with εd ∼ N (0, σdI), where I denotes the 2 x 2 identity matrix.

3.4 Error metrics

As mentioned in section 2, we consider two quality measures: the pose (rotational
and translational) error and the reprojection error distribution. The latter pro-
vides a intuitive understanding of what impact the former is expected to have,
on a structure-from-motion system.

Rotation and Translation Errors Let the 4x4 matrix P represent a 3D rigid
transform, composed of a rotation matrix R and translation vector t. Let P
denote the ground truth and P̂ the associated estimate. Pi is the transform
from world coordinates to the local coordinate system of camera i and Pji is
the relative transform from the local coordinate system of camera i to that of
camera j.

We define the translation error of P̂ relative to P as εt = ‖R̂−1t̂−R−1t‖2.
Similarly, the rotation error is defined as εR = |RR̂−1|, where |·| is the magnitude
of the angle around the axis of rotation in RR̂−1.
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Expected Reprojection Error The distribution of reprojection errors is ap-
proximated by sampling points y and computing the error as follows. Let y =
(x, y, z, 1)T be a homogeneous 3D point in the local coordinate system of camera
i and that x = P−1

i y is the same point in the world coordinate system. With the
camera projection operator defined as Proj : (x, y, z, 1)T 7→ (x/z, y/z, 1)T , the
reprojection error (in pixels) of x in camera i is εp = f‖Proj(P̂ix)−Proj(Pix)‖2,
where f is the focal length.

4 Experiments

The following experiments on synthetic imagery will show how the calibration
error as measured by our chosen metrics varies with the camera configuration
and the noise. Care has been taken to simulate realistic noise, as simpler models
may hide interesting behaviors.

Our use-case, shown in figure 2, is a mobile platform (truck) with two 1600
x 1200 pixel cameras at 90 degree relative yaw angle but with very wide-angle
lenses (focal length 1.67mm). Due to the wide fields-of-view, there is an overlap
of approximately 10 degrees between the cameras. However, this image area is
small and calibration patterns must be placed a significant distance away to be
simultaneously visible in both cameras. The procedure has been performed on
the mobile setup but the accuracy cannot be determined without ground truth
or additional sensors. Thus, the experiments are performed on synthetic data.

4.1 Setup

To evaluate the impact of additional cameras providing significant overlap, a
synthetic calibration pipeline is constructed. The pipeline generates noise-free
images, applies noise, and finds the extrinsic camera parameters. We experiment
with two cameras with a 90 degree interval, three cameras at 45 degrees, and
five cameras at 22.5 degrees.

First, images are generated with the Blender 3D modeling software [7]. Pair-
wise camera configurations and associated pattern placements are shown in figure
3. The cameras are outward facing on a circle with 1.5 meter radius and relative
rotations of either 22.5, 45, or 90 degrees. In each case, five checkerboard calibra-
tion patterns (7-by-9 squares, 84 x 108 cm) are manually placed to maximally
cover the joint field of view. As is shown in the figure, larger relative rotations
provide less overlap and require the patterns to be placed farther away from the
cameras. Note that cases such as 45-to-90 degree or 45-to-67.5 degree rotations
are omitted, as they are equivalent to simultaneously rotating all objects in any
of the existing setups.

In each configuration one calibration pattern at a time is placed inside the
joint field-of-view of the camera pair. Images are rendered and the associated
ground-truth image 2D coordinates of all pattern landmarks are stored.

Second, errors caused by the camera are simulated and added to the images.
An example image with blur, vignetting and shot noise applied, is shown in
figure 4.
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Fig. 3. Camera and pattern setups with 22.5, 45 and 90 degree rotations between
cameras. Insets show the pattern placements in the viewport of the right camera in
the pair. Their appearance in the left camera are mirror-symmetric. The ground-plane
grid lines are 1 meter apart.

Fig. 4. Example of a rendered image with added vignetting, blur and shot noise. Inset:
Closeup of camera shot noise - best viewed on-screen.

Third, the calibration pattern landmarks are located with sub-pixel preci-
sion (findChessboardCorners() in OpenCV). Since a coarse alignment can and
should be verified manually, we only perform the subpixel refinement (cornerSubPix())
with ground-truth landmarks as input. Gaussian noise is then added, simulating
the effects of the residual camera distortion error. This is in line with other work,
such as [1] and is in effect the main source of noise in the calibration pipeline.

Finally, these noisy landmark coordinates are used to estimate the relative
transform between the two cameras in a pair (stereoCalibrate()).

For each of the camera configurations, we generate M = 1000 calibration
runs, with different noise added each time. This provides a reasonable sampling
of the error distribution. N-view camera setups are simulated by linking the
relative poses of pairs of cameras P̂N,1 =

∏N−1
k=1 P̂k+1,k. For example, in a three-

view setup, P̂31 = P̂32P̂21. In addition we compute the reprojection errors of
10,000 random points y = (x, y, z, 1)T , uniformly distributed across the image
plane at uniformly random depths z ∈ [0.1, 100].
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4.2 Results

The mean errors εR and εt in P̂N,1 are shown in figure 5. The distribution of
reprojection errors in the presence of varying levels σd of distortion noise εd, are
shown in figure 6.

Fig. 5. Expected pose rotation errors and expected pose translation errors as functions
of added εd noise of magnitude σd.

.

5 Discussion

It is clear from figure 5 that the calibration is most sensitive to noise when
no cameras have been added (N = 2) and the overlap is small. In contrast,
additional cameras (N = 3 or N = 5) and greater overlap significantly improves
the resilience to noise and is likely to compensate for the error accumulation
along the chain of transforms. The difference between N = 3 and N = 5 is
small. Depending on the assumed error, it is better to use one rather than three
additional cameras. This trade-off may change if we expect significantly higher
noise but that could also indicate poor intrinsic estimation quality. Presumably
this generalizes to similar configurations, but should be confirmed using the
provided toolbox to analyze the configuration on a case by case basis.

While it is difficult to compare the expected accuracy under the radically
different setups and scenarios, we compare our results with those from other
papers in table 1. When possible, the values corresponding to a noise level of
σd = 0.5 are used.

Subject to differences in noise models, setup, cameras, and evaluation, we
conclude that the performance of the proposed system is favorable or at least
comparable to the baselines. Note that the rotation error represents a lower
bound on projection accuracy since it will affect distant points which are other-
wise unaffected by translation error.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of reprojection errors with varying noise magnitude σd, computed
for the relative pose between outermost cameras at 90 degrees, with N − 2 cameras in
between.
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Table 1. Comparison of rotation errors.

Method Rotation error

Ours 0.04◦

Esquivel et al. [6] 0.5◦

Antone et al. [2] 0.1◦

Agrawal et al.[1] 1◦

The accuracy of the calibration in terms of the absolute pose error is good and
is likely to exceed the precision of tools like tape measures and protractors. How-
ever, the reprojection error distributions in figure 6 indicate that the calibration
error is not negligible but should be accounted for in a structure-from-motion
system. In particular, while the error mode is relatively moderate, the heavy
tail of the two-camera calibration setup is remarkable and motivates the use of
additional cameras during calibration, even for limited-overlap configurations.

The calibration code and calibration quality estimation toolbox, along with
the dataset and evaluation code, is available on GitHub 1.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a simple and novel extrinsic calibration method and an eval-
uation framework for determining the expected quality using synthetic data. We
have shown that the system achieves good results with a predictable impact
on the intended application in terms of reprojection error distributions. The
method is based on off-the-shelf components and is intended for multi-camera
setups with small or no overlapping fields-of-view. The procedure is robust and
simple to implement which makes it especially suited for industrial applications.
Acknowledgement: This work was funded in part by Vinnova, Sweden’s innova-
tion agency and Daimler AG.
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